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Appendix One. 
  

Ethical Approval for the Current Study 
 

1.1. University Research Ethics Application Form 
    

Cover SheetCover SheetCover SheetCover Sheet    

 

I confirm that in my judgment, due to the project’s nature, the use of aI confirm that in my judgment, due to the project’s nature, the use of aI confirm that in my judgment, due to the project’s nature, the use of aI confirm that in my judgment, due to the project’s nature, the use of a    

method to inform prospective participants about the projectmethod to inform prospective participants about the projectmethod to inform prospective participants about the projectmethod to inform prospective participants about the project    

(e.g.(e.g.(e.g.(e.g. ‘Information Sheet’ / ‘Covering Letter’ / ‘Pre ‘Information Sheet’ / ‘Covering Letter’ / ‘Pre ‘Information Sheet’ / ‘Covering Letter’ / ‘Pre ‘Information Sheet’ / ‘Covering Letter’ / ‘Pre----Written Script’):Written Script’):Written Script’):Written Script’):    

        

Is relevant:Is relevant:Is relevant:Is relevant:    

    

Is Is Is Is notnotnotnot relevant: relevant: relevant: relevant:    

  

 

(if relevant then this should be enclosed)  

X 

 

 

 

 

I confirm that in my judgment, due to the project’s nature, the use of aI confirm that in my judgment, due to the project’s nature, the use of aI confirm that in my judgment, due to the project’s nature, the use of aI confirm that in my judgment, due to the project’s nature, the use of a    

‘Consent Form’:‘Consent Form’:‘Consent Form’:‘Consent Form’:    

        

Is releIs releIs releIs relevant:vant:vant:vant:    

    

    

Is Is Is Is notnotnotnot relevant: relevant: relevant: relevant:    

  

 

(if relevant then this should be enclosed) 

X 

 

 

 

 

Is this is Is this is Is this is Is this is a ‘generic’ a ‘generic’ a ‘generic’ a ‘generic’ applicationapplicationapplicationapplication    

(i.e. does it cover more than project that is sufficiently similar)?(i.e. does it cover more than project that is sufficiently similar)?(i.e. does it cover more than project that is sufficiently similar)?(i.e. does it cover more than project that is sufficiently similar)?    

        

Yes:Yes:Yes:Yes:    

    

    

No:No:No:No:    

  

 

 

X 

 

 

Mark 1 Box 

Mark 1 Box 

Mark 1 Box 
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Part APart APart APart A    

 

A1. A1. A1. A1.     Title of Research Project: Title of Research Project: Title of Research Project: Title of Research Project:     

Investigating Interactions between Word Juncture Development and the Acquisition of Syntax 

    

A2.A2.A2.A2.    Contact person Contact person Contact person Contact person (normally the Principal Investigator, in the case of staff-led research 
projects, or the student in the case of supervised-postgraduate researcher projects):    

 

Title:Title:Title:Title: Mrs.  First Name/Initials:First Name/Initials:First Name/Initials:First Name/Initials: Sarah C. Last Name:Last Name:Last Name:Last Name: Bryan 

Post:Post:Post:Post: Postgraduate Research Student  Department: Human Communication Sciences 

Email:Email:Email:Email: s.c.bryan@shef.ac.uk    TelephoneTelephoneTelephoneTelephone: 0114 2222416 

 

A2.1.    Is this a postgraduate researcher project?A2.1.    Is this a postgraduate researcher project?A2.1.    Is this a postgraduate researcher project?A2.1.    Is this a postgraduate researcher project?    

Yes 

    If yes, please provide the Supervisor’s contact details:If yes, please provide the Supervisor’s contact details:If yes, please provide the Supervisor’s contact details:If yes, please provide the Supervisor’s contact details:    

    

Dr. Sara Howard 

Email: s.howard@shef.ac.uk 

Telephone: 0114 2222448 

A2.2.A2.2.A2.2.A2.2.    Other key investigators/coOther key investigators/coOther key investigators/coOther key investigators/co----applicants applicants applicants applicants (within/outside University), where applicable:    

  

Please list all (add more rows if necessary) 

Title Full Name Post Responsibility in 

project 

Organisation  Department 

      

 

A3.A3.A3.A3.    Proposed Project Duration: Two years and 8 monthsProposed Project Duration: Two years and 8 monthsProposed Project Duration: Two years and 8 monthsProposed Project Duration: Two years and 8 months    

  

Start date:Start date:Start date:Start date: 01/2010 End date:End date:End date:End date: 09/2012 
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A4.A4.A4.A4.    Mark ‘X’ in oneMark ‘X’ in oneMark ‘X’ in oneMark ‘X’ in one or more of the following boxes if your research: or more of the following boxes if your research: or more of the following boxes if your research: or more of the following boxes if your research:    

 

  involves testing a medicinal product **** 
   

  involves investigating a medical device **** 
   

  involves additional radiation above that required for clinical care **** 
   

  involves taking new samples of human biological material (e.g. blood, tissue) **** 
   

x  involves children or young people aged under 18 years 

   

  involves using samples of human biological material collected before for another 

purpose 
   

x  involves only identifiable personal data with no direct contact with participants 
   

  involves only anonymised or aggregated data 
   

  involves prisoners or others in custodial care (e.g. young offenders) 
   

  involves adults with mental incapacity or mental illness 
   

  has the primary aim of being educational (e.g. student research, a project necessary 

for a postgraduate degree or diploma, other than an MD or PhD) 
  

* If you have marked boxes marked **** then you also need to obtain confirmation that 

appropriate University insurance is in place. The procedure for doing so is entirely by email. 

Please send an email addressed to insurance@shef.ac.uk and request a copy of the ‘Clinical 

Trial Insurance Application Form’. 

    

A5.A5.A5.A5.    Briefly summarise the project’s aims, objectives and methodology.Briefly summarise the project’s aims, objectives and methodology.Briefly summarise the project’s aims, objectives and methodology.Briefly summarise the project’s aims, objectives and methodology.    

(this must be in language comprehensible to a lay person) 

 

This project aims to investigate interactions between phonological and syntactic development 

in connected speech.  The data to be analysed form part of the dense database of child 

language collected by Professor Elena Lieven and colleagues from the Max Planck Child 

Study Centre, University of Manchester and the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary 

Anthropology, Leipzig.  The data comprise mostly audio data and some video data collected 

from several children over a period of three years, together with transcripts in a suitable 

format for computer-based analysis.  This Project aims to analyse data from a minimum of 
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two participants.  The analysis will involve a combination of perceptual and computer-based 

methods. 

A6.A6.A6.A6.    What is the potential for physical and/or psychological harm / distress to participants?What is the potential for physical and/or psychological harm / distress to participants?What is the potential for physical and/or psychological harm / distress to participants?What is the potential for physical and/or psychological harm / distress to participants? 

 

The prevention of harm to participants in this study involves the continued implementation of 

measures to ensure the confidentiality of their data, as specified by Professor Lieven.  (Please 

see section A10 and appended documents for further information.) 

 

A7.A7.A7.A7.    Does your research raise any issues of personaDoes your research raise any issues of personaDoes your research raise any issues of personaDoes your research raise any issues of personal safety for you or otherl safety for you or otherl safety for you or otherl safety for you or other researchers  researchers  researchers  researchers 

involved in the project? involved in the project? involved in the project? involved in the project? (especially if taking place outside working hours or off 

University premises) 

 

This research will be entirely computer-based, taking place either within the department or in 

the student’s home.  There are therefore no additional risks to those encountered in a typical 

office environment. 

 

IIIIf yes, explain how these issues will be managed.f yes, explain how these issues will be managed.f yes, explain how these issues will be managed.f yes, explain how these issues will be managed.    

 

 

A8.A8.A8.A8.    How will the potential participants in the project be:How will the potential participants in the project be:How will the potential participants in the project be:How will the potential participants in the project be:    

    

i.i.i.i. Identified?Identified?Identified?Identified?    

    

The two participants in this project have been selected on the grounds that a comprehensive 

data corpus is available for them both, they have been compared in previous research and their 

linguistic skills have been found to differ considerably. 

    

ii.ii.ii.ii. Approached?Approached?Approached?Approached?    

N/A 

    

iii.iii.iii.iii. Recruited?Recruited?Recruited?Recruited?    

            N/A 

    

A9.A9.A9.A9.    Will informed consent be obtained from the participants?Will informed consent be obtained from the participants?Will informed consent be obtained from the participants?Will informed consent be obtained from the participants?    

YES  NO X 

    

If informed consent or cIf informed consent or cIf informed consent or cIf informed consent or consent is not to be obtained please explain why.onsent is not to be obtained please explain why.onsent is not to be obtained please explain why.onsent is not to be obtained please explain why. Further 

guidance is at: www.shef.ac.uk/researchoffice/gov_ethics_grp/ethics/er/guidance.html  

 

The participants’ consent has previously been obtained by Professor Lieven and 

colleagues prior to data collection.  Professor Lieven has granted the student and 

supervisors permission to use the database for the purposes of this study. 
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A9.1.   A9.1.   A9.1.   A9.1.   This question is only applicabThis question is only applicabThis question is only applicabThis question is only applicable if you are planning to obtain informed consent:le if you are planning to obtain informed consent:le if you are planning to obtain informed consent:le if you are planning to obtain informed consent:    

How do you plan to obtain informed consent? (i.e. the proposed process?):How do you plan to obtain informed consent? (i.e. the proposed process?):How do you plan to obtain informed consent? (i.e. the proposed process?):How do you plan to obtain informed consent? (i.e. the proposed process?):    

    

A10.   What measures will be put in place to ensure confidentiality of personal data, where A10.   What measures will be put in place to ensure confidentiality of personal data, where A10.   What measures will be put in place to ensure confidentiality of personal data, where A10.   What measures will be put in place to ensure confidentiality of personal data, where 

appropriate?appropriate?appropriate?appropriate? 

 

The children’s pseudonyms (as previously allocated by Professor Lieven) will be used at all 

times.  None of the videos will be played in public.  None of the audio data will be played 

publicly at an internal seminar without the explicit permission of the project supervisor.  If it 

becomes desirable to play any audio data at an external event such as a conference, then 

professor Lieven’s consent will also be sought beforehand.  No quotations from the data which 

could identify the participants or their families will be used.  The data is stored on an external 

hard drive, which is kept in a locked filing cabinet in the student’s shared office.  No one else 

will be given access to the data without express permission from the student’s supervisor and 

Professor Lieven. (Please see appended documents for further details of the measures taken to 

ensure confidentiality, as specified by Professor Lieven.) 

 

 

A11.A11.A11.A11.    Will financial / in kind payments (other than reasonable expenses and compensation for Will financial / in kind payments (other than reasonable expenses and compensation for Will financial / in kind payments (other than reasonable expenses and compensation for Will financial / in kind payments (other than reasonable expenses and compensation for 

time) be offered to participants? time) be offered to participants? time) be offered to participants? time) be offered to participants? (Indicate how much and on what basis this has been 

decided) 

    

YES  NO X 

 

 

A12. A12. A12. A12.     Will the research involve the production of recorded media such as audio and/or video Will the research involve the production of recorded media such as audio and/or video Will the research involve the production of recorded media such as audio and/or video Will the research involve the production of recorded media such as audio and/or video 

recordings?recordings?recordings?recordings?    

 

YES  NO X 

    

    

A12.1. A12.1. A12.1. A12.1. This question is only applicable if you are planning to produce recorded media: 

How will you ensure that there is a clear agreement with participants as to how these How will you ensure that there is a clear agreement with participants as to how these How will you ensure that there is a clear agreement with participants as to how these How will you ensure that there is a clear agreement with participants as to how these 

recorded media may be stored, used and (if appropriate) destroyed?recorded media may be stored, used and (if appropriate) destroyed?recorded media may be stored, used and (if appropriate) destroyed?recorded media may be stored, used and (if appropriate) destroyed?    

    

Guidance fact-sheets on ‘Safety and Well-Being’, on ‘Consent’ and on ‘Anonymity, 

Confidentiality and Data Protection’ are at:  

www.shef.ac.uk/researchoffice/gov_ethics_grp/ethics/factsheets.html  

 

These three fact-sheets have been updated in the light of new findings from three Social 

Research Association-funded research projects, which were published in 2008, that focused on 

the perspective of participants regarding their experience as participants 
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Part B – The Signed Declaration 

 

Title of Research ProjectTitle of Research ProjectTitle of Research ProjectTitle of Research Project: : : : Investigating Interactions between Word Juncture Development and 

the Acquisition of Syntax    

I confirm my responsibility to deliver the research project in accordance with the University of 

Sheffield’s policies and procedures, which include the University’s ‘Financial Regulations’, 
‘Good Research Practice Standards’ and the ‘Ethics Policy for Research Involving Human 
Participants, Data and Tissue’ (Ethics Policy) and, where externally funded, with the terms and 

conditions of the research funder. 

 

In signing this In signing this In signing this In signing this research ethics application form I am also confirming that:research ethics application form I am also confirming that:research ethics application form I am also confirming that:research ethics application form I am also confirming that:    

 

• The form is accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief.     

 

• The project will abide by the University’s Ethics Policy. 
 

• There is no potential material interest that may, or may appear to, impair the independence 

and objectivity of researchers conducting this project. 

 

• Subject to the research being approved, I undertake to adhere to the project protocol 

without unagreed deviation and to comply with any conditions set out in the letter from 

the University ethics reviewers notifying me of this. 

 

• I undertake to inform the ethics reviewers of significant changes to the protocol 

(by contacting my academic department’s Ethics Administrator in the first instance). 

 

• I am aware of my responsibility to be up to date and comply with the requirements of the 

law and relevant guidelines relating to security and confidentiality of personal data, 

including the need to register when necessary with the appropriate Data Protection Officer 

(within the University the Data Protection Officer is based in CiCS). 

 

• I understand that the project, including research records and data, may be subject to 

inspection for audit purposes, if required in future. 

 

• I understand that personal data about me as a researcher in this form will be held by those 

involved in the ethics review procedure (e.g. the Ethics Administrator and/or ethics 

reviewers) and that this will be managed according to Data Protection Act principles. 

 

• If this is an application for a ‘generic’ project all the individual projects that fit under the 

generic project are compatible with this application. 
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• I understand that this project cannot be submitted for ethics apprI understand that this project cannot be submitted for ethics apprI understand that this project cannot be submitted for ethics apprI understand that this project cannot be submitted for ethics approval in more than one oval in more than one oval in more than one oval in more than one 

department, and that if I wish to appeal against the decision made, this must be done department, and that if I wish to appeal against the decision made, this must be done department, and that if I wish to appeal against the decision made, this must be done department, and that if I wish to appeal against the decision made, this must be done 

through the original department.through the original department.through the original department.through the original department.    

 

NameNameNameName of the Principal Investigator (or the name of the Supervisor if this is a postgraduate  of the Principal Investigator (or the name of the Supervisor if this is a postgraduate  of the Principal Investigator (or the name of the Supervisor if this is a postgraduate  of the Principal Investigator (or the name of the Supervisor if this is a postgraduate 

researcher project):researcher project):researcher project):researcher project):    

DDDDr. Sara Howardr. Sara Howardr. Sara Howardr. Sara Howard    

    

If this is a postgraduate researcher project insert the student’s name here:If this is a postgraduate researcher project insert the student’s name here:If this is a postgraduate researcher project insert the student’s name here:If this is a postgraduate researcher project insert the student’s name here:    

Sarah BryanSarah BryanSarah BryanSarah Bryan    

    

SignatureSignatureSignatureSignature of Principal Investigator (or the Supervisor): of Principal Investigator (or the Supervisor): of Principal Investigator (or the Supervisor): of Principal Investigator (or the Supervisor):    

DateDateDateDate: …: …: …: …    

    

Email the completed application form and provide a signed, hard copy of ‘Part B’ to the 

Ethics Administrator (also enclose, if relevant, other documents). 
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1.2. Letter of Approval 
 

 

THE UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELDTHE UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELDTHE UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELDTHE UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD    

DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN COMMUNICATION SCIENCESDEPARTMENT OF HUMAN COMMUNICATION SCIENCESDEPARTMENT OF HUMAN COMMUNICATION SCIENCESDEPARTMENT OF HUMAN COMMUNICATION SCIENCES    

RESEARCH ETHICS REVIEW PANELRESEARCH ETHICS REVIEW PANELRESEARCH ETHICS REVIEW PANELRESEARCH ETHICS REVIEW PANEL    

    

Proposer: Sarah BryanProposer: Sarah BryanProposer: Sarah BryanProposer: Sarah Bryan    

Project Title: Investigating inteProject Title: Investigating inteProject Title: Investigating inteProject Title: Investigating interactions between word juncture development and the acquisition ractions between word juncture development and the acquisition ractions between word juncture development and the acquisition ractions between word juncture development and the acquisition 

of syntaxof syntaxof syntaxof syntax    

Date: 20Date: 20Date: 20Date: 20thththth January 2010 January 2010 January 2010 January 2010    

Documents reviewed:Documents reviewed:Documents reviewed:Documents reviewed:    

1. University research ethics application form 

 

Dear Sarah 

Thank you for the submission of your ethics application form to the departmental Ethics 

Review Panel. The proposal was read by three reviewers. The following compulsory 

amendment was required. This amendment does not require resubmission to the Ethics Panel: 

Section 7: Video data should not be viewed at home. Video data should only be used/accessed 

in private test rooms or offices within the department. Only research on copies of anonymised 

audio recordings and derived data (e.g., transcripts, score sheets) should be conducted outside 

the department (i.e., in the student’s home). 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

Professor Rosemary Varley 

Chair Ethics Review Panel (Staff & PGR Applications) 
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1.3. Conditions of Use of the Dense Database 
 

    

Elena Lieven 

 

I agree to abide by the following conditions with regard to my use of the Dense Database: 

            

(1) Confidentiality: no portions of the audiotapes and videos will be played publicly without 

the explicit permission of my dissertation supervisor.  No quotations that identify the family in 

any way will be made in public, either spoken or written.  The child’s pseudonym will be used 

at all times. 

            

(2) Security: the data will be kept securely at all times, and no-one other than myself will have 

access unless agreed by my supervisor. 

 

(2) Use of the data: this will be used exclusively for the purposes agreed by my supervisor. 

           

(3) Acknowledgement: in any written account of the data, proper acknowledgement will be 

made of the families, the Max Planck Institute (MPI-EVA) and the Max Planck Child Study 

Centre at Manchester            

 

 

Name (printed): Sarah Bryan 

 

 

Signature:  
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Appendix Two 
 

Thomas’s Realisations of Target Alveolar and Velar 

Plosives 

    

2.1. Tables Showing Thomas’s Realisations of Target  Alveolar 

and Velar Plosives Sampled at Age 2;3;10 

    

Table 1. Thomas’s RealisationTable 1. Thomas’s RealisationTable 1. Thomas’s RealisationTable 1. Thomas’s Realisations of Words of Words of Words of Word----Initial Target Voiceless Alveolar Plosives at Age Initial Target Voiceless Alveolar Plosives at Age Initial Target Voiceless Alveolar Plosives at Age Initial Target Voiceless Alveolar Plosives at Age 

2;3;102;3;102;3;102;3;10    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Oh dear” [ˈdˈiːə] Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive 

2. “Two smarties please” [tŭ̟̪] Dentalised alveolar plosive 

3. “Poo’s all done” [ˈd̪̫ ʊ̃nʷ] Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive, 

labialised throughout utterance 

4. “xxx doors” [ˈdɔ̪əs] Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive 

5. “What bow doing?” [ˈˈdu̠wɪ ̃ˑn] Retracted voiced alveolar plosive 

6. “More down” [da̪ˑʊ̃d]̃ Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive 

7. “Yes I do it” [ˈdu̪w] Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive 

8. “One a time” [ˈta̪ˑɪm̃] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

9. “Oh this one a time” [ˈkaˑiˑ] Voiceless velar plosive 

 

 

Table 2. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 2. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 2. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 2. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Initial Target Velar Plosives at Initial Target Velar Plosives at Initial Target Velar Plosives at Initial Target Velar Plosives at AAAAge 2;3;10.ge 2;3;10.ge 2;3;10.ge 2;3;10.    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “A cake” [ˈdeːɪʔt]̪ Voiced alveolar plosive 

2. “A mess (.) crumbs”  [ˈgʋəm̃z] Voiced velar plosive 

3. “I can” [ə̝ ̆˥˧tæ̝̪̃̃n] Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive. 

Falling tone 

4. “I can” [æ̝̆ ˧˨ɟæ̃ːn] Voiced palatal plosive. Falling (sing-

song) tone 

5. “A big truck coming” [ˈtˈʌ̃mɪñ] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

despite final velar in preceding truck 

6. “a@sc weed gone” [ˈwiʔ gab̚] Voiced velar plosive 

Note: Thomas did not produce any words with target word-medial alveolar plosives at age 

2;3;10. 
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Table 3. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 3. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 3. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 3. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----MedMedMedMedial Target Velar Plosives at Age 2;3;10ial Target Velar Plosives at Age 2;3;10ial Target Velar Plosives at Age 2;3;10ial Target Velar Plosives at Age 2;3;10    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Ice-cream bus” [ə̃˞ʔnˈdĩ̪m] Voiced alveolar plosive 

 

    

Table 4. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 4. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 4. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 4. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 2;3;10Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 2;3;10Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 2;3;10Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 2;3;10    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Spade” [ˈθpeːd]̪ Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive 

2. “Yes I do it” [ɪ ̝ˑ t]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

3. * “a@sc more weed” [ˈwiːt]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

4. “No shed” [ˈʃɛç̞t]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar 

plosive, after voiceless palatal 

fricative, possibly caused by groping 

 

    

Table 5. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 5. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 5. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 5. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Final Target Velar Plosives at Age 2;3;10Final Target Velar Plosives at Age 2;3;10Final Target Velar Plosives at Age 2;3;10Final Target Velar Plosives at Age 2;3;10 

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “A cake” [ˈdeːɪʔt]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

2. “A truck in there” [ˈt ̪h ɒʔt]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

3. “Nin-nin a big bang” [ˈbɪːg̚] Voiced velar plosive, no audible 

release 

4. “Fork” [ˈfɔʔh] Glottal plosive and fricative 

5. “A big truck coming” [tʋ̠uʌk] Voiceless velar plosive. Open 

juncture preceding an initial alveolar 

in coming 

6. “A fork” [ˈɸɔk̜̠᷂] Very weak, quiet and slightly 

retracted voiceless velar plosive 

7. “Rake” [ˈwaɪ̠t]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

8. “Back a@sc shed” [bæ̈ʔ] Final glottal plosive 
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2.2. Tables showing Thomas’s Realisations of Target  Alveolar 

and Velar Plosives Sampled at Age 2;6;12 

    

    

Table 6. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 6. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 6. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 6. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Initial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 2;6;12Initial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 2;6;12Initial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 2;6;12Initial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 2;6;12    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenDescription of PhenomenDescription of PhenomenDescription of Phenomenaaaa    

1. “Police-car too” [ˈt ̪h u] Labialised dentalised voiceless 

alveolar plosive 

2. “Together” [ˈtu̪ˈgɛˈβɛ] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

3. “Fireman Sam too” [du̠̪] Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive 

4. “Thomas” [ˈtɒ̪̃məs ̪ː ] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

5. “Big tail, big paws” [ˈteɪ̞jə Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

6. “There a@sc dirty” [ˈdɜ̪t̹i̪] Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive 

7. “No tummy” [ˈt ̪h ʊ̃mɪ] Aspirated voiceless alveolar plosive 

8. “Talk Mummy a    

    moment” 

[ˈdɒ̜̪ʔ] Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive 

9. * “And a@sc make the   

    tower” 

[ˈt ̪h aɯə] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

10. “No Daddy Rod” [dæ̠dɪ̠] Retracted voiced alveolar plosive 

 

  

TableTableTableTable    7. Thomas’s Realisations of Word7. Thomas’s Realisations of Word7. Thomas’s Realisations of Word7. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Initial Target Velar Plosives at Age 2;6;12Initial Target Velar Plosives at Age 2;6;12Initial Target Velar Plosives at Age 2;6;12Initial Target Velar Plosives at Age 2;6;12    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Can’t see it” [k᷂ɑʔ̃] Weak voiceless velar plosive 

2. “No ambulance a@sc    

   Fireman Sam come” 

[tʰə̃m̹ˑ] Labialised voiceless alveolar plosive 

3. “And a policeman and a  

    (babble) Fireman Sam   

    come(d), ambulance” 

[dʊ̠̃md]̪ Retracted voiced alveolar plosive 

4. “xxx a@sc crispies” [ˈpʋɪsp̪ɪsː] Voiceless bilabial plosive. Possible 

within-word consonant assimilation 

5. “&na Crunchy” [ˈgʋəñʃi] Voiced velar plosive 

6. “a@sc cross” [ˈdʋ̠ɒˑs]̪ Retracted voiced alveolar plosive 

7. “Cross” [ˈgʋɒsː] Voiced velar plosive 

8. “Mummy carry” [ˈtæ̪wi] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

9. “Climb a lot” [ˈkləm̃] Voiceless velar plosive 

10. “No climb a ladder” [dʋ̠aɪm̃] Retracted voiceless alveolar plosive 
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Table 8. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 8. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 8. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 8. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Medial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 2;6;12Medial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 2;6;12Medial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 2;6;12Medial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 2;6;12    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Chasing after now” [ˈæɑftɛ̪] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

2. “Police-car harder” [ˈhɑdə̪] Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive 

3. “Harder” [ˈhɑdə̠] Retracted voiced alveolar plosive 

4. “No Gordon” [ˈdɔ̠də̠n̠̠] Voiced alveolar plosive. All 

consonants retracted 

5. “There a@sc dirty” [ˈdɜ̪t̹i̪] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

6. * “xxx lady” [ˈleɪdi̪] Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive 

7. “Medicine a@sc hiding   

   There” 

[ˈhaɪˈdɪ̪ñ] Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive 

8. “Make (it?) a ladder” [lˑædə̪]̝ Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive 

9. “One at bottom” [bɒʔt ̠̫ ɜn̹] Retracted voiceless alveolar plosive 

10. “Pippin’s eating” [ˈitĩ̪g̊] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

    

    

Table 9. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 9. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 9. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 9. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Medial Target Velar Medial Target Velar Medial Target Velar Medial Target Velar PPPPlosives at Age 2;6;12losives at Age 2;6;12losives at Age 2;6;12losives at Age 2;6;12    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Police-car too” [(C)isd̪ɑ̪] Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive 

2. “Together” [ˈtuˈgɛˈβɛ] Voiced velar plosive 

3. “Abigail Thomas a@sc  

    bath” 

[ˈabədeɪjɪl] Voiced alveolar plosive 

4. “&ne blackcurrant” [ˈ(C,Vd)æʔˈtʊ̪wənt]̠ Glottal stop followed by dentalised 

voiceless alveolar plosive 

5. “Making slide” [ˈbẽɪˈkɪñ] Voiceless velar plosive 

6. “No scarecrow on” [ˈʃkʋɛkʋəʊ] Voiceless velar plosive 

7. “Looking” [lɒʔtɪ̪ñ] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

8. “No see helicopter” [ˌʔɛləˈkɒʔtə˞] Voiceless velar plosive 
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Table 10. Thomas’Table 10. Thomas’Table 10. Thomas’Table 10. Thomas’s Realisations of Words Realisations of Words Realisations of Words Realisations of Word----Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 2;6;12Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 2;6;12Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 2;6;12Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 2;6;12    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Hands bite” [ˈbãɪ̝t̃]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

2. “Oh &sa bit hard” [bɪt ̪᷂] Weak dentalised voiceless alveolar 

plosive 

3. “Not get out” [dɪ̪ʔ ˈdaˑʊʔt]̠ Either glottal stop or resyllabified 

dentalised voiced alveolar plosive 

4. “Not get out” [dɪ̪ʔ ˈdaˑʊʔt]̠ Retracted voiceless alveolar plosive 

5. “Watch it” [ɪt]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

6. “&ne blackcurrant” [ˈ(C,Vd)æʔˈtʊ̪wənt]̠ Retracted voiceless alveolar plosive 

7. “Head” [ˈhɛd̪̈]̊ Dentalised devoiced alveolar plosive 

8. “Thomas eat it” [ˈiːd]̠ Retracted voiced alveolar plosive 

9. “Mummy sit up” [sɪ̪t ̪ˈʊp] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

10. *“Front/flat” [ˈfwæ̠ʔt]̠ Retracted voiceless alveolar plosive 

 

    

Table 11. Thomas’s RealisatiTable 11. Thomas’s RealisatiTable 11. Thomas’s RealisatiTable 11. Thomas’s Realisations of Wordons of Wordons of Wordons of Word----Final Target Velar PFinal Target Velar PFinal Target Velar PFinal Target Velar Plosives at Age 2;6;12losives at Age 2;6;12losives at Age 2;6;12losives at Age 2;6;12    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “No break them” [ˈbweɪʔ] Glottal plosive 

2. “Big tail, big paws” [bɪʝ᷂] Weak voiced palatal fricative 

3. “Big paws” [bɪg̹̚] Final voiced velar plosive with no 

audible release 

4. “Oh a@sc &de mark” [ˈbɑ̃k] Voiceless velar plosive 

5. “Pink” [pɪŋ̃k] Voiceless velar plosive 

6. “(A)nother pink red” [pɪñʔ] Alveolar nasal and glottal stop 

7. “Yuck/yack” [ˈjæk᷂] Weak voiceless velar plosive 

8. “Talk mummy a 

moment” 

[ˈdɔ̪ʔ̜] Glottal stop 

9. “Make a tower” [(C,Vd)eɪk] Voiceless velar plosive 

10. “Make a tower” [meɪt]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 
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2.3. Tables showing Thomas’s Realisations of Target  Alveolar 

and Velar Plosives Sampled at Age 2;9;15 

    

    

Table 12. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 12. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 12. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 12. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Initial Target Alveolar plosives at Age 2;9;15Initial Target Alveolar plosives at Age 2;9;15Initial Target Alveolar plosives at Age 2;9;15Initial Target Alveolar plosives at Age 2;9;15    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Down the floor” [da̪ʊ̃n] Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive 

2. “I put them in the digger” [ˈdɪ̪gə] Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive 

3. “Take (th)em off mummy” [kɛp] Voiceless velar plosive 

4. “Them do” [ˈdu̠ː] Retracted voiced alveolar plosive 

5. “Not talk” [ˈkʰɔk] Voiceless velar plosive. Possible 

within-word consonant assimilation 

6. “A letter in the dustbin 

wagon” 

[də̪s ̪̍ bɪñ] Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive 

7. “xxx Two (.) went in my  

    tummy” 

[ˈtʰu] Aspirated voiceless alveolar plosive 

8. “xxx Two (.) went in my  

    tummy” 

[ˈtə̠m̃i] Unaspirated retracted voiceless 

alveolar plosive 

9. “The Thomas the Tank- 

    Engine slipped” 

[ˈt ̪h ɒ̃məs]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

10. “The Thomas the Tank-

Engine” slipped” 

[ˈt ̪h æ̃ŋkɛ̃n̹d͜ʒɪ ̃n̹] Aspirated dentalised voiceless 

alveolar plosive 

 

    

Table 13. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 13. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 13. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 13. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Initial Target Velar Plosives at Age 2;9;15Initial Target Velar Plosives at Age 2;9;15Initial Target Velar Plosives at Age 2;9;15Initial Target Velar Plosives at Age 2;9;15    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Not collect (th)em” [ˈkˡɛk̚tʰ] Voiceless velar plosive with lateral 

release 

2. “Course we can” [ˈkʰæ̃n] Aspirated voiceless velar plosive 

3. “Ah can’t see here” [ˈkʰɑ̃ː nʔ] Voiceless velar plosive 

4. “Where’s it come from” [ˈkʰʊ̃m] Voiceless velar plosive 

5. “Your cot” [ˈkʲʰɒ̜t ̠h ] Voiceless velar plosive 

6. “Go crocodile” [ˈkʋɒxədæəʊ] Voiceless velar plosive 

7. “I’m coming” [ˈkʰʊ̃mɪŋ̃g] Voiceless velar plosive 

8. “Cab” [ˈkʰæb] Voiceless velar plosive 

9. “Ah Mummy got a ginger cat” [kʰæt ̪͜s]̪ Voiceless velar plosive 

10. “Ah! big cuddle” [ˈkʰɑːdj̪ɛl] Voiceless velar plosive 
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Table 14Table 14Table 14Table 14. Thomas’s Realisations of Word. Thomas’s Realisations of Word. Thomas’s Realisations of Word. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----MediMediMediMedial Target Alveolar Plosives at Aal Target Alveolar Plosives at Aal Target Alveolar Plosives at Aal Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 2;9;15ge 2;9;15ge 2;9;15ge 2;9;15 

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Letters” [ʔe…tə̪z]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

2. “Memo holders” [ˈhəʊ̞ɫdəz]̪ Voiced alveolar plosive 

3. * “There gentleman” [ˈɟɛñtɪ̪m̃əñ] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

4. “Hey! It’s Daddy’s  

    jumper” 

[ˈdæ̪di̪ːz]̪ Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive 

5. “Ah! Big cuddle” [ˈkʰɑːdj̪ɛl] Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive 

6. “Much much better 

now” 

[ˈpɛẗə̪] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

7. “Get this plaster” [ˈplæst̪ ̪̫ ə]̹ Labialised dentalised voiceless 

alveolar plosive 

8. “Thomas tidy up this  

    mess” 

[ˈta̠ɪdi̪js] Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive 

9. “I’m hiding under here” [ˈhaɪdĩ̪n] Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive 

10. “I’m hiding under 

here” 

[ˈəñdə̪] Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive 

 

    

Table 15. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 15. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 15. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 15. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----MMMMedial Target Velar Plosives at Aedial Target Velar Plosives at Aedial Target Velar Plosives at Aedial Target Velar Plosives at Age 2;9;15ge 2;9;15ge 2;9;15ge 2;9;15    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1., 2. and 3. “Hokey-

Cokey” 

[ˌleʊ̞kʰiˈkɔkʰi] Three word-medial voiceless velar 

plosives, two aspirated, one 

unaspirated  

4. “The Thomas the tank-  

    engine slipped” 

[ˈt ̪h æ̃ŋkɛ̃n̹d͜ʒɪ ̃n̹] Voiceless velar plosive 

5. “Looking in my vest” [ˈlʊ̈kɪn] Voiceless velar plosive 

6. “Go crocodile” [ˈkʋɒxədæəʊ] Voiceless velar fricative 

7. “Pillow-case” [ˈt ̪h ɪlət̞ ̪h eɪs]̠ Dentalised voiceless alveolar 

plosive. Possible within –word 

consonant assimilation 

8. “Pillow-case” [ˈpʰɪləʊkʰeɪs]̪ Voiceless velar plosive 

9. “Erm, a@sc my a 

doctor” 

[ˈdɒk᷂tə̪] Weak voiceless velar plosive 

10. “Okay” [ˈəʊːkʰeɪ] Voiceless velar plosive 
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Table 16. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 16. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 16. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 16. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 2;9;15Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 2;9;15Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 2;9;15Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 2;9;15    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Do they fit?” [ˈfɪt]̠ Retracted voiceless alveolar plosive 

2. “It is” [ɪt]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

3. “Mummy, I’m gonna put  

   (th)em/it/her on that train” 

[ˈpʰʊt] Voiceless alveolar plosive 

4. “It’s not” [ˈnɒt]̠ Slightly retracted voiceless alveolar 

plosive 

5. “Not collect them” [ˈkˡɛk̚tʰ] Aspirated voiceless alveolar plosive 

6. “Grandad brought it” [ˈʋɔpt]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

7. “xxx Two (.) went in my 

tummy” 

[wɛñt ̪h ] Aspirated dentalised voiceless 

alveolar plosive 

8. “It’s put in my vest” [vɛst̪]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

9. “Oh I missed it” [mɪsd̪]̪ Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive 

10. “I missed another bit” [bʋɛt]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

 

 

Table 17. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 17. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 17. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 17. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Final Target Velar PFinal Target Velar PFinal Target Velar PFinal Target Velar Plosives at Age 2;9;15losives at Age 2;9;15losives at Age 2;9;15losives at Age 2;9;15    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Look” [ˈlʊɒt]̠ Retracted voiceless alveolar plosive 

2. “Not talk” [ˈkʰɔk] Voiceless velar plosive 

3. “Does it work” [ˈwɜkʲ] Palatalised voiceless velar plosive 

4. “The train-man like a 

chocolate” 

[laɪg] Voiced velar plosive. Possibly 

context-sensitive voicing 

5. “Oh thank you train 

driver” 

[ˈsæ̪̃ŋkʲ] Palatalised voiceless velar plosive 

6. “Take (th)em off mummy” [kɛp] Voiceless bilabial plosive, although 

initial voiceless velar plosive 

7. “Take all these off” [eɪt ̪h ] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

8. “I’m coming” [ˈkʰʊ̃mɪŋ̃g] Voiced velar plosive 

9. * “No want stay in the 

dark” 

[ˈdɑ̪kʲ] Palatalised voiceless velar plosive 

10. “Smoke” [ˈsm̪əʊk] Voiceless velar plosive 
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2.4. Tables showing Thomas’s Realisations of Target  Alveolar 

and Velar Plosives Sampled at Age 3;0;2 

    

Table 18. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 18. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 18. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 18. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Initial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;0;2Initial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;0;2Initial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;0;2Initial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;0;2    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. * “Daddy xxx Thomas” [ˈdæ̠di̪] Retracted voiced alveolar plosive 

2. * “Daddy xxx Thomas” [ˈt ̠h ɒ̃məs]̪ Retracted voiceless alveolar plosive 

3. “I ticklemouse” [tɪ̪kɫ] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

4. “Tell me reason I saw it” [ˈtɛ̪ʊ] Unaspirated dentalised voiceless 

alveolar plosive 

5. “Teddybear” [ˈt ̠᷂ʰɛd᷂ibeːɪ] Weak retracted voiceless alveolar 

plosive 

6. “There two snakes” [ˈt ̪h u̟] Aspirated dentalised voiceless 

alveolar plosive 

7. * ”And (a)bout (..) (a)bout 

(…) singing tooth toothbrush” 

[ˈtu̪f ˈtu̪sb̪vəʃ] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

8. “That falled a tower wall” [ˈt ̠᷂aʊəɾ] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

9. “Brush my teeth” [ˈti̪ˑf] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

10. * “Er er Purdie xxx she (.) 

just (4) tickle my ears” 

[ɪkɪkɫ] Voiceless velar plosive. Within-word 

consonant assimilation 

 

    

Table 19. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 19. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 19. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 19. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Initial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;0;2Initial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;0;2Initial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;0;2Initial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;0;2    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “I being a big crocodile under 

here” 

[kʋɒkʰəda̪ɪl] Voiceless velar plosive 

2. “Getting cross” [ˈkwɒs]̪ Voiceless velar plosive, even though 

getting had final [n]. No assimilation 

3. “Um I want crispies” [ˈkʋɪʂ̈pɪʐ] Voiceless velar plosive 

4. “No no cornflakes no no milk” [ˈkʰɔf̃leɪs]̪ Voiceless velar plosive 

5. “You’re go catch a train” [ˈkxʰæ̝tʃ͜] Voiceless velar plosive with 

affricated release 

6. “It coming round a@sc round” [ˈkʰʊ̃mɪŋ̃] Aspirated voiceless velar plosive 

7. “I can’t do it like that” [ˈkʰɑn] Aspirated voiceless velar plosive 

8. “(A)bout cuckoo” [ˈkk̠ʊ̠ʔk̠h u] Two successive retracted voiceless 

velar plosives (almost uvular) 

9. “Call fire-engine” [ku̠] Unaspirated voiceless velar plosive 

10. “It’s quiet” [ˈk͜xwaɪjəʔt]̪ Voiceless velar affricate 
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Table 20. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 20. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 20. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 20. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Medial Target Medial Target Medial Target Medial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;0;2Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;0;2Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;0;2Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;0;2    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena        

1. * “Felix xxx like water” [ˈwɔʊtə̪] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

2. “Later” [ˈleɪtə̠] Retracted voiceless alveolar plosive 

3. “Purdie sit in that rock-a-tot” [ˈpʰɜ̹d̆i̪] Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive 

4. “Purdie sit in that rock-a-tot” [ˈʋɒkətɒ̠t] Retracted voiceless alveolar plosive 

5. “Um sister” [ˈsɪ̪st̪ə̪] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

6. “Um Sooty bag” [ˈsʊ̟̪te̪ɪ] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

7. “Getting cross” [gɛtɪ̪n] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

8. * “Um the big other/older the 

(a)nother one say smack a@sc 

bottom” 

[ˈbɒtə̪m̃] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

9. “A big post-lorry” [ˈpʰəʊst̠ˡˈlɒreɪ] Voiceless alveolar plosive with 

lateral release. Coarticulation prior 

to [l] 

10. “This is a plaster” [ˈplæst̪ə̪] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

 

    

Table 21. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 21. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 21. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 21. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Medial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;0;2Medial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;0;2Medial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;0;2Medial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;0;2    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhDescription of PhDescription of PhDescription of Phenomenaenomenaenomenaenomena    

1. “I being a big crocodile under 

here” 

[ˈkʋɒkʰəd[aɪl] Voiceless velar plosive 

2. “That’s more like chicken like 

that like that friend chicken” 

[ˈt͜ʃʰɪkʰɪñ] Aspirated voiceless velar plosive 

3. “Purdie sit in that rock-a-tot” [ˈʋɒkətɒ̠t] Voiceless velar plosive 

4. “And it comes out again” [əˈgɛñ] Voiced velar plosive 

5. “Up a@sc rocket and down 

like a rain” 

[ˈvɒkʲɪkʲ`] Palatalised voiceless velar plosive 

6. “(A)bout cuckoo” [ˈkk̠ʊ̠ʔk̠h u] Strongly aspirated retracted voiceless 

velar plosive (almost uvular) 

7. “Becca” ʽˈbɛ̃k̞ʰə] Aspirated voiceless velar plosive 

8. * “Er er Purdie xxx she (.) just 

(4) tickle my ears” 

[ɪkɪkɫ] Voiceless velar plosive 

9. * “My er Molly er Felix more 

like diet-coke” 

[ˈdaːək̠h əʊ̠k] Retracted voiceless velar plosive, 

almost uvular 
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Table 22. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 22. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 22. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 22. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;0;2Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;0;2Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;0;2Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;0;2    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “My favourite” [ˈfeɪʘˈʋət] Voiceless alveolar plosive 

2. “Purdie sit in that rock-a-tot” [ˈsɪ̪t]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

3. “Purdie sit in that rock-a-tot” [ˈʋɒkətɒ̠t] Voiceless alveolar plosive 

4. “It’s hot” [ˈhɒˑʔt]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

5. “You’re your, your say 

brilliant a train” 

[ˈbʋɪlijəñtə̠̝̹]̆ Retracted voiceless alveolar plosive 

6. “Spilt” [ˈspɪʊt ̠᷂] Weak retracted voiceless alveolar 

plosive 

7. “Having a nice rest” [ˈʋɛst̪ ̪᷂] Weak dentalised voiceless alveolar 

plosive 

8. “Yes it is” [ɪẗ]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

9. “Up a rocket and down like 

a@sc rain” 

[ˈvɒkʲɪkʲ`] Palatalised voiceless velar plosive. 

Possible within-word consonant 

assimilation 

10. * “I just (.) er need a@sc put 

it here” 

[pʰʊd]̠ Retracted voiced alveolar plosive. 

Possibly context-sensitive voicing 

 

    

Table 23. Thomas’s ReaTable 23. Thomas’s ReaTable 23. Thomas’s ReaTable 23. Thomas’s Realisations of Wordlisations of Wordlisations of Wordlisations of Word----Final Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;0;2Final Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;0;2Final Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;0;2Final Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;0;2    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. * “Um um it’s made my cheek 

sore” 

[tʃ͜ik᷂ʰ] Weak, but aspirated voiceless velar 

plosive. Only just audibly released 

2. “Big pig” [ˈpʰɪg] Voiced velar plosive 

3. “Big large snake” [ˈsn̠eɪ…kʲ] Palatalised voiceless velar plosive 

4. * “xxx Drink it xxx” [ˈdʋ̠ɪŋ̃kʲ] Palatalised voiceless velar plosive 

5. “It’s more like doing sick” [laɪk̚] Voiceless velar plosive with no 

audible release 

6. “It’s more like doing sick” [ˈsɪ̪ʔkʲ] Palatalised voiceless velar plosive 

7. * “Um the big other/older the 

(a)nother one say smack a@sc 

bottom” 

[smætə̪] Dentalised voiceless alveolar 

plosive. Possible consonant 

assimilation with bottom. 

8. “I need draw a big large 

snake” 

[ˈsn̪eɪt͜ʃ] Voiceless post-alveolar affricate 

9. “Look at that snake there” [lʊ̟̆k] Voiceless velar plosive 

10. “You a you be a front, Julian 

be a back” 

[ˈbaˑqʰ] Voiceless uvular plosive 
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2.5. Tables Showing Thomas’s Realisations of Target  Alveolar 

and Velar Plosives Sampled at Age 3;3;3 

 

Table 24. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 24. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 24. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 24. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Initial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;3;3Initial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;3;3Initial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;3;3Initial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;3;3    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “And I reach something 

down, mightn’t I?” 

[ˈda̪ʊ̃] Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive 

2. “Daddy” [ˈdæ̪di̪ː] Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive 

3. * “Don’t know” [ˈdə̪ʊ̃nʔ] Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive 

4. “Oh (noise) I didn’t” [ˈdɪ̪də̪ñʔt] Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive 

5. “I do” [ˈdu̟̪] Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive 

6. “Oh I want to” [tü̠] Retracted voiceless alveolar plosive 

7. “Let’s do a top ones” [ˈt ̪h ɒʔ] Aspirated voiceless alveolar plosive 

8. “I just seen on the telly” [ˈtɛ̪leɪ] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

9. “Big tin” [ˈtɪ̪ñ] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

10. Hmm dear” [ˈdïə] Voiced alveolar plosive 

 

    

Table 25. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 25. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 25. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 25. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Initial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;3;3Initial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;3;3Initial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;3;3Initial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;3;3    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “What cupboard?” [ˈkʰʊbəˑ] Aspirated voiceless velar plosive. 

Maybe also final consonant, but 

inaudible owing to extraneous noise 

2. “Can of soup” [k᷂æ̃n] Weak voiceless velar plosive 

3. “(Be)cause I can’t get 

this bit out” 

[kʰɒs] Aspirated voiceless velar plosive 

4. “(Be)cause I can’t get 

this bit out” 

[ˈkʰɑŋ̃ʔ] Aspirated voiceless velar plosive 

5. “I’m very cross” [ˈkʋɒs]̠ Voiceless velar plosive 

6. “Coffee-bags” [ˈtɒ̪fiˈbægz] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

7. “Been to collect” [ˈkˡlɛk̚t]̪ Voiceless velar plosive with lateral 

release 

8. “I come back for more 

litter” 

[ˈkʰʌ̃m] Aspirated voiceless velar plosive 

9. “Crispies” [ˈkwɪʂ̈piz]̪ Voiceless velar plosive 

10. * “Just putting it near 

door case I need it” 

[ˈkʰɛ˞s]̪ Aspirated voiceless velar plosive 
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Table 26. Thomas’s RealisatTable 26. Thomas’s RealisatTable 26. Thomas’s RealisatTable 26. Thomas’s Realisations of Wordions of Wordions of Wordions of Word----Medial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;3;3Medial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;3;3Medial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;3;3Medial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;3;3    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. * “Go on my computer” [kʰɒ̃mˈpjut ̠h ʷə̝̹]̆ Aspirated, labialised, retracted 

voiceless alveolar plosive 

2. “I just, I will play um, I 

need my computer after that” 

[kʰɒ̃mˈpju̟tə̪] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

3. “I just, I will play um, I 

need my computer after that” 

[æftə̪]̝ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

4. “Farty-pants has just been in 

your bottom” 

[ˈbɒtə̪m̃] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

5. “And I reach something 

down, mightn’t I?” 

[ˈmaɪtə̪ñ] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

6. “Farty-pants has just been in 

your bottom” 

[ˈfɑti̪ˈpæ̃nt ̪͜s]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

7. “(To)matoes” [ˈmɑtəʊs] Voiceless alveolar plosive 

8. “Look! I bitten off his arm” [ˈβɪt ̪h ə̃n̝] Aspirated dentalised voiceless 

alveolar plosive 

9. “I come back for more 

litter”  

[ˈlɪtə̪] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

10. “Smarties” [ˈsm̪ɑ̟ː ti̪ˑz ̊ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

    

    

Table 27. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 27. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 27. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 27. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Medial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;3;3Medial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;3;3Medial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;3;3Medial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;3;3    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. * “Er got my 

finger/fingers/thingy stuck in 

the (.) in the bin” 

[ˈfɪñgɪ] Voiced velar plosive 

2. “Mmm! Ice-cream” [aɪ ̆̍kwiəm̃] Voiceless velar plosive 

3. “We don’t need a 

microphone do we?” 

[ˈmaˑɪkʋəfəʊ̃n] Voiceless velar plosive 

4. “Chocolate” [ˈt͜ʃɒ̜xːlɪʔ] Voiceless velar fricative 

5. “Cocoa Powder” [ˈkʰəʊkəʊ] Voiceless velar plosive 

6. “Drinking chocolate” [ˈtʋ̠ɪŋ̃kˡlɪŋ̃] Voiceless velar plosive with lateral 

release 

7. “Drinking chocolate” [ˈdʋɪŋ̃ˈkʰɪŋ̃] Voiceless velar plosive 

8. “Drinking chocolate” [ˈt͜ʃɒkˡlɪʔ] Voiceless velar plosive with lateral 

release 

9. “(Be)cause I broken it” [ˈbwɒˑkʰə̝ñ] Aspirated voiceless velar plosive 

10. “I/I’m making some orange 

juice” 

[ˈmeɪ̠tɪ̪ñ] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 
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Table 28. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 28. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 28. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 28. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;3;3Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;3;3Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;3;3Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;3;3    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “I want alarm-bell” [wɒ̃nt ̪l ] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

with lateral release 

2. “I can’t get this one out” [ˈaʊ̃t]̠ Retracted voiceless alveolar plosive 

3. “No we don’t” [ˈdɛ̪ʊ̃nt]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

4. “Oh (noise) I didn’t” [ˈdɪ̪də̪ñʔt] Voiceless alveolar plosive 

5. “Drinking chocolate” [ˈt͜ʃɒ̜kɫət̝]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

6. “Bread what?” [ˈwʌʔt]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

7. “I think it’s a sweet” [ˈsw̪ïːt]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

8. “What is it?” [ɪt ̪h ] Aspirated dentalised voiceless 

alveolar plosive 

9. “I put (th)em on stairs” [pu̟t]̪ Unaspirated dentalised voiceless 

alveolar plosive 

10. “Been to collect” [ˈkˡlɛk̚t]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

 

 

Table 29. ThomasTable 29. ThomasTable 29. ThomasTable 29. Thomas’s Realisations of Word’s Realisations of Word’s Realisations of Word’s Realisations of Word----Final Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;3;3Final Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;3;3Final Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;3;3Final Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;3;3    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. * “Look what/at I built” [lʊk] Voiceless velar plosive 

2. “Er got my finger/thingy 

stuck in the (.) in the bin” 

[ˈst̪ʊ̪kʰ] Voiceless velar plosive 

3. “I put some music on” [ˈmju̠zɪk] Voiceless velar plosive 

4. “To milk” [ˈmɪʊ̃̃k] Voiceless velar plosive 

5. “I think it’s a sweet” [ˈfɪñk]̬ Voiceless velar plosive with a degree 

of context-sensitive voicing 

6. “Big tin” [bɪgʻ] Voiced velar plosive with no audible 

release 

7. “I just putting (th)em 

back” 

[ˈbæ̝ʔkʲ] Palatalised voiceless velar plosive 

8. “What’s the flask” [ˈflæsk̪] Voiceless velar plosive 

9. “Just turn this black 

thing on?” 

[ˈblæ̝k̚] Voiceless velar plosive with no 

audible release 

10. “I take it” [te̪ɪ̞kˣʲ] Palatalised voiceless velar plosive 

with affricated release 
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2.6. Tables showing Thomas’s Realisations of Target  Alveolar 

and Velar Plosives Sampled at Age 3;6;6 

 

Table 30. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 30. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 30. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 30. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Initial Target AInitial Target AInitial Target AInitial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;6;2lveolar Plosives at Age 3;6;2lveolar Plosives at Age 3;6;2lveolar Plosives at Age 3;6;2    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Goes one two blast-off” [tu̠] Retracted voiceless alveolar plosive 

2. “But I won’t just won’t 

tell him off and go ah!” 

[ˈtɛ̪l]] Weakly aspirated dentalised 

voiceless alveolar plosive 

3. “I want to get that one 

off”  

[t ̪h u̞ː] Aspirated dentalised voiceless 

alveolar plosive 

4. * “No not on the top” [ˈt ̠h ɒpʻ] Aspirated retracted voiceless 

alveolar plosive 

5. “Captain Thomas ready to 

launch” 

[tʼɒ̃məs]̠ Alveolar ejective 

6. * “Teletubbies now can I 

watch?” 

[ˈt ̪᷂ɛli̪ˈt ̪̒ ɒbɪz]̪ Weak dentalised voiceless alveolar 

plosive 

7. “I wish I was watching 

telly and nobody (di)sturb 

me” 

[ˈtʰə̝l̹i] Aspirated voiceless alveolar plosive 

8. “And you you can/could 

just (pre)tend you’re 

naughty” 

[ˈt ̪h ɛñ] Aspirated dentalised voiceless 

alveolar plosive 

9. “See what time it is in the 

&wur (.) in the shops” 

[t ̠h aɪ̞m̃] Aspirated dentalised voiceless 

alveolar plosive 

10. “Daddy, Mummy take a 

(e)quipment/equipment 

off” 

[ˈt ̪h eɪk] Aspirated dentalised voiceless 

alveolar plosive 
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Table 31. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 31. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 31. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 31. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Initial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;6;2Initial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;6;2Initial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;6;2Initial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;6;2    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. * “Buzz Lightyear doesn’t xxx 

kill” 

[ˈkʰɪʊw] Aspirated voiceless velar plosive 

2. “Careful” [ˈkʰɛ̝̃ə̆fɔ]̆ Aspirated voiceless velar plosive. 

Putting on funny voice 

3. “It can fly on its own, but it 

doesn’t fit in there” ” 

[ˈkʰæ̃n] Aspirated voiceless velar plosive 

4. “Captain Thomas ready to launch” [ˈkʰʌp̚tn̩̠] Aspirated voiceless velar plosive 

5. “I can’t tell you about it” [kʰəˈhɑñt ̞᷂] Aspirated voiceless velar plosive 

6. * “I say don’t care” [ˈkʲʰɛː] Aspirated palatalised voiceless velar 

plosive 

7. * “I’m coming with my police-

helmet” 

[kʰʊ̃mɪñ] Aspirated voiceless velar plosive 

8. “I got a watch and just (pre)tend 

these/it’s my keys” 

[ˈkʲʰiz] Strongly aspirated palatalised 

voiceless velar plosive 

9. “And I will catch you up and lock 

you again” 

[ˈkʰæt͜ʃ] Aspirated voiceless velar plosive 

10. “(Be)cause you’re being 

naughty” 

[kʰɒʒ] Aspirated voiceless velar plosive 

    

    

Table 32. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 32. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 32. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 32. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Medial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;6;2Medial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;6;2Medial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;6;2Medial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;6;2    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena        

1. “Goes one two blast-off” [ˈblæstɒ̪f] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

2. “I wanted that one” [ˈwɒ̃ntɪ̪d̪̚ ] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

3. “Captain Thomas ready to launch” [ˈkʰʌp̚tn̩̠] Unaspirated retracted voiceless 

alveolar plosive 

4. “Teletubbies now can I watch?” [ˈt ̪᷂ɛli̪ˈt ̪̒ ɒbɪz]̪ Weak dentalised voiceless alveolar 

plosive 

5. “(Be)cause you’re being naughty” [ˈnɔt̝i̪] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

6. “Oh look! There’s letters. We 

don’t want those do we?” 

[ˈlɛtə̪ʒ̆] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

7. “Two scary monsters going up to 

fright daddy and Purdie” 

[ˈmɒ̃nst̪ə̪z̝] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

8. “You can put that one out near 

buttons, I can put it out near telly” 

[ˈbʊtʰəñz] Aspirated voiceless alveolar plosive 

9. “Just look after my watch and now 

I just gonna borrow your key” 

[æftm̩᷂] Weak dentalised voiceless alveolar 

plosive 

10. “Now they gone upstairs” [ʊpst̪ɛ̪ːz]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 
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Table 33. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 33. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 33. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 33. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Medial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;6;2Medial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;6;2Medial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;6;2Medial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;6;2    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenDescription of PhenDescription of PhenDescription of Phenomenaomenaomenaomena    

1. “For the space rocket” [ˈʋɒkɪʔ] Voiceless velar plosive 

2. “And you know what I’m 

making” 

[ˈmeɪkʲɪŋ̃g] Palatalised voiceless velar plosive 

3. “Monkeys” [ˈmʊ̃ŋkʲʰɪz]̪ Aspirated palatalised voiceless velar 

plosive 

4. “And I tickle tickle you all 

down” 

[ˈtɪəkɫ] Voiceless velar plosive 

5. “Look! Ice-cream!” [ˈeɪsk̪əɹĩm] Voiceless velar plosive 

6. “Now I’m just a burglar” [ˈbɜgələ] Voiced velar plosive 

7. “Smacky/smacking bottoms” [ˈsn̪ækʲi] Palatalised voiceless velar plosive 

8. “You think it’s chocolate sweet” [ˈt͜ʃɒkləʔ] Voiceless velar plosive 

9. “What’s happening a@sc 

walkman” 

[ˈwɒk᷂mæ̃n] Weak voiceless velar plosive 

10. “So we lock you all up and you 

can’t go anywhere again or 

(a)gain (five times)”  

[əˈgaɪñ] Voiced velar plosive 

    

    

TablTablTablTable 34. Thomas’s Realisations of Worde 34. Thomas’s Realisations of Worde 34. Thomas’s Realisations of Worde 34. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;6;2Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;6;2Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;6;2Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;6;2    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Buzz Lightyear’s (.) flies a 

rocket doesn’t he” 

[ˈdʊ̪zn̩̪t ̪h ] Aspirated dentalised voiceless 

alveolar plosive 

2. “First, I/I’m going to pick my 

back up and I won’t be long” 

[ˈfɜs̹t᷂] Weak voiceless alveolar plosive 

3. “You know what” [ˈwɒːʔt]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

4. “It can fly on its own, but it 

doesn’t fit in there” 

[fɪt]̪ Aspirated voiceless alveolar plosive 

5. “No he isn’t, he’s real” [ˈɪzn̪̪̩t]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

6. “He got little xxx (makes 

noise)” 

[gɒt]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

7. “Um just there” [ˈd͜ʊ̟st̠]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

8. “Want to get another one to put 

on my ears” 

[pʊɾ] Alveolar tap 

9. “I can’t tell you about it” [kʰəˈhɑñt ̞᷂] Weak retracted voiceless alveolar 

plosive 

10. “But they/they’re not on/in my 

pants” 

[ˈnɒt] Voiceless alveolar plosive 
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Table 35. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 35. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 35. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 35. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----FFFFinal Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;6;2inal Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;6;2inal Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;6;2inal Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;6;2 

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “First, I/I’m going to 

pick my back up and I 

won’t be long” 

[pɪk̚] Voiceless velar plosive with no 

audible release 

2. “First, I/I’m going to 

pick my back up and I 

won’t be long” 

[ˈbæk] Voiceless velar plosive 

3. “Look at Buzz 

Lightyear” 

[ˈlʊk] Voiceless velar plosive 

4. “I want to hook on” [hʊˑk] Voiceless velar plosive  

5. “Um this book” [ˈb᷂ʊk] Voiceless velar plosive 

6. “Quick” [ˈkwɪkʲ] Palatalised voiceless velar plosive 

7. “Daddy, Mummy, take a 

(e)quipment/equipment 

off” 

[ˈt[ʰeɪk] Voiceless velar plosive 

8. “Now I want my 

(a)nother drink” 

[d͜ʒɹɪŋ̃kʰ] Aspirated voiceless velar plosive 

9. “All like tight like this” [laɪʔk] Voiceless velar plosive 

10. * “I think I’m happy 

with a yellow one” 

[ˈfɪñk] Voiceless velar plosive 
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2.7. Tables Showing Thomas’s Realisations of Target  Alveolar 

and Velar Plosives Sampled at Age 3;9;3 

    

Table 36. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 36. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 36. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 36. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Initial Target Voiceless Alveolar PlosivesInitial Target Voiceless Alveolar PlosivesInitial Target Voiceless Alveolar PlosivesInitial Target Voiceless Alveolar Plosives at Age  at Age  at Age  at Age 

3;9;33;9;33;9;33;9;3    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Play together later” [ˈtu̟̪gɛvə] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

2. “Telly” [ˈt ̪h ɛʎi] Aspirated dentalised voiceless 

alveolar plosive 

3. “And now another one for 

Thomas” 

[ˈtɒ̙̠̃məss̠]̪ Retracted voiceless alveolar plosive 

4. “You can look as well (.) you 

want to” 

[tu̟] Voiceless alveolar plosive 

5. “Mummy, (….) talking about (.) 

fire-extinguishers and fire-ropes” 

[ˈtɔ̪kʰɪd̃]̃ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

6. “That’s what I was tidying up” [ˈtæ̪ːɪdi̪jɪŋ̃g] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

7. * “Excuse I’m too busy putting 

the fire out” 

[t ̪h u] Aspirated dentalised voiceless 

alveolar plosive 

8. “Mummy, you want to tell 

something to the fireman?” 

[ˈtɛ̪ʊ] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

9. “(Be)cause I’m going on holiday 

today” 

[tʰəˈdeɪ…] Aspirated voiceless alveolar plosive  

10. “She’s coming/come back 

tomorrow, because she said she 

would/will bring cakes” 

[tʰəm᷂̃ʌrˡəʊ] Aspirated voiceless alveolar plosive 
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TabTabTabTable 37. Thomas’s Realisations of Wordle 37. Thomas’s Realisations of Wordle 37. Thomas’s Realisations of Wordle 37. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Initial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;9;3Initial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;9;3Initial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;9;3Initial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;9;3    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena        

1. “Purdie could be nothing” [xʲʊ] Palatalised voiceless velar fricative 

2. * “Is the crane well up?” [ˈkɹeɪñ] Voiceless velar plosive 

3. * “You know xxx you know 

what I can see?” 

[k͜xæ̃n] Aspirated voiceless velar affricate 

4. “Coming” [ˈkʲʰə̟̝̃ː ˈmɪŋ̃g] Aspirated palatalised voiceless velar 

plosive 

5. “Stop cars coming” [kʰɑ…̟s]̠ Aspirated voiceless velar plosive 

6. “No (be)cause he left (th)em 

there just” 

[kʰəz] Aspirated voiceless velar plosive 

7. “You know why I was going 

so quickly?” 

[ˈkwɪkˡli] Voiceless velar plosive 

8. “I can’t eat that one 

(be)cause it’s all soggy” 

[ˈkʰɑ̈ñʔ] Aspirated voiceless velar plosive 

9. “She’s coming/come back 

tomorrow, because he said 

she would/will bring cakes” 

[ˈkʲʰeɪks]̪ Aspirated, palatalised voiceless velar 

plosive 

10. “This could be my secret 

present couldn’t it” 

[ˈkʊd᷂əñt ̪h ] Unaspirated voiceless velar plosive. 

Generally hyponasal throughout 

utterance, possibly due to a cold 
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Table 38. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 38. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 38. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 38. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Medial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;9;3Medial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;9;3Medial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;9;3Medial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;9;3    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Not eating it” [ˈitɪ̪ŋ] Dentalised voiceless alveolar 

plosive 

2. “I’ll have it later on” [ˈleɪt ̪h əʋ] Aspirated dentalised voiceless 

alveolar plosive 

3. “A fat bottom” [ˈbɒ̜t ̪h ə̝m̃] Aspirated dentalised voiceless 

alveolar plosive 

4. “Go upstairs puss” [ɒpˈst̠ɛ̠ːz]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar 

plosive 

5. “Oh! What a little letter” [ˈlɛtə̪]̝ Dentalised voiceless alveolar 

plosive 

6. “Just a little one” [ˈd͜ʒʊ̟ʃt]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar 

plosive 

7. * “And you was in bed on 

yesterday morning” 

[ˈjɛst̪ə̪de̪ɪ] Dentalised voiceless alveolar 

plosive 

8. “Mummy you’d/you better be 

inside having your breakfast” 

[bɛɾ̆ə]̆ Alveolar tap 

9. * “Excuse I’m too busy putting 

the fire out” 

[pʊ̟dɪ̪ñ] Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive. 

Context-sensitive voicing 

10. “It’s got all water on it” [ˈwɔt ̠h ər] Aspirated, retracted voiceless velar 

plosive 
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Table 39. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 39. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 39. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 39. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Medial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;9;3Medial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;9;3Medial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;9;3Medial Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;9;3    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Walking down the main street” [ˈwɔʊkɪñ] Voiceless velar plosive 

2. “Okay” [ək̆͜xeɪ] Voiceless velar affricate 

3. “Mummy, (4.) talking about (.) 

fire-extinguishers and fire-ropes” 

[ˈtɔ̪kʰɪd̃]̃ Aspirated voiceless velar plosive 

4. * “You’re having your breakfast 

didn’t you?” 

[ˈb᷂rɛk̚fəs] Voiceless velar plosive with no 

audible release 

5. * “Mummy go in circles, you 

don’t want to (.) see what the 

fireman’s doing” 

[ˈsɜ̪kˡl ̩z̆ˈ] Voiceless velar plosive with lateral 

release. Coarticulation 

6. * “Excuse I’m too busy putting 

the fire out” 

[ɪksˈkju̟] Voiceless velar plosive 

7. “You know why I was going so 

quickly?” 

[ˈkwɪkˡleɪ] Voiceless velar plosive with lateral 

release 

8. “Been a good boy on holiday 

xxx that suitcase” 

[ˈsuʔkʲeɪs] Palatalised voiceless velar plosive 

9 and 10. “(Be)cause I got a walky-

talky” 

[ˌwɔʊkʲʰiˈt ̪h ɔkʲi] Two palatalised voiceless velar 

plosives. Coarticulation 
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Table 40. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 40. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 40. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 40. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;9;3Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;9;3Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;9;3Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 3;9;3    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. * “I didn’t, but I saw her 

treading on dragons” 

[ˈdɪ̪ˑdə̪ñt]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

2. “Not eating it” [nɒt] Voiceless alveolar plosive 

3. “(Be)cause I just don’t want 

it” 

[ˈwɒ̃̈nt]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

4. * “But that could be down the 

road couldn’t it?” 

[ˈkʊdəñt ̪h ] Aspirated dentalised voiceless 

alveolar plosive 

5. * “But that could be down the 

road couldn’t it?” 

[ɪt]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

6. “Walking down the main 

street” 

[ˈst̪ɹ̠iʔt]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

7. “Mummy, (….) talking about 

(.) fire-extinguishers and fire-

ropes” 

[əˈbaʊʔt]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

8. “Just a little one” [ˈd͜ʒʊ̟ʃt]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

9. “That’s what I was tidying up” [wəd]̪ Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive. 

Apparent context-sensitive voicing 

10. “And that” [(C,Vd)æ̠ʔt] Voiceless alveolar plosive. Creaky 

voice throughout utterance 

 

 

Table 41. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 41. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 41. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 41. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Final Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;9;3Final Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;9;3Final Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;9;3Final Target Velar Plosives at Age 3;9;3    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Jake” [ˈd͜ʒeːɪkʲʰ] Aspirated palatalised voiceless 

velar plosive 

2. “You can look as well” [ˈlʊk] Voiceless velar plosive 

3. * “And you could hear the sounds and 

you think it’s ambulance don’t you” 

[ˈθɪŋ̃k] Voiceless velar plosive 

4. “A big transporter truck” [ˈt͜ʃvʊk] Voiceless velar plosive 

5. “I just sleep/sleeping/sleep in there for 

one day and then I come back” 

[ˈbæ̠̃ˑkˣ] Voiceless velar plosive with 

slight affricated release 

6. “It’s an alarm clock” [ə̝̍ lɑ̝m̃ˈkˡlɒkˣ] Voiceless velar plosive with 

slight affricated release 

7. “Mummy, you look out of your big 

window bedroom and say “wowee!” ” 

[ˈbɪg] Voiced velar plosive 

8. “Here’s somebody stuck up here” [ˈst̪ʊ̟̪kʰ] Aspirated voiceless velar 

plosive 
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2.8. Tables Showing Thomas’s Realisations of Target  Alveolar 

and Velar Plosives Sampled at Age 4;0;7 

 

Table 42. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 42. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 42. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 42. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Initial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 4;0;7Initial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 4;0;7Initial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 4;0;7Initial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 4;0;7    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Look what’s happening 

to my house” 

[tʰə]̃ Aspirated voiceless alveolar plosive 

2. “Do you know how tall 

it goes?” 

[ˈt ̪h ɔl] Aspirated dentalised voiceless 

alveolar plosive 

3. “Every time I was 

hungry, I could break off 

the house” 

[t ̪h ã] Aspirated dentalised voiceless 

alveolar plosive 

4. “What would a toilet be 

like if you flush it?” 

[ˈt ̪h ɔɪˑləʔ] Aspirated dentalised voiceless 

alveolar plosive 

5. “And coming out of the 

tap might be bags of/like 

soft cheese” 

[ˈt ̪h æp̚] Aspirated dentalised voiceless 

alveolar plosive 

6. “I hope it does tickle” [ˈdɪ̪kl]̩ Dentalised voiced alveolar plosive, 

possibly assimilating with [d] in 

does 
7. “Crawling under the 

table” 

[ˈte̪ɪbəɫ] Unaspirated dentalised voiceless 

alveolar plosive 

8. “But, but I want to talk 

all about the building 

site” 

[tɔk] Unaspirated voiceless alveolar 

plosive 

9. “Mum, I want you to tell 

that story again” 

[ˈtɛ̪ʊ] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

10. * “xxx could turn it 

into a curly cable” 

[ˈtɜ̪ñ] Aspirated dentalised voiceless 

alveolar plosive 
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Table 43. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 43. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 43. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 43. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Initial Target Velar Plosives at Age 4;0;7Initial Target Velar Plosives at Age 4;0;7Initial Target Velar Plosives at Age 4;0;7Initial Target Velar Plosives at Age 4;0;7    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RRRRealisationealisationealisationealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Can you help us?” [kə̃n̆] Unaspirated voiceless velar plosive 

2. “(Be)cause I’m 

(pre)tending” 

[kʊəm̃] Unaspirated voiceless velar plosive 

3. “I am quite deaf” [ˈkwaɪʔ] Voiceless velar plosive 

4. * “The roof come off 

and xxx house it and then 

the glass smashes” 

[kʰʊ̃m] Aspirated voiceless velar plosive 

5. “I ordered crisps for my 

lunch” 

[ˈkɹɪsp̚] Voiceless velar plosive 

6. “When you first had a 

quaver” 

[ˈkweɪːvə] Voiceless velar plosive 

7. “Not comfortable” [ˈkʰʊ̃mftə̪bl]̩ Aspirated voiceless velar plosive 

8. “Mum you can’t” [ˈkɑ…̃ːnt] Unaspirated voiceless velar plosive 

9. “They/they’d keep 

falling over” 

[ˈkxʰip̚] Voiceless velar plosive with slight 

affricated release 

10. * “I think you just 

climb on a xxx and go 

ahǃ” 

[ˈklaɪm̃] Voiceless velar plosive 

 

Table 44. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 44. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 44. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 44. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Medial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 4;0;7Medial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 4;0;7Medial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 4;0;7Medial Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 4;0;7    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “I’m just putting this on 

the/its bottom xxx” 

[ˈpʰʊtɪ̪ɲ̝] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

2. “I’m just putting this on 

the/its bottom xxx” 

[ˈbɒtʰə̃m̊̊] Aspirated voiceless alveolar plosive 

3. “Just pretend I couldn’t 

hear anything” 

[pəˈtə̪ñd]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

4. “Not comfortable” [ˈkʰʊ̃mftə̪bl]̩ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

5. “They must be 

advertising reds” 

ˈæsə̠v̆əˌta̪ɪzɪ̪ŋ̃] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

6. “I like grunting” [ˈgɹʊ̃ntɪ̪ñ] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

7. “These are better” [ˈbɛtʰə] Aspirated voiceless alveolar plosive 

8. “Save that for later” [ˈleɪtə̠] Retracted voiceless alveolar plosive 

9. “Hurts more than sitting 

on it” 

[ˈsɪtɪ̪n] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

10. “xxx Yesterday” [ˈjɛst̪ə̪de̪ɪ] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 
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TabTabTabTable 45. Thomas’s Realisations of Wordle 45. Thomas’s Realisations of Wordle 45. Thomas’s Realisations of Wordle 45. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Medial Target Velar Plosives at Age 4;0;7Medial Target Velar Plosives at Age 4;0;7Medial Target Velar Plosives at Age 4;0;7Medial Target Velar Plosives at Age 4;0;7    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Ah! Secret supply” [ˈsikɾɪʔ] Voiceless velar plosive 

2. “I’m gonna make a 

basket too” 

[ˈbæsk̪ʲɪʔ] Palatalised voiceless velar plosive 

3. “But those are stickers” [ˈstɪ̪kəz̪ː ] Voiceless velar plosive 

4. “Look! I’m standing 

in/standing/stand in the 

concrete that’s wet” 

[ˈkʰɒ̃ŋkwiʔ] Voiceless velar plosive 

5. “First, did you think it 

was exploding” 

[ɪkˈsp̪ləʊdɪ̪ñ] Voiceless velar plosive 

6. “Are you thinking what 

pudding might be?” 

[ˈfɪŋ̃kʰɪñ] Aspirated voiceless velar plosive 

7. “Must be made of ick 

lick liquorice” 

[ˈlɪkɹɪʃ] Voiceless velar plosive 

8. * “xxx Lots xxx This is 

a excavator” 

[ˈɛʔst̪ə̪ˌveitə̪] Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

9. “I hope it does tickle” [ˈdɪ̪kl]̩ Voiceless velar plosive 

10. “Chocolate” [ˈt͜ʃʌklɪtʰ] Voiceless velar plosive 

 

 

Table 46. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 46. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 46. Thomas’s Realisations of WordTable 46. Thomas’s Realisations of Word----Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 4;0;7Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 4;0;7Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 4;0;7Final Target Alveolar Plosives at Age 4;0;7    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    DescriptDescriptDescriptDescription of Phenomenaion of Phenomenaion of Phenomenaion of Phenomena    

1. “Mum I’ve done it” [ɪtʼ] Dentalised alveolar ejective 

2. “Ah! Who’s ripped it?” [ˈdɹ̪ɪp̚t]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

3. “Try and put it there” [pʊ̟ɾ] Alveolar tap 

4. “Look at our house” [əɾ] Alveolar tap 

5. “That’s the chimney 

that’s not fixed on” 

[fɪk᷂s ̪d᷂̪]᷂ Weak dentalised voiceless alveolar 

plosive. Weakly articulated final 

cluster 

6. * “xxx It on that plate” [ˈpleɪtʼ] Alveolar ejective 

7. “Mum, when you first 

had one, what was it 

like” 

[ˈfɜ̝s̹t̪ ̪h ] Aspirated dentalised voiceless 

alveolar plosive 

8. “I sleeped” [ˈs ̪l ɪp̚t]̪ Dentalised voiceless alveolar plosive 

9. “If you would/can shut 

up” 

[ʃʊt]̠ Retracted voiceless alveolar plosive 

10. “Mum you can’t” [ˈkɑ…̃ːnt] Voiceless alveolar plosive 
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Table 47. Thomas’s Table 47. Thomas’s Table 47. Thomas’s Table 47. Thomas’s Realisations of WordRealisations of WordRealisations of WordRealisations of Word----Final Target Velar Plosives at Age 4;0;7Final Target Velar Plosives at Age 4;0;7Final Target Velar Plosives at Age 4;0;7Final Target Velar Plosives at Age 4;0;7    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “xxx Magic look xxx the 

house” 

[ˈmæd͜ʒɪkʲ] Palatalised voiceless velar plosive 

2. “xxx Magic look xxx the 

house” 

[lʊk] Voiceless velar plosive 

3. “But I didn’t use the 

pink” 

[ˈpɪŋ̃k] Voiceless velar plosive 

4. “You said “Would you 

like a jam sandwich?” ” 

[laɪ̝ɣ᷂] Weak voiced velar fricative 

5. * “I’m gonna, I’m gonna 

make a bigger house” 

[ˈmeɪkʰ] Aspirated voiceless velar plosive 

6. “Every time I was 

hungry, I could break off 

the house” 

[ˈbɹeɪk] Voiceless velar plosive 

7. “First, did you think it 

was exploding?” 

[ˈfɪŋ̃k] Voiceless velar plosive 

8. “and/it xxx would it be 

work?” 

[ˈw̹̝kʼ] Velar ejective 

9. “Can I look at (..) can I 

look at the back” 

[ˈbæ̠ʔk] Voiceless velar plosive 

10. “With milk” [ˈmɪɫ̈k] Voiceless velar plosive 
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Appendix Three 
 

Thomas’s Realisations of Can and Can’t  at Age Two 
    

    

3.1. Tables Showing Thomas’s Realisations of Can  and Can’t  

Sampled at Age 2;3 

    

Table Table Table Table 1. Thomas’s Realisations1. Thomas’s Realisations1. Thomas’s Realisations1. Thomas’s Realisations of  of  of  of CCCCanananan    and and and and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Age 2;3;10ge 2;3;10ge 2;3;10ge 2;3;10    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “I can” [ə̝ ̆ˈtæ̝̪̃n] Immediate imitation of mother. 

Stress on can, although mother 

stressed I. 
2. “I can” [æ̝̆ ˈɟæ̃ːn] Immediate repetition of mother. 

Stress on can, although mother 

stressed I. 
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3.2. Tables Showing Thomas’s Realisations of Can  and Can’t  

Sampled at Age 2;5 

 

Table 2. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 2. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 2. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 2. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Age 2;5;10ge 2;5;10ge 2;5;10ge 2;5;10    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. * “Yes I can” [ə ̝ˈt ̪h æ̞̃n] Stressed. Spontaneous. 

Contextually incongruent 

2. * “Yes I can” [æ ˈt ̪h æ̃n] Stressed. Response to 

mother’s request for 

clarification 

3. * “Yes I can” [ə ˈtʰæ̃n] Stressed. Response to 

mother’s request for further 

clarification 
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3.3. Tables Showing Thomas’s Realisations of Can  and Can’t  

Sampled at Age 2;6 

 

Table 3. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 3. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 3. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 3. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Age 2;6;12ge 2;6;12ge 2;6;12ge 2;6;12    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Can’t see it” [k᷂ɑʔ̃ sij] Unstressed. First use of can’t as 

auxiliary. First close juncture form 

of can’t. Immediate imitation of 

mother 

 

 

Table 4. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 4. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 4. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 4. Thomas’s Realisations of Can and Can’t at AgeCan and Can’t at AgeCan and Can’t at AgeCan and Can’t at Age 2;6;19 2;6;19 2;6;19 2;6;19    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. * “No I can’t” [ˈkʰɑñʔtː] Stressed. Spontaneous. Open 

juncture. Mother immediately 

repeats, also with open juncture. 

Contextually congruent 

2. “Bob the Builder, yes we 

can” 

[ˈkʰæ̆̃n] Stressed. Short vowel. Formulaic 

3. “Yes it can” ʽˈkʲʰæ̃nː] Stressed. Formulaic 

4. “Yes it can” [ˈkʰæːnːə]̆ Stressed. Immediate repetition 

5. “Yes we can” [ˈkʲʰæ̃ːn] Stressed. Elicited by rhyme. 

Formulaic. Speaking together with 

mother 

6. “Yes we can” [ˈkʲʰæ̃n] Stressed. Spontaneous, formulaic. 

Forming argument with mother 

7. “Yes, can” [ˈt ̪h æ̃n] Stressed. Formulaic. Continuing 

argument with mother 

 

 

Table 5. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 5. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 5. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 5. Thomas’s Realisations of CaCaCaCannnn and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Age 2;6;22ge 2;6;22ge 2;6;22ge 2;6;22    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Yes we can” [ˈkʰæ̃ːn] Stressed. Formulaic 

2. “Yes we can” [kʲæ̃ːn] Stressed. Formulaic. Repetition 

 

Note: the utterance “yes we can” occurred very frequently and was therefore not transcribed 

beyond this age, unless it demonstrated novel phonetic, phonological or syntactic phenomena. 
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Table 6. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 6. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 6. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 6. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Age 2;6;25ge 2;6;25ge 2;6;25ge 2;6;25    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “Can’t” [ˈtɑ̪̃ː nt]̪ Stressed. Realised with final 

dentalised [t]. Contextually 

congruent. Mother repeats also with 

final [t] 

 

 

Table 7. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 7. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 7. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 7. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Age 2;6;26ge 2;6;26ge 2;6;26ge 2;6;26    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Can’t” [kʰɑ̃n̊t]̪ Whispered. Repetition 

2. * “Can’t” [ˈt ̪h ɑñt]̪ Stressed. Dentalised. Contextually 

congruent 
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3.4. Tables Showing Thomas’s Realisations of Can  and Can’t  

Sampled at Age 2;7 

 

Table 8. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 8. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 8. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 8. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Age 2;7;1ge 2;7;1ge 2;7;1ge 2;7;1    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisatioRealisatioRealisatioRealisationnnn    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Can’t reach” [kʰɑ̃n̝ʔ ˈʋit ̪͜ʃ]̪ Unstressed. First spontaneous usage of 

can’t with main verb 

 

 

Table 9. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 9. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 9. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 9. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;7;52;7;52;7;52;7;5    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “I can’t” [ˈkʰɑñt]̪ Stressed. Initial [k]. Dentalised final [t] 

2. * “I can’t sleep” [gɑ̃ʔ̈ ˈθlɪp] Stressed. Second spontaneous use of 

can’t with main verb. Initial voiced velar 

plosive. Response to request for 

clarification 

3. “No I can’t” [tə̪ʔ̆ˈɑñt]̪ Stressed. Initial alveolar plosive. 

Providing further clarification following 

“I can’t sleep” 

  

 

Table 10. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 10. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 10. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 10. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;7;92;7;92;7;92;7;9    

  

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “I can see you” [a m̩ si̪] First weak form of can. Greatly reduced. 

Also first spontaneous SVO. Mother 

imitates with weak form 

2. “Can’t see you” [kʰɑñʔ ˈsi First spontaneous can’t with main verb 

in SVO clause 

 

 

Table 11. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 11. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 11. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 11. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;7;142;7;142;7;142;7;14    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description Description Description Description of Phenomenaof Phenomenaof Phenomenaof Phenomena    

1. “Can’t talk apple now” 

    (meaning “I can’t talk 

because I’m eating an apple 

now”) 

[(C)æ̃n tɔʔ] Unstressed. May have been can. First 

possible VSOA construction 
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Table 12.Table 12.Table 12.Table 12. Thomas’s Realisations of  Thomas’s Realisations of  Thomas’s Realisations of  Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;7;152;7;152;7;152;7;15    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    ReReReRealisationalisationalisationalisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Yes can hear (and a)” [xəñ hɪeʋ] Second weak form. Nearer to adult 

form than previous weak form 

 

  

Table 13. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 13. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 13. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 13. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Age 2;7;25ge 2;7;25ge 2;7;25ge 2;7;25 

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Can’t open it” [ʔɑ̃n̝ʔ ˈʔə̠ʊ̞pən] Unstressed. Unusual form 

 

 

Table 14. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 14. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 14. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 14. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Age 2;7;26ge 2;7;26ge 2;7;26ge 2;7;26    

  

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Can see please?” [ˈtʰæ̃n si] First question, although with 

declarative, rather than interrogative 

structure  

 

 

Table 15. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 15. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 15. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 15. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;7;282;7;282;7;282;7;28    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Oh yes we can” [wɪː ˈkʰˤæ̃m] Stressed. Contextually more 

congruent than previous examples 
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3.5. Tables Showing Thomas’s Realisations of Can  and Can’t 

Sampled at Age 2;8 

 

Table 16. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 16. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 16. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 16. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;8;212;8;212;8;212;8;21    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Bob the Builder, can we 

fix it?” 

[ˈt ̠h æ̃n ˈwi]̞ Stressed. Initial [t]. Formulaic 

2. “Can get it out” [ˈt ̪h æ̃n dɛ̪t]̪ Stressed. Whole utterance dentalised. 

Possible progressive alveolar 

assimilation. No velar assimilation. 

Categorised as open juncture. 

Immediate imitation of mother 

including stress pattern. Mother 

assimilates previous utterance. VOA 

construction 

3. “Not can’t” [nɒʔ ˈt ̪h ɑñt] Stressed 

 

Note: the utterance “can we fix it” occurred increasingly frequently and therefore was not 

transcribed beyond this age, unless it demonstrated novel phonetic, phonological or syntactic 

phenomena. 

 

 

Table 17. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 17. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 17. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 17. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;8;242;8;242;8;242;8;24    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Mummy not can’t see” 

(meaning “Mummy 

can’t see”) 

[tɑ̠ñʔ ˈsi] Unstressed. Close juncture with 

glottal stop 

2. “Not can’t see now” 

    (meaning “I can’t see 

now”) 

[tkʲʰɑñʔ ˈsi] Unstressed. VA structure 

 

 

Table 18. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 18. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 18. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 18. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;8;252;8;252;8;252;8;25    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “xxx Can’t see it” [tɑ̃n̝ sɪʔi ɪt]̪ Unstressed. Close juncture with final 

nasal 
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3.6. Tables Showing Thomas’s Realisations of Can  and Can’t  

Sampled at Age 2;9 

 

Table 19. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 19. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 19. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 19. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;9;12;9;12;9;12;9;1    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena 

1. “Of course you can” [ju ˈkˤʰæ̃n Stressed. Formulaic 

2. “I Can’t talk” [kˤʰɑ̃ʕ nʔ ˈtʰɔkʲ] Unstressed. Close juncture. SVO. 

Speaking with mouth full 

 

 

Table 20. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 20. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 20. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 20. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;9;22;9;22;9;22;9;2    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena 

1. “Don’t think I can” [maɪ ˈkʰæ̃n] Stressed. First embedded clause, but 

formulaic and immediate imitation of 

mother 

 

 

Table 21. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 21. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 21. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 21. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;9;32;9;32;9;32;9;3    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Can see flowers” [(C,Vls)n̩ si] Unstressed. Almost adult-like weak 

form 

 

 

Table 22. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 22. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 22. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 22. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;9;72;9;72;9;72;9;7    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. * “I can see a little 

carrot” 

[gə̝̃ ̆ si̪j̠] Stressed. First SVO with OːNP 

modified by an adj 

 

 

Table 23. Thomas’s RTable 23. Thomas’s RTable 23. Thomas’s RTable 23. Thomas’s Realisations of ealisations of ealisations of ealisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;9;152;9;152;9;152;9;15    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1  * “Course we can” [kʰæ̃n] Stressed 
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Table 24. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 24. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 24. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 24. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;9;172;9;172;9;172;9;17    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Eh! I can’t see” [kʰɑñʔ si]̠ Unstressed. Close juncture. 

Spontaneous, rather than imitative 

2. “I can’t see” [ˈkɑñʔ si]̠ Stressed. Close juncture. 

Spontaneous. Communicative 

3. “I can’t find Cranky” [kʰɑñʔ ˈfæn] Stressed. Close juncture 

 

 

Table 25. Thomas’Table 25. Thomas’Table 25. Thomas’Table 25. Thomas’s Realisations of s Realisations of s Realisations of s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;9;182;9;182;9;182;9;18    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “And I can’t see” [kʰɑñdə ̃si] Unstressed. Open juncture with 

voicing and epenthesis 

 

 

Table 26. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 26. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 26. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 26. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;9;212;9;212;9;212;9;21    

 

UtterUtterUtterUtteranceanceanceance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “I can see Purdie” [ɣə ̃si̪] Weak form with initial voiced velar 

fricative. First use of see with an 

object other than you 

 

 

Table 27. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 27. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 27. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 27. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;9;222;9;222;9;222;9;22    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisatioRealisatioRealisatioRealisationnnn    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “I can’t see a farmer” [kʰɑñʔ ˈsɪ ə] Unstressed. Close juncture. see with 

new object 

2. “I can’t see fire” [kʰɑñ ˈt͜si] Unstressed. Semi-open juncture. 

Another new object, indicating 

generalisation of see to new SVO 

clauses 

3. “I can’t hear her” -- Untranscribable. No linking between 

audio and Chat files 

 

Note: utterances containing can see or can’t see were not transcribed beyond 2;9;22, unless 

they demonstrated novel phonetic, phonological or syntactic phenomena. 
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TablTablTablTable 28. Thomas’s Realisations of e 28. Thomas’s Realisations of e 28. Thomas’s Realisations of e 28. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;9;232;9;232;9;232;9;23    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “I can’t get it open” [ˈkʰɑñʔ (C,Vd)ɛt] Stressed. Close juncture. No 

assimilation. Mother repeats with 

assimilation 

 

    

Table 29. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 29. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 29. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 29. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;9;242;9;242;9;242;9;24    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Yes I can’t talk a her, 

er my a little baby” 

    (meaning “I can’t talk to 

her, I’m a little baby”) 

[kˤʰɑñʔ ˈtɔw] Unstressed. Close juncture. First 

attempt at coordination 

    

    

Table 30. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 30. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 30. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 30. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;9;252;9;252;9;252;9;25    

  

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. * “I can’t get this 

postbox out” 

[ˈkɑñtʷʏ dɛʔ dɪs] Stressed. Open juncture with 

epenthesis. No velar assimilation, but 

maybe progressive alveolar 

assimilation 

 

 

Table 31. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 31. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 31. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 31. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;9;282;9;282;9;282;9;28    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description oDescription oDescription oDescription of Phenomenaf Phenomenaf Phenomenaf Phenomena    

1. “Can’t close it properly” [kɑñʔ ˈkləʊz] Unstressed. Close juncture with 

glottal stop. No assimilation. Mother 

repeats, also without assimilation 

2. “Bob Builder can’t do 

Wendy’s zip” 

[dɑñʔ du] Unstressed. Close juncture. Possible 

progressive alveolar assimilation. 

Complex S and O noun phrases 

3. “I can’t get through 

now” 

[ˈkʰɑñ gɛʔ̝] Close juncture. No assimilation. 

Mother repeats without assimilation 
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Table 32. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 32. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 32. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 32. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;9;292;9;292;9;292;9;29    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisatRealisatRealisatRealisationionionion    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “I can’t see a Teletubbies 

saying”  

[ˈkʰɑñ t ̪͜si̪j] Unstressed. Semi-open juncture with 

affrication. First non-imitative 

attempt at subordinate object clause 

2. * “Can’t see a 

Teletubbies saying” 

[kɑ̃n̆ʔ si̪j] Unstressed. Repeating in response to 

request for clarification 

3. “Can’t (really?) sit down 

there” 

[ˈkʰɑm̃ wɪi] Stressed. Bilabial assimilation before 

[w] 

4. “No I can’t do it this” [kʰɑñʔ ˈduw] Unstressed. Close juncture with 

glottal stop 

 

Note: the utterances “can”, “I can”, “we can”, “can’t”, “I can’t” and “can’t do it” occurred 

very frequently and were therefore not transcribed beyond this age, unless they demonstrated 

novel phonetic, phonological or syntactic phenomena. 

    

    

Table 33. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 33. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 33. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 33. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCaaaannnn and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2; 9;302; 9;302; 9;302; 9;30    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Can’t reach it” [kʰɑñː ˈrĭtʃ͜] Unstressed. Close juncture with final 

nasal 
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3.7. Tables Showing Thomas’s Realisations of Can  and Can’t  

Sampled at Age 2;10 

 

Table 34. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 34. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 34. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 34. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;10;02;10;02;10;02;10;0    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Can’t reach up high” [kʰɑñʔ wi(C,Vls)] Unstressed. Close juncture with 

glottal stop 

2. “I can’t see a blue ink” [kʰɑñt ̪si̪] Unstressed. Open juncture. Second 

adj in OːNP 

 

 

Table 35. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 35. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 35. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 35. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;10;62;10;62;10;62;10;6    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “I can’t fix him” [kʰɑñʔ ˈfɪks]̪ Unstressed. Close juncture. 

Contextually congruent, not just Bob 
the Builder formula 

 

 

Table 36. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 36. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 36. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 36. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;10;72;10;72;10;72;10;7    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    DescripDescripDescripDescription of Phenomenation of Phenomenation of Phenomenation of Phenomena    

1. “I can’t see Purdie now” [kʰɑñ ˈsi̠] Unstressed. Close juncture with final 

nasal. SVOA construction 

2. “Please can I have a 

chocolate cake” 

[ˈpli xæəv aʋ] Unstressed. Most complex 

interrogative form produced, but not 

used as a question. Great phonetic 

reduction  

 

 

Table 37. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 37. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 37. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 37. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;10;82;10;82;10;82;10;8    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Ah! I can’t 

(re)member” 

[ˈkʰɑñtˢ (.) ˈmɛəm̃] Stressed. Open juncture with pause  
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Table 38. Thomas’s RTable 38. Thomas’s RTable 38. Thomas’s RTable 38. Thomas’s Realisations of ealisations of ealisations of ealisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;10;132;10;132;10;132;10;13    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “I can’t get it off now 

xxx stuck” 

[ˈkʰɑñʔ gʲɛt̝] Stressed. Close juncture with glottal 

stop. No assimilation, possibly 

because of following palatalised 

plosive. Possible attempt at 

subordination 

2. “I can’t (re)member it” [ˈkʰɑm̃ ˈmɛmbəʋ] Stressed. No glottal stop in can’t. 
First bilabial assimilation 

3. “I can’t see her now” [ˈkʌɾʔ ts͜i] Stressed. Unusual articulation. 

SVOA construction 

 

 

Table 39. Thomas’sTable 39. Thomas’sTable 39. Thomas’sTable 39. Thomas’s Realisations of  Realisations of  Realisations of  Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;10;212;10;212;10;212;10;21    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. * “Can’t see it under 

there” 

[kʰɑñ si] Unstressed. Close juncture with final 

nasal. VSA clause. Adverbial 

prepositional phrase 

 

 

Table 40. Thomas’s RealisatTable 40. Thomas’s RealisatTable 40. Thomas’s RealisatTable 40. Thomas’s Realisations of ions of ions of ions of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;10;242;10;242;10;242;10;24    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. * “Can’t (re)member it” [ˈkɑñː ˈmɛmbəʋ] Stressed. Close juncture with final 

nasal. No assimilation 

 

 

Table 41. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 41. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 41. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 41. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;10;262;10;262;10;262;10;26    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “I can’t (re)member it” [gɒ ˈmɛmbeʋ] Unstressed. Close juncture with no 

final cluster. No assimilation 
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3.8. Tables Showing Thomas’s Realisations of Can  and Can’t  

Sampled at Age 2;11 

    

Table 42. Thomas’Table 42. Thomas’Table 42. Thomas’Table 42. Thomas’s Realisations of s Realisations of s Realisations of s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;11;02;11;02;11;02;11;0    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “I can’t blow it” [ˈkʰɑm̃ ˈbləːʊːw] Stressed. No final glottal stop in 

can’t. Bilabial assimilation 

2. “I can’t blow it” [ˈkʰɑm̃ ˈblɛʊw] Stressed. No final glottal stop in 

can’t. Bilabial assimilation 

 

 

Table 43. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 43. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 43. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 43. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;11;62;11;62;11;62;11;6    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “I can’t see it under 

here” 

[kʰɑ̆n̝ ˈt ̪͜si̪] Unstressed. Short vowel. Another 

adverbial prepositional phrase 

2. * “I can’t put it on now 

fall down the floor 

again” 

[ˈkʰɑñʔ mʊːt] Stressed. No regressive bilabial 

assimilation, but progressive nasal 

assimilation 

 

 

Table 44. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 44. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 44. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 44. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;11;102;11;102;11;102;11;10    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisatioRealisatioRealisatioRealisationnnn    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena 

1. “I can’t see my spanner” [ˈkʰɑñʔ ts͜i] Stressed. New object noun phrase 

with modifying possessive pronoun 

2. “I can’t see my spanner 

anywhere” 

[ˈkɑñʔ t ̪͜si̪] Stressed. SVOA. New adverbial 

3. “Erm I can’t (re)member 

it” 

[ˈʔæ̃ hæ̃ ˈmɛmbəʋ] Unstressed on can’t. Close juncture. 

No final consonant. No assimilation  

4. * “I can (.) off people” [kʰɪñː (.) ˈʔɒf] Unstressed. Vowel alteration. Pause 

and open juncture No main verb was 

absent 

5. “I can’t see him 

anywhere” 

[kʰɑñʔ sɪ̪ əm̃] Unstressed. Close juncture with 

glottal stop. SVOA 
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Table 45. Table 45. Table 45. Table 45. Thomas’s Realisations of Thomas’s Realisations of Thomas’s Realisations of Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;11;122;11;122;11;122;11;12    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “I can’t see her tummy [kʰɑñʔ ˈsi ɜ] Unstressed. Close juncture with 

glottal stop. New possessive 

adjective and object 

 

 

Table 46. Table 46. Table 46. Table 46. Thomas’s Realisations of Thomas’s Realisations of Thomas’s Realisations of Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;11;132;11;132;11;132;11;13    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “I can’t see any more [kʰɑñ ˈtsɪ͜] Unstressed. Semi-open juncture with 

affrication. SVA clause 

2. “I can’t (re)member” [ˈkʰɑm̃ː ˈmɛmbəʋə] Stressed. Bilabial assimilation 

 

 

Table 47. Table 47. Table 47. Table 47. Thomas’s Realisations of Thomas’s Realisations of Thomas’s Realisations of Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;11;142;11;142;11;142;11;14    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Your can’t see a big 

huge box yet” 

[ˈkʰɑñʔ sij] Stressed. Close juncture with glottal 

stop. SVOA with object noun phrase 

modified by two adjectives 

2. “I can’t” [kʰɑñ] Stressed. No final /t/ in utterance-

final position 

3.“Erm I can’t” [kʰɑñʔ] Stressed. Final glottal stop in 

utterance-final position 

 

 

Table Table Table Table 48. 48. 48. 48. Thomas’s Realisations of Thomas’s Realisations of Thomas’s Realisations of Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;11;182;11;182;11;182;11;18    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “I can’t see my yellow 

spanner” 

[kʰɒ̃n si] Unstressed. Unusual form 

2. “No I can’t see a 

rainbow up in sky” 

[kʰɑñʔ si] Unstressed. Close juncture. SVOA. 

Adverbial prepositional phrase with 

qualifying prepositional phrase 
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Table 49. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 49. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 49. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 49. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;11;252;11;252;11;252;11;25    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “You can’t see any more 

letters” 

[ˈkʰɑ ̃si]  Stressed. Close juncture with no 

final cluster in can’t. First can’t with 

subject pronoun you. 

2. “You can go home now” [kʰn̩ gəʊ] Adult-like weak form. Open 

juncture. No assimilation. First can 

with subject pronoun you. 

 

 

Table 50. Table 50. Table 50. Table 50. Thomas’s Realisations of Thomas’s Realisations of Thomas’s Realisations of Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCaaaan’tn’tn’tn’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;11;272;11;272;11;272;11;27    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Just too heavy these 

trains, because, I can’t 

hold xxx” 

[kʰɑñ ˈhəʊɫd] Unstressed. Close juncture with 

consonant elision. Coordination 

2. “His car, you can’t see 

where’s the money” 

[kʰɑñʔ ˈsˈiː] Unstressed. Close juncture with 

glottal stop. Subordinate object 

clause 

3. “You  can’t see a train” [ˈkʰɑñ t ̪͜si̪j] Stressed. Semi-open juncture with 

affrication. Second you as subject 

 

    

Table 51. Table 51. Table 51. Table 51. Thomas’s Realisations of Thomas’s Realisations of Thomas’s Realisations of Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;11;282;11;282;11;282;11;28    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Can’t (re)member that” [ˈkʰɑm̃ ˈmɛmbeʋ] Stressed. Bilabial Assimilation 

2. * “Can’t you smell xxx” [ˈkʰɑñʔ je] Stressed. Close juncture with glottal 

stop. Possible interrogative with 

subject-verb inversion, but meaning 

unclear 
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3.9. Notes on Transcription Discrepancies 
 

Utterances marked by asterisks indicate that there is a discrepancy between the interpretations 

of the current author and the original transcribers.  Many of these discrepancies result from the 

denotation of a schwa in the Chat transcript when the transcriber was unable to identify a 

function word, but the current author could confidently identify it.  The nature of each 

discrepancy is given below with reference to the Chat transcripts available from the CHILDES 

database.   

 

1. Age 2;5;10: All three realisations of “yes I can” read “yes. a@p can” in the Chat transcript 

(see lines 434, 438 and 441). 

 

2. Age 2;6;19: “No I can’t” reads “a@p can’t” in the Chat transcript (see line 282). 

 

3. Age 2;6;19: “Can’t”  reads “it can’t” in the Chat transcript (see line 1180). 

 

4. Age 2;7;5: “I can’t sleep” reads “can’t sleep” in the Chat transcript (see line 1448). 

 

5. Age 2;9;7: “I can see a little carrot” reads “a@p can see a little carrot” in the Chat 

transcript (see line 567). 

 

6. Age 2;9;25: “I can’t get this post-box out” reads “I can’t get Jess &s post-box out” in the 

Chat transcript (see line 721). 

 

7. Age 2;9;29: “I can’t see a Teletubbies saying” and “can’t see a Teletubbies saying” read “I 

can’t see a@p Teletubby saying” and “what 0is [*] the Teletubby saying?” respectively in the 

Chat transcript (see lines 11 and 13). 
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8. Age 2;9;29: “Can’t really sit down there” reads “can’t sit down there” in the Chat transcript 

(see line 1195). 

 

9. Age 2;10;21: “Can’t see it under there” reads “I can’t see under there” in the Chat 

transcript (see line 150). 

 

10. Age 2;11;6: “I can’t put it on now fall down the floor again” reads “I can’t put it on a@p 

throw down a@p floor again” (see line 1935). 

 

11. Age 2;11;10: “I can (.) off people” reads “I can take them off people” in the Chat 

transcript (see line 775). 

 

12. Age 2;11;28: “Can’t you smell xxx” reads “can’t smell” xxx in the Chat transcript (see 

line 992). 

 

13. Many of the utterances given here are transcribed as multiple utterances in the Chat 

transcripts according to transcription conventions. However, they were considered as single 

utterances here because they were uttered in one breath or they appeared to form a single 

construction. 

 

14. Not all tokens of each utterance were transcribed, especially in the case of utterances 

which increased greatly in frequency without showing the phonological and syntactic changes 

relevant to this study. 
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3.10. Frequency Counts for Can  and Can’t  at Age Two 
    

Table 52. Frequencies of Table 52. Frequencies of Table 52. Frequencies of Table 52. Frequencies of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;32;32;32;3    

AgeAgeAgeAge    CanCanCanCan Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    

2;3;10 2 0 

Total frequencyTotal frequencyTotal frequencyTotal frequency    2222    0000    

 

Table 53. Frequencies of Table 53. Frequencies of Table 53. Frequencies of Table 53. Frequencies of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;52;52;52;5    

AgeAgeAgeAge    CanCanCanCan frequency frequency frequency frequency    CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t frequency frequency frequency frequency    

2;5;10 3 0 

Total FrequencyTotal FrequencyTotal FrequencyTotal Frequency    3333    0000    

 

Table 54. FrequeTable 54. FrequeTable 54. FrequeTable 54. Frequencies of ncies of ncies of ncies of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2; 62; 62; 62; 6    

AgeAgeAgeAge    CanCanCanCan frequency frequency frequency frequency    Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    

2;6;12 0 1 

2;6;19 6 1 

2;6;22 6 0 

2;6;25 3 1 

2;6;26 0 2 

Total frequencyTotal frequencyTotal frequencyTotal frequency    15151515    5555    
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Table 55. Frequencies of Table 55. Frequencies of Table 55. Frequencies of Table 55. Frequencies of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;72;72;72;7    

AgeAgeAgeAge    CanCanCanCan Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    

2;7;1 2 0 

2;7;5 1 3 

2;7;6 0 1 

2;7;9 1 1 

2;7;12 0 3 

2;7;13 1 4 

2;7;14 1 7 

2;7;15 1 0 

2;7;16 2 1 

2;7;19 0 8 

2;7;23 1 3 

2;7;24 0 2 

2;7;25 0 2 

2;7;26 2 0 

2;7;27 0 2 

2;7;28 1 0 

Total frequencyTotal frequencyTotal frequencyTotal frequency    13131313    37373737    
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Table 56. Frequencies of Table 56. Frequencies of Table 56. Frequencies of Table 56. Frequencies of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;82;82;82;8 

AgeAgeAgeAge    CanCanCanCan Fre Fre Fre Frequencyquencyquencyquency    Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    

2;8;0 2 0 

2;8;5 0 2 

2;8;6 0 1 

2;8;12 1 0 

2;8;21 2 1 

2;8;21  0 3 

2;8;25 0 2 

2;8;28 2 0 

Total frequencyTotal frequencyTotal frequencyTotal frequency    7777    9999    
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Table 57. Frequencies of Table 57. Frequencies of Table 57. Frequencies of Table 57. Frequencies of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;92;92;92;9 

AgeAgeAgeAge    CanCanCanCan Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    

2;9;1 1 1 

2;9;1 1 0 

2;9;3 1 4 

2;9;4 5 0 

2;9;7 1 0 

2;9;8 1 0 

2;9;10 2 1 

2;9;11 1 0 

2;9;15 2 1 

2;9;17 2 5 

2;9;18 1 1 

2;9;21 1 0 

2;9;22 0 4 

2;9;23 0 2 

2;9;24 1 4 

2;9;25 0 6 

2;9;28 0 5 

2;9;29 0 4 

2;9;30 0 2 

Total frequencyTotal frequencyTotal frequencyTotal frequency    20202020    40404040    
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Table 58. Frequencies of Table 58. Frequencies of Table 58. Frequencies of Table 58. Frequencies of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t a a a at At At At Agegegege    2;102;102;102;10    

AgeAgeAgeAge    CanCanCanCan Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    

2;10;0 0 2 

2;10;6 2 1 

2;10;7 1 1 

2;10;8 0 1 

2;10;9 1 2 

2;10;11 0 1 

2;10;12 1 1 

2;10;13 0 3 

2;10;20 2 0 

2;10;21 0 1 

2;10;22 0 3 

2;10;23 2 0 

2;10;24 0 1 

2;10;25 0 1 

2;10;26 0 1 

2;10;27 0 2 

2;8;28 0 1 

Total frequencyTotal frequencyTotal frequencyTotal frequency    9999    22222222    
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Table 59. Frequencies of Table 59. Frequencies of Table 59. Frequencies of Table 59. Frequencies of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Agegegege    2;112;112;112;11 

AgeAgeAgeAge    CanCanCanCan Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    

2;11;00 0 5 

2;11;3 0 1 

2;11;4 1 1 

2;11;6 0 4 

2;11;7 0 1 

2;11;10 4 6 

2;11;12 0 1 

2;11;13 0 2 

2;11;14 0 14 

2;11;18 0 4 

2;11;21 0 8 

2;11;25 1 2 

2;11;26 2 1 

2;11;27 0 3 

2;11;28 1 2 

Total FrequencyTotal FrequencyTotal FrequencyTotal Frequency    9999    55555555    
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3.11. Summary of Frequency Counts for Can  and Can’t  at Age 

Two 

 

Table 60. Frequencies of Table 60. Frequencies of Table 60. Frequencies of Table 60. Frequencies of CaCaCaCannnn and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t Occurrence at A Occurrence at A Occurrence at A Occurrence at Age ge ge ge TwoTwoTwoTwo: Summary: Summary: Summary: Summary    

 Age Age Age Age     Can Can Can Can Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    

2;3 2 0 

2;5 3 0 

2;6 15 5 

2;7 13 37 

2;8 7 9 

2;9 20 40 

2;10 9 22 

2;11 9 55 
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Appendix Four 
    

    

Thomas’s Realisations of Can and Can’t  at Potential 

Assimilation Sites at Ages Three and Four 

    

4.1. Tables Showing Thomas’s Realisations of Can  and Can’t  at 

Potential Assimilation Sites Sampled at Age 3;0 

 

    

Table 1. Thomas’s Realisations of Can and Can’t at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;0;0Table 1. Thomas’s Realisations of Can and Can’t at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;0;0Table 1. Thomas’s Realisations of Can and Can’t at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;0;0Table 1. Thomas’s Realisations of Can and Can’t at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;0;0    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “I can’t get this out” [kʰɑñ dɛ̪ˈtɪ̪ːs]̪ Close juncture with final 

nasal. No assimilation 

2. “I can’t bang” [kʰɑñ ˈbæ̃nːd]̬ Close juncture with final 

nasal. No assimilation 

    

    

Table 2. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 2. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 2. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 2. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at Potential Assimilation S at Potential Assimilation S at Potential Assimilation S at Potential Assimilation Sites at Aites at Aites at Aites at Age 3;0;1ge 3;0;1ge 3;0;1ge 3;0;1    

    

 

 

Table 3. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 3. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 3. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 3. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t    at Aat Aat Aat Age 3;0;2ge 3;0;2ge 3;0;2ge 3;0;2    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “I can’t do it like that” [ˈkʰɑñ ˈdu̪u̟ːw] Close juncture with final nasal 

2. “No can’t” [ˈkʰɑm̃(C,Vls)] Final bilabial nasal with 

indeterminate word-final click-

like consonant  

 

Note: can and can’t did not occur at any sites at age 3;0;3, 3;0;7, 3;1;0, 3;1;1 or at 3;1;2. 

UtteraUtteraUtteraUtterancencencence    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “Can’t get it out” -- Not sufficiently audible for 

transcription and intended 

utterance uncertain 

2. “Can’t get it out” [kʰɑñ ˈdɛ̪t ̪ɪt]̪ Close juncture with final 

nasal. Possible progressive 

alveolar/dental assimilation 
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4.2. Tables Showing Thomas’s Realisations of Can  and Can’t  at 

Potential Assimilation Sites Sampled at Age 3;1 

 

Table 4. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 4. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 4. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 4. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t    at Aat Aat Aat Age 3;1;2ge 3;1;2ge 3;1;2ge 3;1;2    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of Description of Description of Description of PPPPhenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “Then, you can see him” [ˈkʰæ̃ sij] Stressed No final nasal, but 

vowel nasalisation 

2. “You can leave my toys 

on my shoulders like 

this” 

[ˈkʰæ̃(Nas) ˈ(app)iv] Stressed. Syllable-timed 

3. * “I can’t wear it, I 

can’t” 

[kʰɑm̃ʔ wɛəʋ] Close juncture. Bilabial 

assimilation prior to [w] 

4. * “I can’t wear it, I 

can’t” 

[ˈ(C,Vls)ə(̹C,Vls] Unusual articulation 

5. “Of course you can” [ˈkˤʰæ̠̃n] Stressed 

6. “Look, You can stroke 

his hair” 

[kʰæ̃n stʋəʊk] Stressed, but not tonic 

 

 

Table 5. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 5. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 5. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 5. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t    at Potentiat Potentiat Potentiat Potential Assimilation Sal Assimilation Sal Assimilation Sal Assimilation Sites at Aites at Aites at Aites at Age 3;1;3ge 3;1;3ge 3;1;3ge 3;1;3    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of Description of Description of Description of PPPPhenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “I can (.) make some 

room now” 

[ˈaɪ kʰæ̝̃m (.) meɪ] Unstressed. Bilabial 

assimilation despite pause at 

word boundary 

 

Note: can and can’t did not occur at any potential assimilation sites at age 3;1;4. 
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4.3. Tables Showing Thomas’s Realisations of Can  and Can’t  at 

Potential Assimilation Sites Sampled at Age 3;2 

 

Table Table Table Table 6. Thomas’s Realisations of 6. Thomas’s Realisations of 6. Thomas’s Realisations of 6. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t    at Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sites at Aites at Aites at Aites at Age 3;2;2ge 3;2;2ge 3;2;2ge 3;2;2    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealRealRealRealisationisationisationisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “That can’t go in” [ˈkʰɑñʔ gəʊ] Close juncture with glottal stop. 

No assimilation 

    

    

Table 7. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 7. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 7. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 7. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t    at Potential Aat Potential Aat Potential Aat Potential Assimilation Sites at Assimilation Sites at Assimilation Sites at Assimilation Sites at Age 3;2;3ge 3;2;3ge 3;2;3ge 3;2;3    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “You can count number 

one” 

[t ̪h æ̃n ˈtaʊ] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Open juncture. No regressive 

velar assimilation, but possible 

progressive alveolar assimilation 

2. “Can count one two 

number six” 

[ˈkʰæ̃ˑn (.) ˈta̪ɪ̝] Stressed. Open juncture. No 

regressive velar assimilation, but 

possible progressive alveolar 

assimilation 
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Table 8. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 8. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 8. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 8. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t    at Aat Aat Aat Age 3;2;4ge 3;2;4ge 3;2;4ge 3;2;4 

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “Mummy, this is xxx 

Purdie can do I’m Purdie” 

[kʰæ…æ̃…nn də̹]̆ Stressed, but not tonic. 

Relatively long vowel. Possibly 

counts as two separate sentences, 

as analysed in Chat file 

2. “Oh I can’t get this out” [ˈkʰɑŋ̃ gɛʔ] Stressed. Velar assimilation 

3. “Can’t get it out” [kəğɑ ̃jɛt]̪ Unstressed. Unusual form. Close 

juncture with no final cluster 

4. “Can’t fall down” [kɑɱ fɔɫ] Labiodental assimilation 

5. “Purdie can say that” [kæ̽̃ se᷂ɪj] Unstressed. No vowel alteration. 

No final nasal. Weak consonant 

articulation throughout whole 

utterance 

6. “Can eat (th)em” [ˈgæ̬̃n ˈit ̪əm̃] Stressed. No vowel reduction. 

Initial consonant voicing 

7. “Purdie can’t get in” [ˈkʰɑñʔ gɛt]̪ Close juncture with glottal stop. 

No assimilation 

8. “No you can’t” [ˈkɑñʔ] Stressed. Final glottal stop 

9. “No you can’t” [gɑ̃]̆ Unstressed. Initial voiced 

consonant. Short vowel. No final 

consonant 
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Table 9. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 9. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 9. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 9. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t    at Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sites at Aites at Aites at Aites at Age 3;2;5ge 3;2;5ge 3;2;5ge 3;2;5    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “I get a, I, I can pl, 

Teletubbies can play with my 

fishing-rod” 

[ˈkʰæ̃m pl]̥ Stressed. Bilabial assimilation 

despite false start in the 

following word 

2. “I get a, I, I can pl, 

Teletubbies can play with my 

fishing-rod” 

[ˈkʰæ̃n ˈpleij] Stressed. Syllable-timed. Open 

juncture revision 

3. “You can’t go wee” [kʰə ̆ˈkʰɑñʔ gəʊ] Weak form of can’t. No final 

consonant. No assimilation. 

Close juncture 

4. “I can catch it in my hands” [ˈkʰæ̃n ˈkwæ(Pl,Vls)] Stressed, but not tonic. No 

assimilation. Open juncture 

5. “Can’t pay” [ˈkəñ feɪ] Weak form of can’t. Close 

juncture with final nasal. No 

assimilation 

6. “Look this, you can put in” [ˈkʰɛəʔ̃ pʊʔ] Stressed. Vowel alteration. No 

final nasal. Open juncture with 

glottal stop. No assimilation 

7. “And your money can go” -- Inaudible 
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Table 10. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 10. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 10. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 10. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t    at Potential Assimilat Potential Assimilat Potential Assimilat Potential Assimilation Sation Sation Sation Sites at Aites at Aites at Aites at Age 3;2;6ge 3;2;6ge 3;2;6ge 3;2;6    

  

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “Now I can’t pl play 

anymore this” 

[kʰɑm̃ʔ pl pleɪj] Bilabial assimilation. False start 

2. “You know, he can get on 

there” 

[ˈkʰæn ˈgɪt] Stressed, but not tonic. No 

assimilation. Open juncture 

3. “We can make stickers 

now” 

[ˈkʰæ̃(Nas) meɪʔk] Stressed. Final nasal inaudible. 

Unclassifiable 

4. “I can’t get the flower” [kʰɑñʔ ˈgɛʔ] Unstressed. Close juncture with 

glottal stop. No assimilation 

5. “Oh this one can’t get off 

that bee” 

[kʰɑn̈ʔ gɛt] Unstressed. Close juncture with 

glottal stop. No assimilation 

6. “Oh I can’t get off that one” [kʰɑŋ̃ʔ gɛt̝]̠ Unstressed. Velar assimilation 

7. * “can’t get off” [Gɑ̃ʔ̈ gɛd] Unstressed. No final nasal. Close 

juncture. No assimilation 

8. * “I can’t get off” [kʰɑ̃n̈ʔ gɛt] Unstressed. Close juncture with 

glottal stop. No assimilation 

9. * “I need (a)nother batteries 

I can’t get out of here” 

[kʰɑñ gɛt] 

 

Close juncture with final nasal. 

No assimilation. Possibly two 

sentences 
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4.4. Tables showing Thomas’s Realisations of Can  and Can’t  at 

Potential Assimilation Sites Sampled at Age 3;3 

 

Table 11. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 11. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 11. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 11. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t    at Potential Assimilation Sites at at Potential Assimilation Sites at at Potential Assimilation Sites at at Potential Assimilation Sites at AAAAge 3;3;2ge 3;3;2ge 3;3;2ge 3;3;2    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “This can be a train 

spotter” 

[kʰæ̃ bij̞] Unstressed. Close juncture 

with no final nasal. No 

assimilation  

2. “But I can’t get it in” [ˈkʰɑñ gɛt] Close juncture with final 

nasal. No assimilation 

3. “Two of them can go in 

there” 

[kʰæ̃ŋ gɛ] Unstressed. Velar 

assimilation 

4. “Don’t know why he 

can’t get out today” 

[ˈkʰɑñ gɛt]̠ Close juncture with final 

nasal. No assimilation 

 5. * “Can’t go back back 

again” 

[ˈkɑñ bəʊ] Close juncture with final 

nasal. No assimilation. 

Unusual articulation 

6. “You can be Bob the 

Builder” 

[kʰæ̃n bi…] Unstressed. No vowel 

reduction. Open juncture 

7. “I can be a policeman” [kʰæm bij] Unstressed. No vowel 

reduction. Bilabial 

assimilation 

8. “And then, we can play 

with a tractor” 

[kʰæ̃n ˈpleɪ] Unstressed. No vowel 

reduction. Open juncture 

    

    

Table 12. ThomTable 12. ThomTable 12. ThomTable 12. Thomas’s Realisations of as’s Realisations of as’s Realisations of as’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t    at Potential Assimilation Sites at at Potential Assimilation Sites at at Potential Assimilation Sites at at Potential Assimilation Sites at AgAgAgAge 3;3;3e 3;3;3e 3;3;3e 3;3;3    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “I can’t get this one out” [kʰɑŋ̃ʔ gɛʔ] Unstressed. Velar 

assimilation. Also [ŋ] word-

finally in one 

2. “(Be)cause I can’t get 

this bit out” 

[ˈkʰɑ…̃ʔ gɛ…ʔ] Stressed. Close juncture with 

glottal stop. No assimilation 

3. “I can be ice-cream 

man” 

-- No linking between 

transcript and sound file 
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Table 13. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 13. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 13. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 13. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t     at A at A at A at Age 3;3;4ge 3;3;4ge 3;3;4ge 3;3;4    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisatRealisatRealisatRealisationionionion    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “It’s start shouting, that’s mean 

you can’t hear it that’s why” 

[kʰɑñʔ ˈhiəʋ] Unstressed. Close juncture with 

glottal stop 

2. “No, I can do it on my own” [ˈxæ̃n duw] Stressed, but not tonic. Initial 

friction owing to weak articulation 

3. “Course we can” [kʰɑ]̃ No final nasal 

4. “Then we can eat a jelly” [kn̩ ʔit] Weak form  

5. “I take, I can take it” [kʰæ̃n teɪk] Stressed. Syllable-timed. 

Recording too distorted to hear 

vowel clearly 

6. “There go flowers you can have 

a drink now, (…) can’t you?” 

[kʰæ̃n hæv] Unstressed. No vowel reduction 

7. “There go flowers you can have 

a drink now, (…) Can’t you” 

[ˈkʰɑñʔ jə] Stressed. Close juncture with 

glottal stop. Delayed tag question 

following utterance 6 

8. “Course we can” [ˈqχiæ̃n] Stressed. Word-initial uvular 

articulation 

9. “I can see one” [k͜xæ̃ ˈsi] Unstressed. Word-initial velar 

affrication  

10. “Course they can” [ˈkʲã̠]̝ Stressed. No word-final nasal 

11. * “Then you can be a Daddy” [kʰæ̃(Nas) bij] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Indeterminate final nasal 

12. “I can do a bit of sweeping” -- Recording too distorted for 

transcription 

13. “Then I can (.) just put on one 

stalk, then can sweep it/sweep 

in/sweeping” 

[kʰæ̝̠̃n (.) d̪͜ʒə̟s̝]̪ Unstressed. Vowel alteration 

14. “Then I can (.) just put on one 

stalk, then can sweep it/sweep 

in/sweeping” 

[kʰæ̠̃n 

ˈswip̞ɪ(Nas)]  

Unstressed. No vowel reduction 

15. “I can do it” [kʰæ̠̃n ˈduw] Unstressed. No vowel reduction 

16. * “I can do, I can do it” [ˈkʰæ̠̃n də]̆ Stressed 

17. * “I can do, I can do it” [ˈkʰæ̝̠̃nː duw] Stressed. Open juncture 

18. “I can” [ˈkʰæ̠̃ˑn] Stressed 

 19. “There now can sweep up and 

down” 

[kʰæ̃n swip] Unstressed. No vowel reduction 

20. “Your can’t pinch it” [kɑ̃m̆ ˈpɪnt͜ʃ] Unstressed. Bilabial assimilation 

21. “Oh daft, I can’t say mouth” [kʰɑ̹n̆ʔ ˈt ̪͜se̪i] Unstressed. Dental affrication at 

word boundary 
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22. “I can’t walk” [kɑ̃n̈ ˈwʊʔk] Unstressed. Close juncture with 

final nasal 

23. “And then, I can’t go on the 

high street” 

-- Recording too distorted for 

accurate transcription 

24. “Can have two” [ˈkʰæ̃n hæv] Stressed, but not tonic 

25. “You can let go” [kʰæ̃n lɛʔ] Unstressed. No vowel reduction 

26. ”You can hold that way” [kʰæ̈d həʊl] Partial vowel reduction towards 

weak form with additional 

hyponasality 

27. “No, I can’t see one” [kʰɑñ ˈt͜si] Unstressed. Affrication at word 

boundary 

28. “I can’t (…) xxx” [ˈkɑ̝̃n̆] Stressed. Short vowel. Final nasal. 

Remainder of utterance inaudible 

29. “And you can hold xxx” [ˈkʰæ̃n ˈhəʊɫ] Unstressed, but not tonic 

30. “You can hold the other one” [juw æ̃n 

həʊɫd̚] 

Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

No initial consonant 

31. “We can do it, just on my 

own” 

[kʰæ̃n duw] Unstressed. No vowel reduction 

32. “Course I can/can’t” [kʰɑñ] Whispered 

33. * “Oh no, I need that because 

you can be the lady looking for 

number one” 

[kæ̃m mï] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation with 

gemination 

34. “You can be lady” -- Recording too distorted for 

accurate transcription 

35. “Mummy can walk” [kʰæ̃m ˈwɔk] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation prior to [w] 

36. “You can be a postman 

changing it” 

[ɣæ̃m bij] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Weak initial consonant 

articulation. Bilabial assimilation 

37. * “I can be a parcel” [kʰæ̃m bij] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 
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Table 14. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 14. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 14. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 14. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t    at Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sites at Aites at Aites at Aites at Age 3;3;6ge 3;3;6ge 3;3;6ge 3;3;6    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “Then it can be my fire 

station” 

[kʰʊm bi]  Unstressed. Vowel alteration. Vowel 

alteration. Bilabial assimilation 

2. * “Erm, you think he can 

(.) cry and he get his hat 

back?” 

[ˈkʰæ̠̃n̠ (.) ˈkʋaij] Stressed, but not tonic. Pause at 

word boundary. No assimilation 

3. “Erm you can be a girl 

(.) fast asleep” 

[kʰæ̃mi] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Possibly combined regressive 

bilabial assimilation and progressive 

nasal assimilation 

4. * “Ah you can, I can be, 

you can be a bear” 

[ˈɣæ̝̠̃m] Stressed. False start with evidence of 

bilabial assimilation 

5. * “Ah you can, I can be, 

you can be a bear” 

[ˈkʰæ̃m ˈbi] Stressed. Syllable-timed. Bilabial 

assimilation 

6. * “Ah you can, I can be, 

you can be a bear” 

[kʰæ̃m bij] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

7. “You can be, I can be a 

girl” 

[kʰæ̃ˈmi] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Regressive bilabial assimilation, 

progressive nasal assimilation or a 

combination of both. Revision 

following false start 

8. “You can be, I can be a 

girl” 

[kʰæ̃n bij] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Open juncture revision 

 

    

Table 15. ThomTable 15. ThomTable 15. ThomTable 15. Thomas’s Realisations of as’s Realisations of as’s Realisations of as’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t    at Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sites at Aites at Aites at Aites at Age 3;3;7ge 3;3;7ge 3;3;7ge 3;3;7    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “xxx Can get that one” -- Recording too faint for accurate 

transcription  

2. “You can come” [ˈkʰæ̃n ˈkʲʌ̃̈ˑm] Stressed. Syllable-timed. Open 

juncture 

3. “You can be Mummy 

elephant” 

[kʰæ̃n bi]̞ Stressed. Syllable-timed. Open 

juncture 
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4.5. Tables Showing Thomas’s Realisations of Can  and Can’t  at 

Potential Assimilation Sites Sampled at Age 3;4 

 

Table 16. Thomas’s RealisationsTable 16. Thomas’s RealisationsTable 16. Thomas’s RealisationsTable 16. Thomas’s Realisations of  of  of  of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t    at Potential Assimilation Sites at at Potential Assimilation Sites at at Potential Assimilation Sites at at Potential Assimilation Sites at AAAAge 3;4;0ge 3;4;0ge 3;4;0ge 3;4;0    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “And this can go in the 

recycling, and this can go 

in recycling” 

[ˈkʰæ̃ŋ ˈgəʊ] Stressed. Velar assimilation 

2. “And this can go in the 

recycling, and this can go 

in recycling” 

[kʰæ̃ŋ gəʊ] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. Velar 

assimilation 

3. * “It means dustbin 

wagons just can’t go 

through it, and cars, and 

big dustbin wagons” 

[kʰɑñ gəʊ̝] Unstressed. Close juncture with final 

nasal. No assimilation 

4. “You said, you can, you 

can keep that ever and 

ever” 

[kʰæ̃n ˈkʲʰip] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. Open 

juncture 

5. “I can mess hair” [kʰæ̃n mɛs] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. Open 

juncture, but nasals close together and 

almost indistinguishable. Mother 

repeats with same realisation of nasals, 

but with weak form [kn̩] 

6. “Reversing yes it can 

move” 

[ˈkʰæ̃m ˈmuːv] Stressed. Bilabial assimilation 

 

 

Table 17. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 17. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 17. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 17. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t    at Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sites at Aites at Aites at Aites at Age 3;4;1ge 3;4;1ge 3;4;1ge 3;4;1    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “I can’t get you any 

sixpence” 

[ˈkʰæ̃ŋ gɛt] Stressed. Velar assimilation 

2. “Mummy, you go, you 

can be a counter/counting 

now” 

[k̠h æ̠m bij] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

3. “Then, I can make you 

cup of tea” 

-- No linking between transcript and 

audio file 
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Table 18. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 18. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 18. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 18. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t    at Aat Aat Aat Age 3;4;2ge 3;4;2ge 3;4;2ge 3;4;2    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “You (pre)tend that’s 

money, can’t you?” 

[ˈkɑñʔ ju] Stressed. Close juncture with glottal stop 

2. “xxx you can” [ˈkʰæ̆̃] Stressed. No final nasal 

3. “Then you can put it in 

here” 

[kæm pʊt] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. Bilabial 

assimilation 

4. “You can have little big 

one” 

[kæ̃n hæv] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Unaspirated initial consonant 

5. “Can I roll it?” [ˈkʰæ̃n ˈʔaɪ] Stressed. Syllable-timed Words 

separated by glottal stop 

6. “Yes we can” [ˈkʰæ̃n] Stressed. Formula from Bob the Builder 
7. “We can” [ˈcæ̃n] Stressed. Initial palatal plosive. Formula 

from Bob the Builder 
8. ”I can mix it“ [kʲʰæ̃m ˈmɪk̃s] Unstressed.No vowel reduction. Bilabial 

assimilation. Mother repeats without 

assimilation 

9. ”I can roll it” [ˈkʰʲʰæ̝̃n ʋəʊl] Stressed, but not tonic 

10. “Can we fix it” [ˈhæ̃n wi] Stressed, but not tonic. Weak initial 

consonant articulation. Formula from 

Bob the Builder 
11. “Yes we can I’m gonna 

do it” 

[ˈkʰæ̈̃n ˈaɪm̃] Stressed. Slightly hyponasal 

12. * “And then, just on 

here, then, can sprinkle it 

can’t you” 

[kʰæ̃n 

ˈspwɪ>klɪt] 

Unstressed. No vowel reduction 

13. * “And then, just here, 

then, can sprinkle it can’t 

you?” 

[kɒ̆ ˈju] Unstressed. Vowel alteration 

14. “I can’t do a flower” [kʰɑn̟ʔ du] Unstressed. Vowel in can’t whispered 

15. * “Can maybe do some 

more”  

[xæ̃m ˈmĕibi]᷂ Unstressed. No vowel reductio. Bilabial 

assimilation producing germination 

16. “I can’t” [ˈkʰɑñːt ̪᷂] Stressed. Very quiet final /t/ articulation 

17. * “And I can” [ˈkʰæ̃m] Stressed 

18. “Now what I can do 

that/I can go on there” 

[kʰæ̃n ˈdu] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. Final 

[m] 

19. “Now what I can do 

that/I can go on there” 

[ˈkʰæ̠̃n (.) ɣəʊw] Unstressed. Pause at word boundary. 

Open juncture 
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20. “You can eat (th)emcan 

you a blue?” 

-- No linking between transcript and audio 

file 

21. “You can have this 

one” 

-- No linking between transcript and audio 

file 

22. “Of course I can” -- No linking between transcript and audio 

file 

23. “Course you can” -- No linking between transcript and audio 

file 
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Table 19. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 19. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 19. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 19. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t    at Potential Assimilaat Potential Assimilaat Potential Assimilaat Potential Assimilation Stion Stion Stion Sites at Aites at Aites at Aites at Age 3;4;3ge 3;4;3ge 3;4;3ge 3;4;3    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “Mummy you can be a xxx” [kʰæ̃m ˈbij] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

2. “Mummy, you can be a xxx 

(one syllable)” 

[kʰæ̃m ˈbij] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

3. “Bits and bobs, there they can 

go xxx” 

-- Recording too distorted for accurate 

transcription 

4. “Because over here checking 

the wagon can go fast” 

[ˈkʰæ̃n (.) gəʊ] Stressed. Pause and breath at word 

boundary, creating open juncture 

5. “And that’s why I’m checking 

it it can go fast look!” 

[xæ̠̃n gəʊ] Stressed. No vowel reduction. Open 

juncture 

6. “It can, it still can broom” [kʰæ̃m bʋʊ̃m] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

7. “I can collect it now” [ˈkʰæ̃ŋ kˡɫ ̩̍ lɛʔtˡ] Stressed, but not tonic. Velar 

assimilation 

8. * “I can be a low wagon, 

driving a big man (be)cause I’m 

a dustbin xxx” 

[Kʰæ̃m mij] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation and progressive 

nasal assimilation, producing 

gemination 

9. * “I can be a xxx you can be a 

fireman” 

[kʰæ̃m mi] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation combined with 

possible progressive nasal 

assimilation, creating gemination 

10. * “I can be a xxx you can be 

a fireman” 

[xæ̃̈m bij] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Vowel alteration and weak initial 

consonant articulation. Bilabial 

assimilation 

11. “It can be a fire it can be a 

fireman” 

[kʰæ̃m bij] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

12. “It can be a fire it can be a 

fireman” 

[kʰæ̃m bij] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

 

 

Table 20. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 20. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 20. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 20. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan an an an and d d d CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t    at Potential Assimilation Sites at at Potential Assimilation Sites at at Potential Assimilation Sites at at Potential Assimilation Sites at AAAAge 3;4;4ge 3;4;4ge 3;4;4ge 3;4;4    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “You can be” [kʰæ̃m ˈbi] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

2. “I can’t put it up” [ˈkʰɑñʔ pʊd] Stressed. Close juncture with glottal 

stop 
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4.6. Tables showing Thomas’s Realisations of Can  and Can’t  at 

Potential Assimilation Sites Sampled at Age 3;5 

 

Table 21. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 21. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 21. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 21. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t    at Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sites at Aites at Aites at Aites at Age 3;5;2ge 3;5;2ge 3;5;2ge 3;5;2    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    DeDeDeDescription of Pscription of Pscription of Pscription of Phehehehenomenanomenanomenanomena    

1. “You can be, erm a talking 

man” 

[kʰæ̃m bi] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

2. “You can be a talking man” [kʰæ̃n bi] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. Open 

juncture. Repetition 

3. “Mummy, telephone can be 

ringing” 

[kʰæ̃n bi] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. Open 

juncture 

4. “No I can’t (be)cause I’m a 

busy man” 

[ˈkʰɑñʔ kɒz]̪ Stressed. Close juncture with glottal 

stop 

 

 

Table 22. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 22. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 22. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 22. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t    at at at at AAAAge 3;5;3ge 3;5;3ge 3;5;3ge 3;5;3    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. * “And I can eat (th)em” [kʰæ̃n ˈit]̪ Unstressed. No vowel reduction 

2. * “And put (th)em in a big 

box and then you can eat 

‘em/some” 

[kʰæ̃n }isəm̃] Unstressed. No vowel reduction 
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Table 23. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 23. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 23. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 23. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t    at Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sites at Aites at Aites at Aites at Age 3;5;4ge 3;5;4ge 3;5;4ge 3;5;4    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    ReaReaReaRealisationlisationlisationlisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “Mummy, you can be sign 

saying no post lorries 

allowed” 

[kʷʰæ̝̠̃m bi] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Vowel alteration. Bilabial assimilation 

2. “No I can’t (be)cause I 

didn’t fit a trailers on the back 

of the tractors” 

[ˈkʰɑñʔ kɒz]̪ Stressed. Close juncture with glottal 

stop. Possibly eating 

3. “We have a drink you can 

be a cof a coffee (ma)chine” 

[kʰæ̃mij] Stressed. No vowel reduction. Bilabial 

assimilation, possibly combined with 

progressive nasal assimilation 

4. “You can, I can press a 

button” 

[kʰæ̃m pʋɛs]̪ Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

5. “No you can’t (be)cause it’s 

my job for a day” 

[ˈkʰɑñʔ kɒz]̪ Stressed. Close juncture with glottal 

stop 

6. “Er this man is opening a 

field and then a big wagon can 

get past” 

[kʰæ̃ŋ gɛʔ] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. Velar 

assimilation 
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Table 24. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 24. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 24. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 24. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t    at Potential Assimilation Sites at at Potential Assimilation Sites at at Potential Assimilation Sites at at Potential Assimilation Sites at AAAAge 3;5;5ge 3;5;5ge 3;5;5ge 3;5;5    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “Mummy, you (0.5) you 

can be naughty” 

[kʰæ̃n bi] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. Open 

juncture 

2. “Yeah, I can be a 

policeman” 

[tə̪m̃ bi] Weak form with initial dentalised 

alveolar plosive. Bilabial assimilation 

3. “This can be a police 

house” 

[ɪs̹æ̪̃m bij] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. No 

initial consonant, so final /s/ in this 
became ambisyllabic. Bilabial 

assimilation 

4. “This can be a police 

house” 

[kʰæ̃m bij̠] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

5. “You can be a s, you can 

be a sweet punnet” 

[kʰæ̃m bij] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

6. “You can be a s, you can 

be a sweet punnet” 

[kʰæ̃m bij] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

7. * “And you can’t, (.) you 

can, (.) go (..) call for 

policeman can’t you?” 

[ˈkʰæ̃nʲ (..) ˈgəʊ] Stressed, but not tonic. Pause at word 

boundary. Possible evidence of 

assimilation in palatalisation of final 

nasal 

8. “You can be (.) you can 

get this” 

[kəm̃ bi] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

9. “You can be, (.) you can 

get this” 

[kæ̝̃ŋ ˈgɛʔ] Unstressed. Vowel alteration. Velar 

assimilation 

10. “Mummy, you can go 

(.) nee-na nee-na can’t 

you?” 

[kʰæ̃n ˈgɒʊ̆] Unstressed. No vowel alteration. Open 

juncture 

11. “I say you can’t get out 

snake” 

[kʰɑñ gɪt]̪ Unstressed. Close juncture with final 

nasal 

12. “Can’t get out” [kɑʔ̃ kœt]̠ Unstressed. Close juncture with no 

final nasal. Unusual form of get 
13. “You can be snake” [kæ̠̃m bĩˑ] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation with possible 

evidence of progressive nasal 

assimilation 

14. “You can go out to 

play” 

[kə ̃gəʊ] Weak form. Close juncture with no 

final nasal. No assimilation. Falsetto 

voice quality throughout utterance 

15. “Er bathroom can be on 

fire” 

-- No linking between transcript and 

audio file 
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4.7. Tables showing Thomas’s Realisations of Can  and Can’t  at 

Potential Assimilation Sites Sampled at Age 3;6 

 

Table 25. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 25. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 25. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 25. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t    at Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sites at Aites at Aites at Aites at Age 3;6;0ge 3;6;0ge 3;6;0ge 3;6;0    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of Description of Description of Description of PPPPhenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “You can be Missus 

Mayberry can’t you” 

[kʰæ̃m bi] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

2. “Then you can get on, 

(..) shall we?” 

[kʰæ̃ŋ gɛt]̪] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. Velar 

assimilation 

3. “Anybody can get on” [ˈkʰæ̠̃n gɛt]̪ Stressed, but not tonic. Open juncture 

4. “You can keep (th)em” [kʰæ̠̃n ˈkʰip] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. Open 

juncture 

5. “You want anymore, I 

can put it back where it 

goes” 

[ʽkʰæ̠̃m pʰʊd] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

6. “You can be a driver” [kʰʊ̃m bij] Unstressed. Vowel alteration. Bilabial 

assimilation 

7. “You can be a driver 

can’t you” 

[kʰæ̠̃m bij] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

8. “ˈI ˈcan ˈbe ˈone and you 

can sit next to me I can 

(0.5) be a driver” 

[ˈkʰæ̃m ˈbeɪ] Stressed. No vowel alteration. Bilabial 

assimilation despite slow speech with 

equal stress on each word throughout 

utterance 

9. “I can be one and you 

can (0.5) sit next to me, I 

can be a driver” 

[kʰæ̃n (0.5) ˈbij] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. Still 

slow and careful. Open juncture 

10. “Can put it on can I put 

it on?” 

[kʰn̩ pʰʊ(Pl,Vls)] Weak form. Open juncture 

11. “I can’t go xxx” [ˈkʰɑñʔ gəʊ] Whingeing/crying. Stressed. Close 

juncture with glottal stop. No 

assimilation 

12. “Mummy this can be a 

work can’t it?” 

[kʰæ̠̆̃m ˈbiːj] Unstressed. Extra short vowel with 

partial reduction towards week form. 

Bilabial assimilation 

13. “You can be a teacher 

can’t you?” 

[xʊm bij] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Consonant lenition and vowel 

alteration. Bilabial assimilation 
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Table 26. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 26. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 26. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 26. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at Potential Assimilation S at Potential Assimilation S at Potential Assimilation S at Potential Assimilation Sites at Aites at Aites at Aites at Age 3;6;1ge 3;6;1ge 3;6;1ge 3;6;1    

  

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “But you can’t get out” [kʰɑŋ̃ gɛt]̪ Unstressed. Velar assimilation 

2. “When I’m better I can 

get it” 

[ˈkʰɑñŋ ˈgɛt ̪s ] Stressed, but not tonic. Lengthened 

nasal with audible transition from 

alveolar to velar articulation 

3. “But I can’t (be)cause 

I’m” 

[ˈkʰɑñ kɒz] Stressed. Continued voicing across 

word boundary. No assimilation 

4. “Then I can get past” [kʰæ̆̃ŋ gɛʔ] Unstressed. Short vowel. Velar 

assimilation 
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Table 27. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 27. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 27. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 27. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at A at A at A at Age 3;6;2ge 3;6;2ge 3;6;2ge 3;6;2    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “It can fly on its own, but it 

doesn’t fit in there” 

[ˈkʰæ̃n ˈflaɪ] Stressed 

2. “I pull (th)em off can we” [ˈkʰæ̃m wi] Stressed. Bilabial assimilation 

prior to word-initial [w] 

3. “I can’t tell you about it” [ˈkʰəhɑ̃ː ːnt ̠᷂ (..) tɛ] Stressed. Open juncture with pause 

at word boundary 

4. * “Teletubbies now can I 

watch?” 

[kʰn̩ aɪ] Weak form 

5. “I can’t” [ˈkʰhɑñ] Stressed. Strongly aspirated 

6. “I got I can’t reach a/her 

police helmet” 

[ˈkʰɑ̃ˑ n ʋitʃ͜] Stressed. Close juncture with no 

final consonant 

7. “And you can’t go open again 

(be)cause I lock you all up” 

[ˈkʰɑŋ̃ gəʊ] Stressed. Velar assimilation 

8. * “And you can stay there for 

ever and ever and ever and 

ever” 

[kʰə̃ ̞ˈsteɪ] Weak form with no final nasal 

9. “So we lock you all up and 

you can’t go anywhere again or 

(a)gain” 

-- No linking between transcript and 

audio file 

10. “You don’t say anything 

naughty, you can keep this 

helmet” 

[kʰæ̠̃n ˈkʲib̚] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

No assimilation. 

11. “…When we out of the shops 

you can get it again” 

[ˈkʰæ̃nə ̆ˈgʲɛt]̪ Stressed. Open juncture with slight 

epenthesis 

12. “Course you can” [ˈk᷂ʰæ̃n] Stressed. Lenis initial consonant 

articulation 

13. “You can have you know 

what?” 

[ˈkʰæ̃n ˈhæʔ] Stressed 

14. “You can have a pink one” [ˈkʰæ̃n hæβ] Unstressed 

15. * I can (.) keep, (.) I can have 

that one” 

[ˈkʰæ̠̃nːː (.) ˈkʲi] Stressed. Short vowel and long 

nasal. Pause at word boundary. No 

assimilation. Open juncture 

16. * “I can (.) keep (.) I can 

have that one” 

[kʰæ̃m hæv] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Final [m]. 

17. “Please can I have my  police 

helmet?” 

[kʰæ̃n a] Unstressed. No vowel reduction 

18. “You can put that one out 

near buttons I can put it out near 

telly” 

[kʰæ̈m pʊʔ] Unstressed. Partial vowel 

reduction towards weak form. 

Bilabial assimilation 
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19. “You can put that one out 

near buttons I can put it out near 

telly” 

[kʰæ̠̃m puɾ] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

20. “And you can have mine for 

little bit” 

[kʰæ̠̃ hæv] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

No final nasal 

21. “You can put those (.) you 

can put that (.) naughty monster 

in the oven” 

[kʰæ̃m ˈpʰʊʔ] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

22. “You can put those (.) you 

can put that (.) naughty monster 

in the oven” 

[kæ̠̃m pʰʊʔ Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

23. “I can put this one in the 

oven” 

[kʰm̩ pʰʊʔ] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

24. “Now can I watch the telly 

now?” 

[kəñ ə] Weak form 

25. * “Then I can (.) change 

xxx” 

[kʰæ̠̆̃n ˈt͜ʃeɪːnd͜ʒ] Unstressed. Short vowel. No vowel 

reduction 

26. “You can build that I can 

pinch it” 

[kʰəm̃ ˈbɪʊd]̪ Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

27. “You can build that I can 

pinch it” 

[kæ̃m ˈpɪñtʃ͜] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

28. “You can build it I can pinch 

it” 

[kʰæ̈̃m ˈbɪʊd]̪ Unstressed. Partial vowel 

reduction towards weak form. 

Bilabial assimilation 

29. “You can build it I can pinch 

it” 

[kʰæ̃m ˈpʰɪñtʃ͜] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

30. ”Letter side then I can pinch 

it” 

[kʰæ̝̠̃m ˈpɪñtʃ͜] Unstressed. Some vowel reduction 

towards weak form. Bilabial 

assimilation 

31. “Please you can I watch 

telly?” 

[ˈkʰæ̃ˑn æ] Stressed 

32. “Can we have a look?” [kʰæ̠̃ wɪ] Unstressed. No vowel reduction 

33. “Can I have one?” [Kʰæ̃…n… ˈaɪ…] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Whingeing 

34. “I gonna find I can see some 

more” 

[xə̟̃ ̝si̪] Weak form 

35. “Oh I can find another blue” [kʰæ̃ɱ faɪñd] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Labiodental assimilation 

36. “You can have that bit there” [kʰæ̠̃ hæv] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

No final nasal 

37. * “And normally when a 

clock gets to bottom can” 

[kʰæ̆̃n] Unstressed. Short vowel. No vowel 

reduction 
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Table 28. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 28. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 28. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 28. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t    at Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sites at Aites at Aites at Aites at Age 3;6;3ge 3;6;3ge 3;6;3ge 3;6;3

            

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “Just me can pull it off” [ˈkʰæ̃m pʊl] Stressed, but not tonic. Bilabial 

assimilation 

2. “Then I can keep that one.” [kʰæ̃n kʲip̚] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Open juncture 

3. “You can be a shop seller 

now” 

[kəm̃ bɪ] Weak form. bilabial assimilation 

4. “There you go, you can be 

seller now” 

[kʰə ̃w̃i] Weak form with no final 

consonant. No assimilation 

5. “And you can be, I can be a 

customer.” 

[kəm̃ b᷂i ̞ː ] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

6. “And you can be, I can be a 

customer.” 

[kəm̃ bɪ] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

7. “Then you know what 

Mummy? You can go a bridge” 

[ˈkʰæ̃ŋ gəʊ] Unstressed, but not tonic. Velar 

assimilation 

8. “I can be a co, I can be a man 

can’t I?” 

[kʰəm̃ bɪj] 

 

Weak form. Bilabial assimilation. 

False start 

9. “I can be a co, I can be a man 

can’t I?” 

[kʰæ̃n bij] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Open juncture revision 

10. “I can’t Mum” [ˈxɑːːːnʔ mʊ] Stressed. Close juncture with 

glottal stop. No assimilation. 

Creaky voice and hyponasal 

because crying 

11. * “I can’t get any no” [kʰɑŋ̃ʔ gɛt̝] Unstressed. Velar assimilation 
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Table 29. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 29. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 29. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 29. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t    at Potential Assimilation Sites at at Potential Assimilation Sites at at Potential Assimilation Sites at at Potential Assimilation Sites at AAAAge 3;6;4ge 3;6;4ge 3;6;4ge 3;6;4    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of Description of Description of Description of PPPPhenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. * “Erm you can put it through 

that little slot won’t you?” 

[kʰæ̈̃m ˈpʊt]̪ Unstressed. Partial vowel reduction 

towards weak form. Bilabial 

assimilation 

2. “You can put/post it through 

there and I can post it back” 

[kʰæ̃m ˈpʊs]̪ Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

3. “You can put/post it through 

there and I can post it back” 

[kæ̃m pəʊst] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation. 

4. * “Then you can get it” [kʰæ̠̃n gɛt]̪ Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Open juncture 

5. “Then I you can pick it up” [kʰæ̃m pʰɪk] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

6. “And then you can catch 

them” 

[kʰəŋ̃ ˈkʰæt͜ʃ] Weak form. Velar assimilation 

7. “And then, (.) I can be a 

seller-man” 

[kʰæ̝̠̃m bij] Unstressed. Partial vowel reduction 

towards weak form. Bilabial 

assimilation 

8. * “You can slot (th)em 

through there I can post (th)em 

in” 

[kʰæ̃m pʊs]̪ Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

9. * “Then I can be, I can be a 

seller-man can’t you?” 

[kæ̃m bijə̝]̆ Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

10. * “Then I can be, I can be a 

seller-man can’t you?” 

[kæ̠̃m bij] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 
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4.8. Tables showing Thomas’s Realisations of Can  and Can’t  at 

Potential Assimilation Sites Sampled at Age 3;7 

    

Table 30. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 30. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 30. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 30. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t    at Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sites at ites at ites at ites at AAAAge 3;7;1ge 3;7;1ge 3;7;1ge 3;7;1    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. * “Mummy I can be a man (.) do (.) it 

happy birthday to” 

[kæ̃n bij̠] Unstressed. No vowel 

reduction. Open juncture 

2. “You can have that, you can be 

Mummy, (.) and (0.5) you can put the 

light in there and I can be a man to sell 

something” 

[kə̞̃m̹ bi] Weak form. Bilabial 

assimilation 

3. “You can have that, you can be 

Mummy, (.) and (0.5) you can put the 

light in there and I can be a man to sell 

something” 

[kʰæ̃m pʰʊ̠ʔ] Unstressed. No vowel 

reduction. Bilabial 

assimilation 

4. “You can have that, you can be 

Mummy, (.) and (0.5) you can put the 

light in there and I can be a man to sell 

something” 

[kʰæ̈̃m bij] Unstressed. Partial vowel 

reduction towards weak 

form. Bilabial assimilation 

5. “I can be a man a shopkeeper couldn’t 

I?” 

[kæ̈̃m bij] Partial vowel reduction 

towards weak form. Bilabial 

assimilation 

6. * “Mummy, you can put it through 

there and say (.) I shout toot toot” 

[kæ̈̃ pʊtʰ] Unstressed. Partial vowel 

reduction towards weak 

form. Bilabial assimilation 

7. “You can’t get me can you?” [kʷʰɑŋ̹ʔ gɛʔ] Unstressed. Creaky voice. 

Velar assimilation 

8. * “Ah you can’t get me” [ˈkɑ̃ŋ̆ gɛʔ] Unstressed. Velar 

assimilation 

9. “You can’t catch me (be)cause I’m 

eating your nips” 

[kɑŋ̃ kæ̞̠tʃ͜] Unstressed. Velar 

assimilation 

10. “Mummy, (…) oh I can’t get my 

ladders” 

-- Untranscribable owing to 

extraneous noise 

11. “xxx do my nails, then you can you 

can cut it off you can (..) do it at home” 

[kʰæ̃ŋ kʰʊɾ] Unstressed, but not tonic. 

Velar assimilation 
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Table 31. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 31. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 31. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 31. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t    at Pat Pat Pat Potential Assimilation Sites at Aotential Assimilation Sites at Aotential Assimilation Sites at Aotential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;7;2ge 3;7;2ge 3;7;2ge 3;7;2    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. * “Can’t catch me (be)cause 

I’m the pooey-man” 

[kʰɑŋ̃ʔ kʰʔæʔ] Unstressed. Velar assimilation 

2. “You can’t catch me 

(be)cause I’m a gingerbread 

pooey-man” 

[(C,Vls)ɑŋ̃ kæt͜ʃ] Unstressed. Velar assimilation 

3. * “Can’t catch me 

(be)cause) I’m a gingerbread 

candle” 

[kʰæ̃nʔ ʔæ̞̠(C,Vls) 

(C,Vls)æʔ] 

Unstressed. Open juncture with 

glottal stop. Unusual phonetic 

form 

4. “I can’t (.) Mum” [ˈkʰɑñt (.) Mʊm] Stressed. Open juncture with 

pause 

5. * “You can’t catch me 

(be)cause I’m the/a 

gingerbread lady” 

[kʰɑŋ̃ʔ k͜xætʃ͜] Unstressed. Velar assimilation 

6. “Mummy I can’t go to 

sleep” 

[kʰɑñʔ gəʊ] Unstressed. Close juncture with 

glottal stop. Whingeing 

7. “Mummy, you can be sly 

fox can’tn’t you?” 

[k͜xɛm̃ bi] Unstressed. Vowel alteration. 

Bilabial assimilation 

8. “Mummy, this can be one 

there” 

[kʰæ̝̠̃m bɪ] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

9. * “You can, (0.5) you can 

bake something” 

[kʰæ̈̃mː] [kʰæ̠̃m ˈbeɪk] Unstressed. Slight vowel 

reduction. Bilabial assimilation. 

Also evidence of anticipatory 

bilabial assimilation in false start 

10. “I can bake something” [ɣæ̠̃m ˈbɛ…ˑk] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

11. “You can’t catch me 

(be)cause I’m a sausage-man” 

[ˈkʰɑŋ̃ʔ kætʃ͜] Stressed. Velar assimilation 

12. “Mummy, (.) you can be 

next Mummy say “stop 

sausage-man” ” 

[kʰəm̃ bi] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

13. “Mummy, you can cross 

the road with your cat can’tn’t 

you?” 

[kʰə̃ŋ̞ ˈkʋɒs] Weak form. Velar assimilation 

14. “Mummy, you can put it 

there Mummy” 

[kʰæ̠̃m pʊɾ] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

15. * “Mummy, you can roll 

some out and I can pinch it” 

[gʲæ̃m ˈp᷂ɪñtʃ͜] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation. Actually 

labiodental plosive at onset of 

pinch, but lacking symbol 
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16. “Mummy, (.) you can roll 

it out and I can pinch it” 

[kʰæ̠̃m ˈpɪñtʃ͜] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

17. * “You can roll it and/out I 

can pinch it” 

[kʰæ̈̃m ˈɸĩtʃ͜] Unstressed. Partial vowel 

reduction towards weak form. 

Bilabial assimilation. Falsetto 

voice quality 

18. * “You can put it out on 

the ground can’t you?” 

[kəm̃ pʊɾ] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

19. * “And I can pinch it” [kʰæ̃m ˈpʰɪñtʃ͜] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

20. * “Mummy, you can make 

something what you making?” 

[kʰæ̠̃m ]meɪk] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 
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Table 32. Table 32. Table 32. Table 32. Thomas’s Realisations of Thomas’s Realisations of Thomas’s Realisations of Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at Age 3;7;3 at Age 3;7;3 at Age 3;7;3 at Age 3;7;3    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. * “And now we can play 

outside can’t we Farty-Pants?” 

[kʰæ̆̃m pleɪj] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

2. * “And now we can play 

outside can’t we Farty-Pants?” 

[ˈkʰɑñt ̪ə̬ wï] Stressed. Open juncture with 

epenthesis 

3. “When it’s down there, I 

can’t reach it can I” 

[kʰɑñʔ ˈʋɪc͜ç] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Close juncture with glottal stop 

4. “When it’s down there, I 

can’t reach it can I?” 

[ˈkʰæ̃n᷂ aɪ̟] Stressed 

5. “I can get it” [ˌkʰæ̠̃n ˈgɛt ̪h ] Stressed. Open juncture 

6. “Can I see as well” [kæ̝̃n ˈaɪ] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Vowel slightly raised 

7. * “Can I see you (a) big 

bang?” 

[kə̆ñ ˈai] Weak form 

8. “Mummy, (hiccup) (..) I can 

be a postman (.) can’t (.) 

(hiccup) I?” 

[k͜xæ̃m bij] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation  

9. “Mummy, (hiccup) (..) I can 

be a postman (.) can’t (.) 

(hiccup) I?” 

[ˈkʰɑñʔ (.) aɪ] Stressed. Final glottal stop, but 

open juncture owing to pause and 

hiccups 

10. “It can’t go through” [kʰɑ̆ŋ̃ʔ gəʊ] Unstressed. Velar assimilation 

11. * “Can I keep …” [kʰəñ ˈaɪ] Weak form 

12. “Please can I have Vimto?” [kʰæ̃n ə æ] Weak form 

13. “And (.) you know what, 

you know, you know what 

you can do (..) sometimes?” 

[kʰæ̃n ˈdü] Unstressed. No vowel reduction 

14. “You can hold if you like” [ˌkʰæ̃ˑn ˈheʊɫd]̪ Stressed, but not tonic  

15. “I can’t drink all that, (..) 

could I? 

[kʰɑñʔ dɹ̠ɪk] Unstressed. Close juncture with 

glottal stop 

16. “I can’t drink it then” [kʰɑñ ˈdɹ̠ɪŋ̃k] Close juncture with final nasal 

17. “Mummy, sometimes you 

can take it home” 

[kʰæ̃n ˈte̪ɪkʲ Unstressed. No vowel reduction 

18. * “You can play with it 

you like” 

[kʰəm̃ ˈpleɪ] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 
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Table 33. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 33. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 33. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 33. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;7;4 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;7;4 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;7;4 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;7;4    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of PhenomenaDescription of Phenomena    

1. “You can put (th)em 

there” 

[kʰæ̠̃m pʊt]̠ Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

2. “You can be a lady-man” [kæ̈̃n ˈbij] Unstressed. Partial vowel 

reduction towards weak form. 

Open juncture 

3. * “And I can be a big/bin 

man” 

[kʰʌm̊ ˈbij] Unstressed. Vowel alteration. 

Devoiced/weak final nasal in can. 

Bilabial assimilation 

4. “And I can be a big man” [kʰæ̠̃m bij] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

5. “And I can collect it 

there” 

[kʰæ̃n kəlɛʔt]̪ Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Open juncture 

6. * “You can to, you can be 

a man can’t you” 

[kʰəm̃ bij] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

7. * “You can be Daddy and 

then  you can be a Mummy 

again” 

[kʰæ̠̃m bi) Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation. False start 

8. “You can be Daddy and 

then you can be a Mummy 

again” 

[kəm̃ bij] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation. 

Revision 

9. * “Erm (.) mm (.) this one 

could be away and you can 

crash couldn’t you?” 

[kʰəñ ˈkʋæʃ] Weak form. Open juncture 

10. “And you Daddy can be 

in that car” 

[kʰæ̃m bij] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

11. “And Purdie can be in 

that car” 

[kʰəm̃ bij] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

12. “You can be, you could 

be in that, couldn’t you?” 

[kʰæ̃m bi] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

13. “You can be in it” [kəm̃ bij] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

14. “And you can be a big 

grabber” 

[kəm̃ bij] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

15. * “I can be a big grabber 

couldn’t I?” 

[kæ̠̃m ˈmij] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation and 

germination 

16. “You can, I can 

build/built your house 

couldn’t I?” 

[ˈkʰæ̠̃n] [ˈkʰæ̃m ˈbɪʊʔ] Stressed, but not tonic. Open 

juncture false start, with bilabial 

assimilation in revision 
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17. * “xxx You can built 

another one” 

[ˈkʰæ̠̃m ˈbɪʊt] Stressed, No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

18. “And you can come 

here” 

[kʰəŋ̃ kʰɒ̃m] Weak form. Velar assimilation 

19. * “xxx You can come to 

my house to (..) play (.) with 

my big boulder” 

[kʰæ̠̃ŋ kʰʊ̃m] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Velar assimilation 

20. “xxx I can (0.5) put ‘em 

all back together like that, 

you can build them” 

[kæ̃m(0.5) pʊ̟t ̬]̠ Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation, despite 0.5 

21. “xxx I can (0.5) put ‘em 

all back together like that, 

you can build them” 

[kʰæ̠̃m (0.5) ˈbɪʊd]̪ Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

22. “You can build it 

couldn’t” 

[kʰæ̠̃m ˈbɪʊd ̪ɪʔ] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

23. * “And I can build 

them/on it” 

[kʰəm̃ bɪˑʊ] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 
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Table 34. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 34. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 34. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 34. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t    at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;7;5;7;5;7;5;7;5    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “You can be (0.5) a man” [kʰəm̃ bi] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

2. “You can be a lady to 

watch” 

[kʰəm̃ bij] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

3. “You can can’t catch me 

(be)cause I’m a pee-wee-man” 

[ˈkʰɑñʔ kʰætʃ͜] Close juncture with glottal stop 

4. * “Say, (..) Mummy you can 

be a vet” 

[ɣəm̃ bij] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

5. “And you can be little 

animal” 

[kʰəm̃ bi] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

6. * “You can just scratch your 

back, you can be a window-

cleaner” 

[kʰæ̃n] [kʰæ̠̃m bij] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

7. “So I can be a snake” [kʰæ̃m ˈbij] Unstressed. Stron No vowel 

reduction. Bilabial assimilation 

8. “And, (0.5) you can be a vet 

you can be” 

[kəm̃ bij] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

9. “And (0.5) you can be a vet 

you can be” 

[kəm̃ bĩ] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

10. * “And Mummy, you can 

be a Mummy” 

[kʰəm̃ bij] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

11. “You can get a hospital” [kʰəŋ̃ gɛt]̪ Weak form. Velar assimilation 

12. “You can go (0.5) nee-naw 

nee-naw all the way and just 

park just there Mum” 

[ˈkæ̃ŋ ˈgəʊ] Stressed and syllable-timed. Velar 

assimilation 

13. * “Mummy, you can be 

ambulance, ambulance xxx” 

[kə bij] Weak form. Close juncture with no 

final nasal 

14. * “Mummy you can be 

along and you can drive a 

lorry” 

[kʰəm̃ bij] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

15. * “You can be a vet say 

“what’s wrong?” ” 

[kʰəm̃ bij] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

16. “Mum, you can be a 

crocodile again couldn’t 

we?...” 

[kʰəm̃ij] Weak form. Possibly combined 

regressive bilabial assimilation and 

progressive nasal assimilation 

17. “There was/wasn’t (.) you 

can make a friendly 

crocodile” 

[kʰm̩ ˈmeɪk]  Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

18. “…Mummy, you can (.) be 

a doctor couldn’t you? A vet 

[kʰəm̃ (.) ˈbï] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation, 

despite pause at word boundary 
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couldn’t you?” 

19. * “you you can be your 

friends” 

[kɒ̃m bi] Unstressed. Vowel alteration. 

Bilabial assimilation 

20. “you can be a vet, (.) 

Apple” 

[kʰəm̃ bi] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

21. “You can be a vet and I 

can crawl away” 

[kʰəm̃ bij] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

22. * “You can be a vet and I 

can crawl away” 

[kæ-n ˈkx͜ʋɔ] Unstressed. Vowel alteration. No 

assimilation 
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4.9. Tables Showing Thomas’s Realisations of Can  and Can’t  at 

Potential Assimilation Sites Sampled at Age 3;8 

    

Note: can and can’t did not occur at any potential assimilation sites at age 3;8;1 or 3;8;2 

    

    

Table 35. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 35. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 35. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 35. Thomas’s Realisations of CCCCanananan and  and  and  and CCCCan’tan’tan’tan’t    at Agat Agat Agat Age 3;8;3e 3;8;3e 3;8;3e 3;8;3    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. * “And then you can 

collect(?)” 

[kʰæ̃ŋː kʰɒˈlɛtt̪]̪ Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Velar assimilation 

2. “And you can…” [ˈkʰæ̝̃nˠˑ] Stressed. Immediately follows 

utterance 1. Final nasal has some 

velar features 

3. “You can watch” [kʰæ̃m ˈwɒt͜ʃ] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation prior to [w] 

4. “This can go dud-dud” [kʰæ̃ gəʊ] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Close juncture with no final nasal 

5. “Course they can. They 

go (hissing noises)” 

[ˈkʰæ̃n neɪ] Stressed. Gemination of [n] across 

word boundary 

6. “You can say “Oh dear” 

” 

[kʰæ̠̃n̊ se̪ij] Stressed 

7. “Please can you hold 

that Mummy?” 

[kˡʰəñ ju] Weak form 

8. “can I have that now?” [kʰæ̝̃n aij] Unstressed. No vowel reduction 

9. “Can’t use that” [kʰɑñʔ ˈjʊ̟z̪]̬ Unstressed. Close juncture with 

glottal stop 

10. * “We need dustbin 

bag to be full-up yet, (.) 

and then you can push me 

along” 

[kʰæ̃n ˈpʊʃ] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Open juncture 

11. * “And you can be 

little girl watching the 

dustbin-men” 

[kʰæ̃m mĭj ˈɪkʊɫ] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Combined bilabial assimilation and 

progressive nasal assimilation, 

producing gemination 

12. “Need to tip some 

rubbish, so we can xxx” 

--- Inaudible owing to extraneous noise 

13. “But I can’t sing it” [ˈkʰɑñʔ sɪŋ] Stressed. Close juncture with glottal 

stop 

14. “I can’t (re)member it” [kʰɑm̃ ˈmɛm]  Unstressed. Bilabial assimilation. 
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Transcription breaks off because 

final syllable of (re)member 
inaudible 

15. “But when you get out 

you can have one (0.5) for 

tea and one for (0.5) 

lunch. (O)kay?” 

[kʰæ̃n ˈæv] Unstressed. No vowel reduction 

16. * “Can I have one 

more now, (.) (be)cause 

there’s lots of (th)em” 

[kʰæ̃n aɪ] Unstressed. No vowel reduction 

17. “Course she can” [ˈkʰæ̃n] Stressed 

18. “When there’s another 

one we can” 

[kʰæ̆̃n] Unstressed 

19. “And you can fill up 

my truck, (.)and I will 

drive” 

[kʰæ̃̈m ˈfɪl] Unstressed. Partial vowel reduction 

towards weak form 

20. “Mummy, phone 

hospital-man to drive (..) 

ambulance and I can be a 

lorry” 

[kʰæ̠̃m bij] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation. 

 

21. * “Um I can see (..) 

(noise, possibly hiccup) 

rubbish from here” 

[ˈkæ̃n ˈsi̪] Unstressed. No vowel reduction 

22. “I can be a man 

running” 

[kʰəm̃ mij] Weak form. Combined bilabial 

assimilation and progressive nasal 

assimilation, producing gemination 

23. “And I can (0.5) fire in 

the fire over there” 

[ˈkʰæ̃mˑ (0.5) ˈfaɪjəɹ] Stressed. Final bilabial nasal in 

anticipation of [f] despite brief pause 

at word boundary. Features of place 

assimilation, although not exact 

assimilation 

24. “I can’t” [ˈkʰɑ̟n̊̃(C,Vls)] Stressed 

25. “You can make me 

better and say, “lie down 

little snake” ” 

[kəm̃ meɪʔ] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

26. * “but then, (.) and 

then he can post letters” 

[ˈkʰæ̃n pəʊst̪̚] Stressed. Open juncture 

27. “Please can I help?” [kʰn̩ ˈaɪj] Weak form 

28. “You can do those too, 

and I will be walking 

Okay?” 

[k͜xʌ̃n d̪u̟] Unstressed. Vowel alteration, 

possibly towards a weak form 
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29. * “Mummy, I will open 

the door and you can (.) 

fly on into my back door, 

(0.5) okay?” 

[ˈkʰæ̃n (.) ˈfla] Stressed, but not tonic. Pause at 

word boundary 

30. * “You can (0.5) fly 

on/them back into boxes” 

[kʰæ̠̃ŋ (0.5) ˈfləʊəm̃] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Brief pause at word boundary. Final 

velar nasal, but no potential velar 

assimilation site 

    

    

Table 36. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 36. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 36. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 36. Thomas’s Realisations of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;8;4 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;8;4 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;8;4 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;8;4    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “Oh now we can bake” [kʰə ˈbeːɪkʲʰ] Weak form. Close juncture with no 

final nasal. Falsetto voice quality 

throughout utterance 

2. “I can, (..) (be)cause) 

(…) my ears are there” 

[ˈkʰæ̃n (..) kəːz]̪ Stressed. Open juncture with long 

pause at word boundary 

3. * “There, can put on my 

head” 

[kæ̝̆̃m pʊ̟̆t̚] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

4. “I know what we can put 

on as well” 

[kʌ̈̃m pʰʊtʰ] Unstressed. Partial vowel reduction 

towards weak form. Bilabial 

assimilation 

    

    

Table 37. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 37. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 37. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 37. Thomas’s Realisations of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t at P at P at P at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;8;5otential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;8;5otential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;8;5otential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;8;5    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “I can blow on this” [k͜xə ̃bləʊ] Weak form. Close juncture with no 

final nasal 
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4.10. Tables Showing Thomas’s Realisations of Can  and Can’t  

at Potential Assimilation Sites Sampled at Age 3;9 

    

Table 38. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 38. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 38. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 38. Thomas’s Realisations of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;9;1 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;9;1 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;9;1 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;9;1    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “And you can call the 

fire brigade” 

[kəns ̪ˈkʰɔl] Weak form. Open juncture with 

consonant insertion 

    

    

Table 39. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 39. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 39. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 39. Thomas’s Realisations of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;9;2 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;9;2 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;9;2 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;9;2    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. * “You can call (th)em 

shoes actually (be)cause (.) 

shop-man called xxx 

shoes”  

[ˈkʰɑñ ˈkʰɔl] Stressed. Open juncture 

2. “Look, I can (0.5) cut” [kʰn̩ (0.5)  ˈkʰʊt]̪ Weak form. Open juncture with brief 

pause 

3. “I can cut something” [kəñ ˈkʰət]̠ Weak form. Open juncture 

4. “You can pull (0.5) 

(intake of breath) a heart 

off (be)cause it’s your 

favourite” 

[kʰæ̃n pʰʊɭ] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Open juncture 

5. “You can pull it off” [kʰæ̃m pʰʊl] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Bilabial assimilation 

6. “I can’t get them” [kɑ̃ŋ̆ ˈgɛʔ] Unstressed. Velar assimilation 
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Table 40. ThTable 40. ThTable 40. ThTable 40. Thomas’s Realisations of omas’s Realisations of omas’s Realisations of omas’s Realisations of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t at Age 3;9;3 at Age 3;9;3 at Age 3;9;3 at Age 3;9;3    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. * “You know what xxx? You 

know what I can see” 

[kʰæ̃n ˈsi̪] Unstressed. No vowel reduction 

2. ”Can I have one I said?” [kə ̃ˈaɪj] Weak form. No final nasal 

3. “You can look as well” [kʰə ̃ˈlʊk] Weak form 

4. “Look Mummy, you can look 

as well, (.) you want to” 

[kæ̃̈n lʊkʰ] Unstressed. Partial vowel reduction 

towards weak form 

5. “Mummy, I can xxx” [gæ̆̃n] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Following word could not be 

transcribed because inaudible 

6. “Can’t read it” k[ʰɑñʔ ˈʋid]̪ Unstressed. 

7. “Can you hear my engine?” [kʰæ̞̃n ij ˈɪə] Unstressed. No vowel reduction 

8. “I can’t eat that one (be)cause 

it’s all soggy” 

[ˈkʰɑ̟ñʔ iʔ] Stressed 

9. “Please can I have a hula-hoop 

please?” 

[xæ̆̃nn ăĭ æ̆v] Unstressed. Strong. No vowel 

reduction. Very short vowels, so that 

the three words appear to merge into 

one phonetically 

10. “Can you look after it?” [ˈkʰæ̃ ju̟] Stressed. No vowel reduction. No 

final nasal 

11. “And I can be the fireman 

(…) nː steel” 

[kʰəb̃ĩ] Weak form. Combined bilabial 

assimilation and progressive nasal 

assimilation. Resulting consonant is 

a hypernasal [b] or a hyponasal [m]. 

Not gemination, as consonant too 

short. Possibly has a cold 

12. “You can’t see them” [ˈk͜xänʔ ˈts͜iːː] Stressed. Close juncture with glottal 

stop. Sing-song intonation 

13. “You can have my hosepipe 

a treat” 

[kʰəñ æv] Weak form 

14. “Actually it’s mine, but you 

can have it for a while” 

[xæ̃dĩ ˈhæv] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. /n/ 

in can consonant either a hypernasal 

[d] or a hyponasal [n]. Additional 

final vowel, may have been a false 

start 
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Table 41. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 41. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 41. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 41. Thomas’s Realisations of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;9;4 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;9;4 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;9;4 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;9;4    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    DesDesDesDescription of Pcription of Pcription of Pcription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “You can go in the back 

with the lorries and cars” 

--------    Missing sound file 

    

Note: two occurrences of can were detected at potential assimilation sites at age 3;9;5. 

However, both of these may equally have been realisations of the word could. These 

utterances have not been included in the data analysis because of this uncertainty. A control 

analysis was conducted for could at the same age. Six occurrences were found, one of which 

equally may have been can. 
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4.11. Tables Showing Thomas’s Realisations of Can  and Can’t  

at Potential Assimilation Sites Sampled at Age 3;10  

    

    

Table 42. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 42. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 42. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 42. Thomas’s Realisations of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;10;0 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;10;0 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;10;0 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;10;0    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. * “When I finished doing 

this printings, we can (0.5) 

play fire-engines” 

[kʰəm̃ (0.5) ˈp̬leɪ] Weak form. Bilabial 

assimilation, despite brief 

pause at word boundary 

2. “You can (.) put it in the 

brush and squish around” 

[ˈkʰæ̃n (.) ˈpʰʊɾ] Stressed. Open juncture 

3. “Stacking the saucers up 

can be great fun” 

[kʰʌ̃̆m bï]m bï] Possible partial vowel 

reduction towards weak 

form. Bilabial assimilation 

    

    

Table 43. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 43. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 43. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 43. Thomas’s Realisations of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;10;1 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;10;1 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;10;1 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;10;1    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    DescripDescripDescripDescription of tion of tion of tion of PPPPhenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “So I can mix” [kʰæ̃ˈm…ˑɪks]̪ Unstressed. No vowel 

reduction. Bilabial 

assimilation and slight 

gemination 
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Table 44. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 44. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 44. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 44. Thomas’s Realisations of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t at Age 3;10;2 at Age 3;10;2 at Age 3;10;2 at Age 3;10;2    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “Mummy, look at that big 

hole I can (0.5) see” 

[kʰʲə̟n̞ (0.5) ˈt ̪͜s ̪ˑ i] Unstressed. Partial vowel reduction 

towards a weak form 

2. “Mummy you/Mummy 

know what I can see through 

this big hole?” 

[ˈkʲʰæ̝̃n ˈsi] Stressed 

3. “I can’t see” [kʲən̊̃ʔ ˈsi̪ʔ̥i] Weak form of can’t 
4. “I can’t …” [kət̃]̪ Weak form of can’t. Utterance 

unfinished because interrupted by 

mother 

5. * “Mummy, can’t see it” [kɜ̝ʔ̃ ˈsi̪j] Unstressed. Partial vowel reduction 

towards a weak form 

6. * “mm can’t can’t hear you” [kʰɑñʔ ˈhɪː] Stressed. Shouting 

7. “Can’t hear you” [ˈkʰɑñʔ ˈhɪː] Stressed. Close juncture with glottal 

stop. Shouting 

8. * “Can I mess with this 

card?” 

[kʰæ̆̃ aɪ] Unstressed. No vowel reduction 

9. “Can I (.) play with that 

nice…” 

[kʰã ˈaɪ] Unstressed. No vowel reduction 

10. “I can’t see the apples” [ˈgɑñʔ t͜si] Unstressed 

11. * “It’s (.) Springtime, and 

(.) er Aunty Mabels (.) is on at 

Springtime, and Mrs. Plattford 

said (.) “You can play out at 

Springtime” 

[gʲəm̃ pleij] Weak form. Merging of you and can. 

Bilabial assimilation 

12. “Yes, and then I can knock 

on the window” 

[xəñ ˈnɒk] Weak form 

13. “Can I (..) can I give you 

(.) erm” 

[kʰæ̆̃n ˈaiː] Unstressed. No vowel reduction 

 14. “Can I (..) can I give you 

(.) erm” 

[ˈkʰæ̃ˑn ˈaɪ] Stressed. Lengthened vowel 

15. “Can I (..) erm just……” [kʰæ̃n ˈai] Unstressed. No vowel reduction 

16. “No can you have a bit of 

it” 

[kʰæ̃̆n ˈju] Unstressed. Partial vowel reduction 

towards weak form 

17. “Please can I have Eeyore 

cake please?” 

[kʲʰə̝ñ aij] Unstressed. Partial vowel reduction 

towards a weak form 

18. “Um, I can’t eat any more 

jam” 

[kʰɑñ ˈʔid]̪ Unstressed 

19. “Please can I have, um a [kʰæ̝̃n aɪj] Unstressed. No vowel reduction 
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bit of that crunchy bit?” 

20. “Open the back door and I 

can hear” 

[kæ̃n iˑʌ] Unstressed. No vowel reduction 

21. * “You can (re)member it” [kʰæ̃ˑn ˈmɛməʋ] Unstressed. No vowel reduction. 

Open juncture 

22. “Please can (a)nother bit?” [pi xɛñ ˈnʊ̃və] Unstressed. Phonetic reduction 

throughout whole utterance 

23. “(be)cause it can’t know 

where’s the stairs” 

[ˈkʰɑñʔn̩ʔ nəʊ] Stressed 

24. * “Oh please can I have 

it?” 

[(C,vls0ə̃n̆ aɪ] Weak form 

25. “Can I (.) have two of that 

red one?” 

[kʰæ̃n ˈaɪ] Unstressed. No vowel reduction 

26. ”Please can I have another 

bit” 

[kˡəˈlɛv] Weak form. Phonetic reduction 

throughout utterance 

27. “Please can I have the blue 

bookbag?” 

[Tˡæ̃n əj] Unstressed. No vowel reduction 

28. * “Excuse me, Can you 

shut your ears (be)cause it’s 

this the big crinkling sound?” 

[kʰæ̃n jɪ]̆ Unstressed. No vowel reduction 

29. “xxx Can’t see her face” [ŭˈwɑd̃ʔ̃ si̪j] Stressed 

30. “Can’t get past” [ˈkʰɑŋ̃ʔ gɛʔ] Stressed. Velar assimilation 

31. “Can’t see” [kɜ̆ñʔ t ̪͜si̪] Weak form of can’t. Close juncture 

with glottal stop 

32. “Mummy, (..) please can I 

have that machine where you 

blow big, big, big bubbles?” 

[ˈpliɕəñ aɪ] Weak form. Merging of please and 

can 

33. “You can’t see it (be)cause 

(.) Mummy, it’s all shade up” 

[kɑ̆ñ ˈsi̪jˈ Unstressed. Short vowel 

34. “Er er (0.5) I can see the 

pictures through here” 

[kʰæ̃nˑ ˈs ̪ˑ i] Unstressed. No vowel reduction 

35. * “can” [ˈcæ̝̃n] Stressed 

36. “I can see Berta” [kʰæ̞̃n si̪] Unstressed. No vowel reduction 

37. “Mummy, excuse me can 

I (.) um get a bookbag?” 

[ˈkʰæ̃n aɪ̝] Stressed 

38. “Can you hold it” [ˈkˡʰæ̞̃n juw] Stressed 
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Table 45. Thomas’Table 45. Thomas’Table 45. Thomas’Table 45. Thomas’s Realisations of s Realisations of s Realisations of s Realisations of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;10;3 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;10;3 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;10;3 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;10;3    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    DescDescDescDescription of Pription of Pription of Pription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “Can’t get up” [kɜŋ̃ gɪt]̠ Weak form of can’t, or 

putting on funny voice. 

Velar assimilation 

2. “I can get it” [kʰəŋ̃ ˈgɛt ̪h ] Weak form. Velar 

assimilation 

3. “I can go round here” [kʰɛñː ˈgəʊ] Unstressed. Vowel 

alteration. Open juncture 

4. “I can’t get the others 

out” 

[ˈkʰɑñʔ gɛʔ] Stressed. Open juncture 

 

 

Note: although two occurrences of can occurred at potential assimilation sites at age 3;10;4, 

neither could be included in the analysis. The first may have been an instance of could and 

was therefore eliminated. The second instance could not be transcribed owing to disruption to 

the sound file. 
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4.12. Tables Showing Thomas’s Realisations of Can  and Can’t  

at Potential Assimilation Sites Sampled at Age 3;11  

    

Table 46. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 46. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 46. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 46. Thomas’s Realisations of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;11;2 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;11;2 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;11;2 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;11;2    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “Yeah, and he’s forgotten 

it, but you can keep it” 

[kʰə̝ñ̪ ˈkʲʰip] Weak form. Open juncture 

Table 47. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 47. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 47. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 47. Thomas’s Realisations of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t    at Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sat Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 3;11;3ites at Age 3;11;3ites at Age 3;11;3ites at Age 3;11;3    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. * “Then I can be flying 

super-xxx” 

[kʰə ̆ˈbi] Weak form. Close juncture 

with no final nasal 

2. “Hey! “I can make 

myself (..) um be alive 

again” 

[xə̃̍ meɪʔ] Weak form. Ambisyllabic 

nasal at word boundary. 

Either bilabial assimilation 

or no final nasal in can and 

therefore no assimilation. 

Unsure, so unclassifiable 

3. “Can go baa now” [hŋ ̩ˈgəʊ] Weak form. Velar 

assimilation 

4. “I got something (.) you 

can you can make (.) pet” 

[gɪñ] [kʰəm̃ ˈmeɪkˣ] False start with no vowel 

reduction and no 

assimilation. Revision with 

weak form and bilabial 

assimilation 

5. “Now you can go now” [ɪ ̆hʲŋ ̩ˈgəʊ] Weak form. Velar 

assimilation 
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Table 48. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 48. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 48. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 48. Thomas’s Realisations of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t at Age 3;11;5 at Age 3;11;5 at Age 3;11;5 at Age 3;11;5    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. * “xxx Can I weigh it” [kʰɪ ̃n̆ ˈaɪ Unstressed. Short vowel gives some 

features of a weak form 

2. “You can tip it in” [ˈgə̃ˑ n ˈtʰɪpʰ] Stressed, perhaps through vowel 

lengthening. Schwa vowel, similar to 

weak form 

3. “Can I have some more?” [kə aɪ] Weak form 

4. “Mummy, can I have some 

more” 

[kəñ ə ˈæv] Weak form. Immediate repetition of 

last utterance 

5. “Can I have some more of 

this with a spoon?” 

-- Not sufficiently audible for 

transcription 

6. “Can I have some more?” [m̩ æ ˈæ] Weak form. Creaky voice throughout 

utterance 

7. “I can’t do it” [kʰɑñʔ ˈdŭ̠w] Unstressed. Close juncture with 

glottal stop 

8. “Can I do that” [ˈkʰæ̃̈n äɪ] Stressed, but with vowel features of 

a weak form. Putting on a funny 

voice 

9. “Can I?” [k᷂ʰæ̃n ˈaɪ] Stressed. Immediately following 

previous “can I do that?” 

10.” You can do the jelly-

babies” 

[kʰəñ du̟̪] Weak form 

11. “I can manage” -- Not sufficiently audible for 

transcription 

12. “Can I have this one?” [xⁿn ˈaɪ] Partially devoiced weak form 

13. * “Mummy, can I have 

xxx?” 

[xˡæ̃n aɪ] Unstressed. No vowel reduction 

14. “Please can I have this 

one?” 

[xˡæ̃ æv Stressed. No vowel reduction. 

Merging of ‘I’ and ‘have’ 

15. “Can I eat them?” [kʰəñ äɪ]̆ Weak form 

16. “And they can climb up my 

arm if they want” 

[kʲʰə̝ŋ̃ ˈkˡlaɪ̝m̃] Weak form. Velar assimilation 

17. “Mum, please can I have 

that one?” 

[ˈpli mə az]̪ Unstressed. Phonetic reduction and 

merging of “can I have” 

18. “Please can I have that 

one?” 

[kɬæ̃ŋ] Unstressed. Phonetic reduction and 

merging of “can I have” 

19. * “And can I have (..) the 

black hair Kira?” 

[ˈkʰæ̝̃n ə] Stressed 

20. “You can have (0.5) any of 

them, you can (.) choose” 

[kʰə̃n̆ ˈæv] Weak form 
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21. “You can have (0.5) any of 

them, you can (.) choose” 

[xn̩ː tʃ͜uz]̬ Weak form 

22. “You can have it” [kʰə̃n̆ ˈæv] Weak form 

23. * “Oh you can have (..) this 

if you want?” 

[kəñ æv᷂] Weak form 

24. “Please can you have it, (.) 

can I have a lift in your 

truck?” 

[ˈplisæ̝̪̃n jə]̆ Unstressed. Partial vowel reduction 

towards weak form 

25. “Please can you have it, (.) 

can I have a lift in your 

truck?” 

[kʰæ̃̈n æˑv] Unstressed. Partial vowel reduction 

towards weak form 

    

Note: no realisations of can or can’t were sampled at age 3;11;6 owing to incomplete 

transcription of the sound file. 
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4.13. Tables Showing Thomas’s Realisations of Can  and Can’t 

at Potential Assimilation Sites Sampled at Age 4;0 

    

Table 49. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 49. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 49. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 49. Thomas’s Realisations of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 4;0;2 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 4;0;2 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 4;0;2 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 4;0;2    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “No, I can’t manage my 

drink” 

[ˈkʰãm ˈmæ̃nɪd͜ʒ] Stressed. Bilabial 

assimilation and gemination 

2. “Erm, I can come home 

if I want to” 

[kʰəŋ̃ ˈkʰʊ̃m] Weak form. Velar 

assimilation 
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Table 50. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 50. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 50. Thomas’s Realisations of Table 50. Thomas’s Realisations of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t at Age 4;0;4 at Age 4;0;4 at Age 4;0;4 at Age 4;0;4    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of PDescription of PDescription of PDescription of Phenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “Er (0.5) you can be the 

passenger” 

[kʰə ˈbi] Weak form. Close juncture 

with no final nasal  

2. “What can I do for you” [kʰəd̃ ̃aɪ] Weak form 

3. “You can wait on that (..) 

platform” 

[kʰə ̞ˈwaɪts̪ʰ]̪ Weak form. No final nasal 

4. “You can be elephant too” [kʰə bij] Weak form. Close juncture 

with no final nasal 

5. “xxx You can’t do it” [kʰɑ̝̃n̆ ˈdŭ̪w] Unstressed. Close juncture 

with final nasal 

6. “Cats can’t do anything yet” [kˡʰɑñʔ du̪w] Unstressed. Close juncture 

with glottal stop 

7. “Can’t they Mum?” [ˈkʰɑñʔ de̪ɪ] Stressed. Close juncture with 

glottal stop 

8. “I can” [ˈaɪ ]kʰæ̆nˑ] Stressed 

9. * “can can you make it into a 

fish?” 

[kʌmˑ gæ̃n jü] Stressed. False start and 

correction with different 

realisations 

10. * “You can say “that train’s 

been long time” ” 

[kʰʊ̟̃ ˈse̪ɪ] Unstressed. Possible partial 

vowel reduction towards 

weak form 

11. “Here you can sit with (.) 

Mum” 

[kʰæ̃n ˈsɪ̪t ̪h ] Unstressed. No vowel 

reduction 

12. “I can be the police-man as 

well” 

[kʰə bi] Weak form. No final nasal 

13. “And you can say “Oh dear! 

He’s got a poorly leg” ” 

[Kʰə s ̪e̬ɪj] Weak form. No final nasal 

14. “Can you look after my 

hammer?” 

[kəñ ju̟] Weak form 

15. “You can keep them” -- Not sufficiently audible for 

transcription 

16. “You can share my letter” [gə ˈʃɛˑ] Weak form 

17. “Can I go over there?” [kʰə̃n̆ ăɪ]̆ Weak form 

18. “Can’t see it” [kʰɑ̈ñˈt͜si̪j] Unstressed. Partial vowel 

reduction towards weak 

form. Affrication across 

word boundary 

19. “Can’t see” [kʰɒ̆̃nˈt͜si̪] Unstressed. Affrication 

across word boundary 
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Table 51. Thomas’s RealTable 51. Thomas’s RealTable 51. Thomas’s RealTable 51. Thomas’s Realisations of isations of isations of isations of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 4;0;7 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 4;0;7 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 4;0;7 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 4;0;7    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of Description of Description of Description of PPPPhenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “If he can, (..) if we can 

go outside” 

[kʰən̊̃] [kəŋ̃ gəʊw] Weak form. Open juncture 

false start. Revision with 

velar assimilation 

2. “I can go schhhooo” [kʰə ̃ˈgəʊ] Weak form. Close juncture 

with no final nasal 

3. * “You can go down and 

then down” 

[xəŋ̃ ˈgəʊ] Weak form. Velar 

assimilation 

4. “I can’t get past” [ˈkʰɑ̈ŋ̃ʔ ˈgɛʔ] Stressed. Velar assimilation 

    

    

Table 52. Thomas’s RealisTable 52. Thomas’s RealisTable 52. Thomas’s RealisTable 52. Thomas’s Realisations of ations of ations of ations of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 4;0;9 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 4;0;9 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 4;0;9 at Potential Assimilation Sites at Age 4;0;9    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of Description of Description of Description of PPPPhenomenahenomenahenomenahenomena    

1. “No I can’t Mum” [ˈkʰɑ̃n̆ʔ mʊ̈̃m] Close juncture with glottal 

stop 
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4.14. Notes on Transcription Discrepancies 
 

Utterances marked by asterisks indicate that there is a discrepancy between the interpretations 

of the current author and the original transcribers.  Some of these discrepancies result from the 

denotation of a schwa in the Chat transcript when the transcriber was unable to identify a 

function word, but the current author could confidently identify it.  Many of the discrepancies 

involved issues of intelligibility, where the current author either identified words previously 

marked unintelligible (xxx), or could not identify words marked in the Chat transcripts. The 

nature of each discrepancy is given below with reference to the Chat transcripts available from 

the CHILDES database. 

 

1. Age 3;1;2: “I can’t wear it, I can’t” reads “<I can't wear> [/] I can't”  in the Chat 

transcript (see line 1157). 

 

2. Age 3;2;6: “I need (a)nother batteries I can’t get out of here” reads “another batterys I can't 

get out here” in the Chat transcript (see line 1674). 

 

3. Age 3;3;2: “Can’t go back back again” reads “can go back [/] back again” in the Chat 

transcript (see line 563). 

 

4. Age 3;3;4:  “Then you can be a Daddy” reads “then can be a@p Daddy” in the Chat 

transcript (see line 1074). 

 

5. Age 3;3;4: “I can do, I can do it” reads “<I can> [<] [/] I can do it” in the Chat 

Transcript (see line 1209). 

 

6. Age 3;3;4: “Oh no, I need that because you can be the lady looking for number one” reads 

“oh no I need that (be)cause you can be a lady looking for number one” (see line 1916). 
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7. Age 3;3;4: “I can be a parcel” reads “I can be postman” in the Chat transcript (see line 

1985). 

 

8. Age 3;3;6: “Erm, you think he can (.) cry and he get his hat back?” reads “erm do you 

think he can cry and get his hat back” in the Chat transcript (see line 401). 

 

9. Age 3;3;6: “Ah you can, I can be, you can be a bear” reads “you can [//] I can be [//] you 

can be a bear” in the Chat transcript (see line 1677). 

 

10. Age 3;4;0: “It means dustbin wagons just can’t go through it, and cars, and big dustbin 

wagons” reads “it means dustbin wagons can't go through and cars and big dustbin wagons” 

in the Chat transcript (see line 264). 

 

11. Age 3;4;2: “And then, just on here, then, can sprinkle it can’t you” reads “and then just on 

here then 0you [*] can sprinkle it (.) you” in the Chat transcript (see line 909). 

 

12. Age 3;4;2: “Can maybe do some more” reads “can <please we> [*] do some more?” in 

the Chat transcript (see line 1282) 

 

13. Age 3;4;2: “And I can” reads “&da can” in the Chat transcript (see line 1528). 

 

14. Age 3;4;3: “I can be a low wagon, driving a big man (be)cause I’m a dustbin xxx” reads 

“I can be a low [?] wagon driving a big man (be)cause I'm a dustbin <want to> [?] drive it” 

in the Chat transcript (see line 1300). 

 

15. Age 3;4;3: “I can be a xxx you can be a fireman” reads “<I [?] can be> [//] <there's a> 

[//] can be a fireman” in the Chat transcript (see line 1919). 
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16. Age 3;5;3: “And I can eat (th)em” reads “and I can eat some” in the Chat transcript (see 

line 1450). 

 

17. Age 3;5;3: “And put (th)em in a big box and then you can eat ‘em/some” reads “I put 

them in the big boxs there and they can eat them” in the Chat transcript (see line 1451). 

 

18. Age 3;5;5: “And you can’t, (.) you can, (.) go (..) call for policeman can’t you?” reads 

“<and you [?] can't> [<] [//] he can go <call for> [?] policeman ,, can't you?” in the Chat 

transcript (see line 509). 

 

19. Age 3;6;2: “Teletubbies now can I watch?” reads “xxx Buzz_Lightyear now can I watch?” 

in the Chat transcript (see line 203). 

 

20. Age 3;6;2: “And you can stay there for ever and ever and ever and ever” reads “and [/] 

and you can stay there forever and ever and ever” in the Chat transcript (see line 402). 

 

21. Age 3;6;2: I can (.) keep, (.) I can have that one” reads “I can have that one” in the Chat 

transcript (see line 538). 

 

22. Age 3;6;2: “Then I can (.) change xxx” reads “then I can change (.) um +...” in the Chat 

transcript (see line 766). 

 

23. Age 3;6;2: “And normally when a clock gets to bottom can” reads “and xxx when 0the [*] 

clock gets 0to [*] 0the [*] bottom can” in the Chat transcript (see line 1558). 

 

24. Age 3;6;3: “I can’t get any no” reads “I can't get xxx” in the Chat transcript (see line 

744). 
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25. Age 3;6;4: “Erm you can put it through that little slot won’t you?” reads “erm you can put 

it through that little slot ,, can't you?” (see line 64). 

 

26. Age 3;6;4: * “Then you can get it” reads “then you can pick it up” In the Chat transcript 

(see line 231). 

 

27. Age 3;6;4: “You can slot (th)em through there I can post (th)em in” reads as two separate 

utterances “you can slot them through there” “I can put them in” in the Chat transcript (see 

lines 450 and 451). 

 

28. Age 3;6;4: “Then I can be, I can be a seller-man can’t you?” reads “I [/] I can be a 

sellerman@c ,, can't you [*)?” in the Chat transcript (see line 585). 

 

29. Age 3;7;1: “Mummy I can be a man (.) do (.) it happy birthday to” reads “Mummy , I 

<can be a man> [>] (.) do happy birthday do me happy birthday to”" in the Chat transcript 

(see line 415). 

 

30. Age 3;7;1: “Mummy, you can put it through there and say (.) I shout toot toot” reads 

“Mummy , you can put it through there and say I 0will [*] shout hoot^hoot” in the Chat 

transcript (see line 586). 

 

31. Age 3;7;1: “Ah you can’t get me” reads “you can't get me .” in the Chat transcript (see 

line 764). 

 

32. Age 3;7;2: “Can’t catch me (be)cause I’m the pooey-man” Reads “you can't catch because 

I'm the pooey^man@c” in the Chat transcript (see line 232). 

 

33. Age 3;7;2: “Can’t catch me (be)cause) I’m a gingerbread candle” reads “you can't catch 

me because I'm a gingerbread^candle@c” in the Chat transcript (see line 256). 
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34. age 3;7;2: “You can’t catch me (be)cause I’m the/a gingerbread lady” reads "you can't 

catch me because I'm the gingerbread^lady@c” in the Chat transcript (see line 590). 

 

35. Age 3;7;2: “You can, (0.5) you can bake something” reads “*CHI: you [/] you can bake 

something” in the Chat transcript (see line 968). 

 

36. Age 3;7;2: “Mummy, you can roll some out and I can pinch it” reads as two separate 

utterances “Mummy , you can roll it out .” “I can pinch it” in the Chat transcripts (see lines 

1492 and 1493). 

 

37. Age 3;7;2:  “You can roll it and/out I can pinch it” reads ”Mummy , you can roll it out 

and I can pinch it” in the Chat transcript (see line 1502). 

 

38. Age 3;7;2: “You can put it out on the ground can’t you?” reads ”you can put it out on the 

ground ,, couldn't you?” in the Chat transcript (see line 1513). 

 

39. Age 3;7;2: “And I can pinch it” reads “I can pinch it” in the Chat transcript (see line 

1532). 

 

40. Age 3;7;2: “Mummy, you can make something what you making?” reads as two separate 

utterances “Mummy , you can make something” “what 0are [*] you making?” in the Chat 

transcript (see lines 1566 and 1567). 

 

41. Age 3;7;3: “And now we can play outside can’t we Farty-Pants?” reads “and now we can 

play outside ,, couldn't we , farty pants?” in the Chat transcript (see line 271). 

 

42. Age 3;7;3: “Can I see you (a) big bang?” reads “can 0you [*] see a big bang?” in the Chat 

transcript (see line 638). 
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43. Age 3;7;3: “Can I keep …” reads “can I xxx” in the Chat transcript (see line 814). 

 

44. Age 3;7;3: “You can play with it you like” reads “you can play with it if you like” in the 

Chat transcript (see line 1562). 

 

45. Age 3;7;4: “I can be a big/bin man” reads “and I can be a big man” in the Chat transcript 

(see line 27). 

 

46. Age 3;7;4: “You can to, you can be a man can’t you” reads “<you can say> [//] you can 

be a man ,, can't you?” in the Chat transcript (see line 184). 

 

47. Age 3;7;4: “You can be Daddy and then you can be a Mummy again” reads as two 

separate utterances “<you can> [<] be Daddy [?]” “you can be a Mummy again” in the 

Chat transcript (see lines 297 and 298). 

 

48. Age 3;7;4: “Erm (.) mm (.) this one could be away and you can crash couldn’t you?” reads 

“erm this one could be away and you can crash ,, couldn't you?” in the Chat transcript (see 

line 306). 

 

49. Age 3;7;4: “I can be a big grabber couldn’t I?” reads “Mummy [<] , I can be a big 

grabber@c ,, couldn't I?” in the Chat transcript (see line 492). 

 

50. Age 3;7;4: “xxx You can built another one” reads “*you can build another one” in the 

Chat transcript (see line 934). 

 

51. Age 3;7;4: “xxx You can come to my house to (..) play (.) with my big boulder” reads 

“you can call to my house to play with my big boulder” in the Chat transcript (see line 963). 
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52. Age 3;7;4: “And I can build them/on it” reads “you can build them” in the Chat transcript 

(see line 1045). 

 

53. Age 3;7;5: “Say, (..) Mummy you can be a vet” reads “say <Mummy , you can be the 

vet"]” in the Chat transcript (see line 916). 

 

54. Age 3;7;5: “You can just scratch your back, you can be a window- ” reads as two 

separate utterances “you can just scratch your back “ “you can be 0a [*] window cleaner” in 

the Chat transcript (see lins 919 and 920). 

 

55. Age 3;7;5: “And Mummy, you can be a Mummy” reads “Mummy , you can be a 

Mummy” in the Chat transcript (see line 1055). 

 

56. Age 3;7;5: “Mummy, you can be ambulance, ambulance xxx” reads as two separate 

utterances “Mummy , you can be +/” “ambulance xxx , Mummy” in the Chat transcript (see 

lines 1152 and 1154). 

 

57. Age 3;7;5: “Mummy you can be along and you can drive a lorry” reads as two separate 

utterances “Mummy” ”you can move along and you can drive a lorry” in the transcript (see 

lines 1160 and 1162). 

 

58. Age 3;7;5: “You can be a vet say “what’s wrong?”” reads ”You can be a vet” “say 

<what's wrong??” In the Chat transcript (see lines 1271 and 1272). 

59. Age 3;7;5: “you you can be your friends” reads “those can be your friends” in the Chat 

transcript (see line 1471). 

 

60. Age 3;8;3: “And then you can collect(?)” reads “you can xxx” in the Chat transcript (see 

line 17). 
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61. Age 3;8;3: “We need dustbin bag to be full-up yet, (.) and then you can push me along” 

reads “we need 0a [*] dustbin bag xxx full up yet and then you can push me around” in the 

Chat transcript (see line 705). 

 

62. Age 3;8;3: “And you can be little girl watching the dustbin-men” reads “and you can be a 

little girl watching the dustbin men” in the Chat transcript (see line 730). 

 

63. Age 3;8;3: “Can I have one more now, (.) (be)cause there’s lots of (th)em” reads “can I 

have one xxx now (be)cause there's lots of them” in the Chat transcript (see line 937). 

 

64. Age 3;8;3: * “um I can see (..) (noise, possibly hiccup) rubbish from here” reads “I can 

see rubbish from here” in the Chat transcript (see line 1406). 

 

65. Age 3;8;3: “but then, (.) and then he can post letters” reads “<and then> [/] and then he 

can post letter-s” in the Chat transcript (see line 95) 

 

66. Age 3;8;3: “Mummy, I will open the door and you can (.) fly on into my back door, (0.5) 

okay?” reads “Mummy , I will open the door and you can # fly into my back door ,, Okay??” 

in the Chat transcript (see line 105). 

 

67. Age 3;8;3: “You can (0.5) fly on/them back into boxes” reads “you can fly into box-s” in 

the Chat transcript (see line 108). 

 

68. Age 3;8;4: “There, can put on my head” reads “”there I can put it on my head” in the 

Chat transcript (see line 842). 

 

69. Age 3;9;2: “You can call (th)em shoes actually be)cause) (.) shop-man called xxx shoes” 

reads “you can call them shoes actually (be)cause shop man called them shoes” in the Chat 

transcript (see line 53) 
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70. Age 3;9;3: “You know what xxx? You know what I can see” reads “you know when I 

look 0at [*] Daddy you know what I can see?” in the Chat transcript (see line 126). 

 

71. Age 3;10;0: “When I finished doing this printings, we can (0.5) play fire-engines” reads 

“when we've xxx painting we can play +/” in the Chat transcript (see line 40). 

 

72. Age 3;10;2: “Mummy, can’t see it” reads “Mummy , you can't see it” in the Chat 

transcript (see line 92). 

 

73. Age 3;10;2: “mm can’t can’t hear you” reads “<<mmhm (.) I> [<] can't hear you> 

[=! shouting]” in the Chat transcript (see line 191). 

 

74. Age 3;10;2: “Can I mess with this card?” reads “can I play [?] with this card?” in the Chat 

transcript (see line 210). 

 

75. Age 3;10;2: “It’s (.) Springtime, and (.) er Aunty Mabels (.) is on at Springtime, and Mrs. 

Plattford said (.) “You can play out at Springtime”” reads “it's springtime (.) and er (.) 

Auntie_Mabel's is on at springtime and Miss [//] Mrs_Plattford can play out at springtime” in 

the Chat transcript (see line 331). 

 

76. Age 3;10;2: “You can (re)member it” reads “you can xxx it??” in the Chat transcript (see 

line 979). 

 

77. Age 3;10;2: “Oh please can I have it?” reads “oy <please can I have it> [>]?” in the 

Chat transcript (see line 1069). 

 

78. Age 3;10;2: “Excuse me, Can you shut your ears (be)cause it’s this the big crinkling 

sound?” reads as two separate utterances “Mummy [<] , excuse me” “can you shut your ears 

(be)cause this the big crinkly sound” in the Chat transcript (see lines 1169 and 1170). 
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79. Age 3;10;2: “can” reads “I can” in the Chat transcript (see line 1666). 

 

80. Age 3;11;3: “Then I can be flying super-xxx” reads “”then I can be 0a [*] flying 

Superman” in the Chat transcript (see line 101). 

 

81. Age 3;11;5: “xxx Can I weigh it” reads “<can I> [//] can I weigh it?” in the Chat 

transcript (see line 72). 

 

82. Age 3;11;5: “Mummy, can I have xxx?” reads “Mummy , <can I> [//] can I have this?” 

in the Chat transcript (see line 775). 

 

83. Age 3;11;5: “And can I have (..) the black hair Kira?” reads “and can I have the black 

haired Kira?” in the Chat transcript (see line 938). 

 

84. Age 3;11;5: “Oh you can have (..) this if you want?” reads “you can have these if you 

want” in the Chat transcript (see line 1047). 

 

85. Age 4;0;4: “can can you make it into a fish?” reads “can you make it into a fish?” in the 

Chat transcript (see line 636). 

 

86. 4;0;4: “You can say “that train’s been long time”” reads “you can say <that train's been a 

long time>” in the Chat transcript (see line 772). 

 

87. Age 4;0;7: “You can go down and then down” reads “you can go down and down” in the 

Chat transcript (see line 1505). 
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4.15. Frequency Counts for Can  and Can’t  at Ages Three and 

Four 

    

Table 53. Frequencies of Table 53. Frequencies of Table 53. Frequencies of Table 53. Frequencies of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t at age 3;0 at age 3;0 at age 3;0 at age 3;0    

 

AgeAgeAgeAge    CanCanCanCan Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    

3;0;0 1 6 

3;0;1 5 6 

3;0;2 0 2 

3;0;3 6 3 

3;0;7 0 1 

Total frequencyTotal frequencyTotal frequencyTotal frequency    12121212    18181818    

 

 

Table 54. Frequencies of Table 54. Frequencies of Table 54. Frequencies of Table 54. Frequencies of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t at age 3;1 at age 3;1 at age 3;1 at age 3;1    

 

AgeAgeAgeAge    CanCanCanCan Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    

3;1;0 2 2 

3;1;1 3 1 

3;1;2 4 3 

3;1;3 4 3 

3;1;4 1 6 

Total frequencyTotal frequencyTotal frequencyTotal frequency    14141414    15151515    

 

 

Table 55. Frequencies of Table 55. Frequencies of Table 55. Frequencies of Table 55. Frequencies of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t at age 3;2 at age 3;2 at age 3;2 at age 3;2    

 

AgeAgeAgeAge    CanCanCanCan Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    

3;2;2 10 4 

3;2;3 3 4 

3;2;4 3 6 

3;2;5 9 11 

3;2;6 8 12 

Total frequencyTotal frequencyTotal frequencyTotal frequency    33333333    37373737    
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Table 56. Frequencies of Table 56. Frequencies of Table 56. Frequencies of Table 56. Frequencies of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and CaCaCaCan’tn’tn’tn’t at A at A at A at Age 3;3ge 3;3ge 3;3ge 3;3    

    

AgeAgeAgeAge    CanCanCanCan Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    

3;3;2 10 3 

3;3;3 6 5 

3;3;4 32 8 

3;3;6 18 3 

3;3;7 13 0 

Total FrequencyTotal FrequencyTotal FrequencyTotal Frequency    79797979    19191919    

    

    

Table 57. Frequencies of Table 57. Frequencies of Table 57. Frequencies of Table 57. Frequencies of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t at age 3;4 at age 3;4 at age 3;4 at age 3;4    

    

AgeAgeAgeAge    CanCanCanCan Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    

3;4;0 16 5 

3;4;1 9 8 

3;4;2 21 3 

3;4;3 25 5 

3;4;4 6 1 

Total frequencyTotal frequencyTotal frequencyTotal frequency    77777777    22222222    

    

    

Table 58. Frequencies of Table 58. Frequencies of Table 58. Frequencies of Table 58. Frequencies of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t at age 3;5 at age 3;5 at age 3;5 at age 3;5    

    

AgeAgeAgeAge CanCanCanCan Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    

3;5;2 17 8 

3;5;3 2 0 

3;5;4 10 11 

3;5;5 33 10 

Total frequencyTotal frequencyTotal frequencyTotal frequency    62626262    29292929    

 

 

Table 59. Frequencies of Table 59. Frequencies of Table 59. Frequencies of Table 59. Frequencies of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t at age 3; at age 3; at age 3; at age 3;6666    

    

AgeAgeAgeAge    CanCanCanCan frequency frequency frequency frequency    Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    

3;6;0 31 12 

3;6;1 16 5 

3;6;2 32 5 

3;6;3 44 13 

3;6;4 49 9 

Total frequencyTotal frequencyTotal frequencyTotal frequency    172172172172    44444444    
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Table 60. Frequencies of Table 60. Frequencies of Table 60. Frequencies of Table 60. Frequencies of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t at Age 3;7 at Age 3;7 at Age 3;7 at Age 3;7    

    

AgeAgeAgeAge    CanCanCanCan frequency frequency frequency frequency    Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    

3;7;1 46 15 

3;7;2 51 20 

3;7;3 15 5 

3;7;4 36 1 

3;7;5 34 3 

Total frequencyTotal frequencyTotal frequencyTotal frequency    182182182182    44444444    

    

    

Table 61. Frequencies of Table 61. Frequencies of Table 61. Frequencies of Table 61. Frequencies of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t at Age 3;8 at Age 3;8 at Age 3;8 at Age 3;8    

    

AgeAgeAgeAge    CanCanCanCan Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    

3;8;1 7 4 

3;8;2 1 0 

3;8;3 27 4 

3;8;4 26 5 

3;8;5 10 0 

Total frequencyTotal frequencyTotal frequencyTotal frequency    71717171    13131313    

    

    

Table 62. Frequencies of Table 62. Frequencies of Table 62. Frequencies of Table 62. Frequencies of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t  at a  at a  at a  at age 3;9ge 3;9ge 3;9ge 3;9    

    

AgeAgeAgeAge    CanCanCanCan Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    

3;9;1 11 5 

3;9;2 23 9 

3;9;3 12 3 

3;9;4 15 5 

3;9;5 19 0 

Total FrequencyTotal FrequencyTotal FrequencyTotal Frequency    80808080    22222222    

    

    

Table 63. Frequencies of Table 63. Frequencies of Table 63. Frequencies of Table 63. Frequencies of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t at Age 3;10 at Age 3;10 at Age 3;10 at Age 3;10    

    

AgeAgeAgeAge    CanCanCanCan Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    Can’t Can’t Can’t Can’t FrequencyFrequencyFrequencyFrequency    

3;10;0 17 3 

3;10;1 9 11 

3;10;2 26 14 

3;10;3 40 12 

3;10;4 10 8 

Total FrequencyTotal FrequencyTotal FrequencyTotal Frequency    102102102102    48484848    
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Table 64. Frequencies of Table 64. Frequencies of Table 64. Frequencies of Table 64. Frequencies of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t at Age 3;11 at Age 3;11 at Age 3;11 at Age 3;11    

    

AgeAgeAgeAge    CanCanCanCan Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    

3;11;2 28 4 

3;11;4 26 16 

3;11;5 28 1 

3;11;6 0 0 

Total FrequencyTotal FrequencyTotal FrequencyTotal Frequency    82828282    21212121    

    

    

Table 65. Frequencies of Table 65. Frequencies of Table 65. Frequencies of Table 65. Frequencies of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t at  at  at  at Age 4;0Age 4;0Age 4;0Age 4;0    

    

AgeAgeAgeAge    CanCanCanCan Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    

4;0;2 3 1 

4;0;4 17 5 

4;0;7 18 4 

4;0;9 5 3 

Total FrequencyTotal FrequencyTotal FrequencyTotal Frequency    43434343    13131313    
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4.16. Summary of Frequency Counts for Can  and Can’t  at Ages 

Three and Four 

    

Table 6Table 6Table 6Table 66666. Frequencies of . Frequencies of . Frequencies of . Frequencies of CanCanCanCan and  and  and  and Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t at ages Three and Four: S at ages Three and Four: S at ages Three and Four: S at ages Three and Four: Summaryummaryummaryummary    

    

AgeAgeAgeAge    CanCanCanCan Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    Can’tCan’tCan’tCan’t Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency    

3;0 12 18 

3;1 14 15 

3;2 33 37 

3;3 79 19 

3;4 77 22 

3;5 62 29 

3;6 172 44 

3;7 182 44 

3;8 71 13 

3;9 80 22 

3;10 102 48 

3;11 82 21 

4;0 43 13 
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Appendix Five. 
 

M’s Realisations of Can and Can’t  at Potential 

Assimilation Sites 

 

5.1. M’s Realisations of Can  and Can’t  at Potential Assimilation 

Sites at T1 (Thomas aged 2;6) 

 

Table 1. Data Session for Thomas Aged 2;6;16Table 1. Data Session for Thomas Aged 2;6;16Table 1. Data Session for Thomas Aged 2;6;16Table 1. Data Session for Thomas Aged 2;6;16    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    DescripDescripDescripDescription of Phenomenation of Phenomenation of Phenomenation of Phenomena    

1. * “I’ve opened the bag of chocolate 

buttons, so you can put some Smarties 

and some chocolate buttons (4) onto 

the little plate please” 

[kʰm̩ ˈpʊʔ] Weak form. Bilabial 

assimilation 

2. “And you can put some chocolate 

buttons on as well, if you like” 

[kʰm̩ pʰʊʔ] Weak form. Bilabial 

assimilation 

3. * “But decorate these, and then we can 

put them on the plate with the finished 

ones” 

[kʰn̩ pʰʊʔ] Weak form. Open juncture 

4. “They can be used to decorate, can’t 

they?” 

[km̩ bi] Weak form. Bilabial 

assimilation 

5. “And you can’t put the box on” [ˈxɑ̃mʔ [pʰʊʔ] Stressed. Bilabial 

assimilation 

6. “Which one can Mummy have?” [kʰəm̃ ˈməm̃i] Weak form. Bilabial 

assimilation 

7. * “We can mix them” -- Inaudible 

 

 

Table Table Table Table 2. Data S2. Data S2. Data S2. Data Session for Thomas Aged 2;6;17ession for Thomas Aged 2;6;17ession for Thomas Aged 2;6;17ession for Thomas Aged 2;6;17    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    DescripDescripDescripDescriptiontiontiontion of Phenomena of Phenomena of Phenomena of Phenomena    

1. * “I can’t quite tell what you’re saying 

properly now” 

[ˈkʰɑñʔ kwaɪʔ] Stressed. Non-assimilation 

close juncture  

2. “It’s better if we can go” and see a 

fire-engine at a fire-station” 

[kŋ ̩ˈgeʊw] Weak form. Velar 

assimilation 
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Table 3. Data session for ThTable 3. Data session for ThTable 3. Data session for ThTable 3. Data session for Thomas Aged 2;6;18 omas Aged 2;6;18 omas Aged 2;6;18 omas Aged 2;6;18     

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    DescripDescripDescripDescription of Phenomenation of Phenomenation of Phenomenation of Phenomena    

1. “She’s going to have to 

either tell the taxi driver 

(.) she can’t come or 

she’s going to have to say 

to her brother, “please 

look after the house,(.) 

until the fire’s put out” ” 

[ˈkʰɑñʔ ˈkʰʊ̃̈m] Stressed. Non-assimilation 

close juncture 

2. “So it can go in that one 

can’t it?” 

[kʰŋ ̩ˈgəʊw] Weak form. Velar 

assimilation 

3. “And now Auntie 

Mabel’s cancelled, the 

other lady can go” 

[kʰəñ ˈgəʊ] Weak form. Open juncture 

4. “He can’t get past” [ˈkʰɑñʔ gɛʔ] Stressed. Non-assimilation 

close juncture 

5. “Liz can’t get out of the 

house at the moment” 

[kʰɑñʔ gɛt] Unstressed. Non-assimilation 

close juncture 

6. “Oh perhaps Po can go 

back in the box” 

[kʰn̩ gəʊɪ] Weak form. Open juncture 
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TablTablTablTable 4. Data Session for Thomas Aged 2;6;19e 4. Data Session for Thomas Aged 2;6;19e 4. Data Session for Thomas Aged 2;6;19e 4. Data Session for Thomas Aged 2;6;19    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    DescripDescripDescripDescription of Phenomenation of Phenomenation of Phenomenation of Phenomena    

1. “And he can put them on his 

wall, can’t he?” 

[kʰəm̃ pʰʊʔ] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

2. “We can make nice cards” [km̩ meɪʔ] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

3. “Well, let’s just do this first, and 

then you can put your hand-print 

on,  and then you can open it 

when it’s dry” 

[kʰəm̃ pʊʔ] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

4. “Because that shows you, you 

can put paint on and go (noise) 

with your hands” 

[xm̩ pʰʊʔ] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

5. “We’ll have to see if we can buy 

some more stamps, won’t we?” 

[kn̩ ˈbaɪ] Weak form. Open juncture 

6. * We’ll see if we can buy some 

more stamps, and we can cut 

some potatoes and carrots and 

things, can’t we, to make…” 

[kˣəm̃ ˈb(V) Weak form. Bilabial 

assimilation. Recording distorted 

7. * “We’ll see if we can buy some 

more stamps, and we can cut 

some potatoes and carrots and 

things, can’t we, to make…” 

[çn̩ ˈkʰʊ̟ʔ] Weak form. Open juncture 

8. * “And we can (.) and we can 

maybe put this on the fridge” 

[xn̩] [kʰm̩] 

ˈmɛb̚bɪ] 

Weak form. Open juncture false 

start, with bilabial assimilation 

in revision 

9. “And Peggy who’s been in 

hospital for (.) months and 

months is finally coming home 

next week on Wednesday (..) if 

she can manage” 

[kʰm̩ ˈmæ̃nɪd͜ʒ] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

10. “So we can give (.) Peggy one 

of the pictures can’t we?” 

[kʰn̩ ˈgɪv] Weak form. Open juncture 
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Table 5. Data Session for Thomas Aged 2;6;20]Table 5. Data Session for Thomas Aged 2;6;20]Table 5. Data Session for Thomas Aged 2;6;20]Table 5. Data Session for Thomas Aged 2;6;20]    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    DescripDescripDescripDescription of Phenomtion of Phenomtion of Phenomtion of Phenomenaenaenaena    

1. “You can manage?” [kʰm̩ ˈmæ̃nɪd͜ʒ]] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

2. “That can’t be    right” [ˈkʰɑñʔ bĭ] Stressed. Non-assimilation close 

juncture 

3. “You can pull it out” [xm̩ pʰʊl] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

4. * “Well you can’t put 

your shoe in the bread-

maker” 

[ˈkʰɑm̃ʔ pʊʔ] Stressed. Bilabial assimilation 

5. “You can go in and ask 

for some sweets” 

[kʰn̩ gəʊw] Weak form. Open juncture 

6. * “If we can get one out, 

we’ll probably manage to 

get the rest out” 

[çŋ ˈgɛʔ] Weak form. Velar assimilation 

7. “Can’t get it out” [ˈKʰɑ̃nʔ gɛt] Stressed. Non-assimilation close 

juncture 
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5.2. M’s Realisations of Can and Can’t  at Potential Assimilation 

Sites at T2 (Thomas Aged 3;3) 

  

 

Table 6. Data Session for Thomas aged 3;3;2Table 6. Data Session for Thomas aged 3;3;2Table 6. Data Session for Thomas aged 3;3;2Table 6. Data Session for Thomas aged 3;3;2    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisaRealisaRealisaRealisationtiontiontion    DescripDescripDescripDescription of Phenomenation of Phenomenation of Phenomenation of Phenomena    

1. “Well you can be a plane-

spotter as well as a car-spotter” 

[kʰm̩ bɪ] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

2. “And the trains can go (…) 

straight into the engine shed 

can’t they” 

-- Inaudible 

3. “But I can’t move it Thomas, 

when you’re sitting there” 

[kʰɑm̃ʔ ˈmu̟ˑv] Unstressed. Bilabial assimilation 

4. * “There can’t be any naughty 

boys round here” 

[ˈkˣɑm̃ʔ bij] Stressed. Bilabial assimilation 

5. “Because then if you get fed 

up at the table, (..) you can 

(0.25) play with your train 

while you’re waiting for us all 

to finish our meal and have a 

chat” 

[kʰəñ (0.25) pleɪ] Weak form. Open juncture with 

very brief pause 

6. “You can play with your 

tractor when you come down” 

[km̩ ˈpleɪ] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

7. * “Well we can’t put these on 

again” 

[ˈkʰɑm̃ʔ pʊʔ] Stressed. Bilabial assimilation 

8. “We’ll have to see if we can 

get something like that” 

[kn̩ ˈgɛʔ] Weak form. Open juncture 

9. “A bulldozer can push very 

heavy loads with its strong 

blade” 

[kʰæ̃n pʊʃ] Strong form. Open juncture. 

Reading from a book 
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Table 7. Data Session for Thomas Aged 3;3;3Table 7. Data Session for Thomas Aged 3;3;3Table 7. Data Session for Thomas Aged 3;3;3Table 7. Data Session for Thomas Aged 3;3;3    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    DescripDescripDescripDescription of Phenomenation of Phenomenation of Phenomenation of Phenomena    

1. “You can build a house” [kʰm̩ bɪɫd] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

2. “This can go in the bin now, 

Thomas please that packet” 

[kʰŋ ̩ˈgəuʊw] Weak form. Velar assimilation 

3. * “So (.) all the little storage 

boxes can go on the tray” 

[kʰn̩ ˈgəʊw] Weak form. Open juncture. 

4. “Now that’s nothing to do 

with food, so that can go on the 

tray, can’t it?” 

[kʰŋ ̩gəʊw] Weak form. Velar assimilation 

5. * “The food’s on the worktop 

and the rubbish can go in the 

bin” 

[kəŋ̃ gəʊw] Weak form. Velar assimilation 

6. “That can go in the dustbin, 

Mr Rubbish-Man please” 

[kʰəñ g̊əʊw] Weak form. Open juncture 

7. “Well you can put them in the 

bin if you like” 

[km̩ ˈpʰʊʔ] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

8. “You can make (.) Thomas the 

Tank-Engine biscuits” 

[kʰm̩ [meɪʔk] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

9. “It says “Now you can make, 

bake and decorate your own 

Thomas and James cookies” 

[kʰm̩ ˈmeɪʔk] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

10. “You’re trying to eat 

something, but you can’t 

(be)cause you’re a little boy” 

[ˈkʰɑñʔ kəʒ̆] Stressed. Non-assimilation close 

juncture 

11. “That we can put that with 

the (..) rice and the pasta” 

[km̩ ˈpʰʊʔ] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

12. “So that nobody can get to it 

unless you really need to use 

it” 

[çŋ ˈgɛʔ] Weak form. Velar assimilation 

13. “And then we can (0.5) put it 

back in the cupboard” 

[kʰəñ (0.5) pʰʊtʰ] Weak form. Open juncture with 

pause 

14. “You can get the cloths and 

things” 

[xŋ ̩gɛʔ] Weak form. Velar assimilation 

15. “Ah well I can’t get down at 

the moment, love” 

[ˈkˣɑñʔ gɛʔ] Stressed. Non-assimilation close 

juncture 

16. “And they’re handing the salt 

to the pig, so that he can give 

Lizzy or Issy …” 

-- No linking between chat and audio 

files 
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Table 8. Data Session for Thomas Aged 3;3;4Table 8. Data Session for Thomas Aged 3;3;4Table 8. Data Session for Thomas Aged 3;3;4Table 8. Data Session for Thomas Aged 3;3;4    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    DescripDescripDescripDescription of Phenomenation of Phenomenation of Phenomenation of Phenomena    

 1. * “And when they’re very cool, 

(.). you can (0.5) move them from 

the top (..) the work-surface (.) into 

the fridge” 

[kn̩ (0.5) ˈmuv] Weak form. Open juncture 

with pause 

2. “I’ll have to leave it there until it’s 

really cold, and then I’ll pop it in 

the fridge (..) and then we can 

probably eat it” 

[km̩ }pɹɒbəblij] Weak form. Bilabial 

assimilation 

3. “You can pretend it’s a birthday 

present” 

[kʰn̩ (.). (C)ɪˈtɛñd] Weak form. Open juncture 

with pause. Recording very 

distorted 

4. “You can go back on your chair 

now, if you like” 

[(Fr,Vls)ŋ ̩gəʊ] Weak form. Velar 

assimilation 

5. “You can put the wa(ter), the 

flowers in the water, but you can’t 

cut the flowers” 

[kʰm̩ ˈpʊʔ] Weak form. Bilabial 

assimilation 

6. “You can put the wa(ter), the 

flowers in the water, but you can’t 

cut the flowers” 

[ˈkʰɑ̃nʔ kʊ̈ʔ] Stressed. Non-assimilation 

close juncture 

7. “The rubbish-men can collect it, 

can they” 

[kʰn̩ kəˈlɛk̚t] Weak form. Open juncture 

8. “Oh you no, I don’t think you can 

go out with my shoes on” 

[xŋ ̩gəʊ] Weak form. Velar 

assimilation 

9. “You can, can’t you” [ˈkʰæ̃ŋ ˈkʰɑñʔ] Stressed. Velar assimilation 

10. * “You can be a postman 

pretending that it’s lunchtime” 

[kʰəm̃ bɪ] Weak form. Bilabial 

assimilation 
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Table 9. Data Session for Thomas Aged 3;3;6Table 9. Data Session for Thomas Aged 3;3;6Table 9. Data Session for Thomas Aged 3;3;6Table 9. Data Session for Thomas Aged 3;3;6    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    DescripDescripDescripDescription of Phenomenation of Phenomenation of Phenomenation of Phenomena    

1. “Just (be)cause I say 

you’re not bouncing on 

the settee, doesn’t mean 

you can bounce on me” 

[kʰə…̃m ˈbaʊ̃…nts͜] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation  

2. “You can pop…” [km̩ ˈpʰɒp̚] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

3. “The marbles can go in 

this side” 

[kʰəŋ̃ ˈgəʊw] Weak form. Velar assimilation 

4. “But we can’t because 

we’re going to damage 

the pan” 

[ˈkʰɑm̃ʔ bɪxəz] Stressed. Bilabial assimilation 

5. * “Well, this can go in 

the rubbish-lorry” 

[kʰɪŋ ˈgəʊ] Vowel alteration. Unstressed. Velar 

assimilation 

6. * “I can be a girl fast 

asleep” 

[kʰm̩ bɪ] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

 

 

Table 10. Data Session for Thomas Aged 3;3;7Table 10. Data Session for Thomas Aged 3;3;7Table 10. Data Session for Thomas Aged 3;3;7Table 10. Data Session for Thomas Aged 3;3;7    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    DescripDescripDescripDescription of Phenomenation of Phenomenation of Phenomenation of Phenomena    

1. “If not, I can make some 

more” 

[kʰm̩ ˈmeɪk̚] Weak form. Bilabial assimilation 

2. “You can keep that” [kʰŋ ˈkip̚] Weak form. Velar assimilation 
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5.3. M’s Realisations of Can  and Can’t  at Potential Assimilation 

Sites at T3 (Thomas aged 4;0) 

 

Table 11. Data Session for Thomas aged 4;0;2Table 11. Data Session for Thomas aged 4;0;2Table 11. Data Session for Thomas aged 4;0;2Table 11. Data Session for Thomas aged 4;0;2    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    DescripDescripDescripDescriptiontiontiontion of Phenomena of Phenomena of Phenomena of Phenomena    

1. “It can’t (0.5) go away in 

that” 

[ˈkʰɑ…̃nʔ ˈgəʊ] Stressed. Non-assimilation 

close juncture with pause 

 

 

Table 12. Data Session for Thomas Aged 4;0;4Table 12. Data Session for Thomas Aged 4;0;4Table 12. Data Session for Thomas Aged 4;0;4Table 12. Data Session for Thomas Aged 4;0;4    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    DescripDescripDescripDescriptiontiontiontion of Phenomena of Phenomena of Phenomena of Phenomena    

1. * “No, you can’t go 

without me” 

[ˈkʰɑñʔ gəʊ] Stressed. Close juncture with 

glottal stop 

2. “You can’t go with 

Apple” 

[ˈkʰɑñʔ gəʊ] Stressed. Close juncture with 

glottal stop 
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Table 13. Data Session for Thomas Aged 4;0;4Table 13. Data Session for Thomas Aged 4;0;4Table 13. Data Session for Thomas Aged 4;0;4Table 13. Data Session for Thomas Aged 4;0;4    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    DescripDescripDescripDescriptiontiontiontion of Phenomena of Phenomena of Phenomena of Phenomena    

1. “So we can put cheese quavers 

in our cheese house, Thomas” 

[xə ˈpʊʔ] Weak form. Non-

assimilation close juncture. 

May be either can or could 

2. “The ones we buy usually have 

all different coloured icing, but 

you can buy packets with just (.) 

chocolate icing” 

[ˈkʰæ̃m baɪ] Stressed. Bilabial 

assimilation 

3. “I can’t believe they’d ripen up 

so quickly, but perhaps…” 

[ˈkʰɑm̃ʔ bəˈliv] Stressed. Bilabial 

assimilation 

4. “We can keep this little packet 

actually” 

[kˣn̩ ˈkip̚] Weak form. Open juncture 

5. “And then we can (0.5) perhaps 

do some playing later on if that 

would (.) suit you better, would 

it?” 

[kˣəñ (0.5) pʰəˈhæps] Weak form. Open juncture 

with pause 

6. “There’s a tune that we can play 

on the piano called ‘Chopsticks’ 

as well” 

[çəm̃ pleɪ] Weak form. Bilabial 

assimilation 

7. “If you’ve got to pick it up and 

throw it, you can’t make it so 

big” 

[ˈkʰɑm̃ʔ meɪk] Stressed. Bilabial 

assimilation 

8. “You can pop it in there if you 

like, then we’ll hang it back on 

the ironing board” 

[xm̩ ˈpɒp] Weak form. Bilabial 

assimilation 

9. “Then I can put the ironing 

board up in the room, so I can 

watch telly” 

[kʰm̩ ˈpʰʊʔ] Weak form. Bilabial 

assimilation 

10. “That just extends the lead a 

little bit, so I can put the iron 

plug in there...” 

[kʰm̩ pʰʊʔ] Weak form. Bilabial 

assimilation 

11. “It can, can’t it?” [ˈkʰæ̃ŋ ˈkʰɑñtʰ] Stressed. Velar assimilation 
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Table 14. Data Session for Thomas Aged 4;0;9Table 14. Data Session for Thomas Aged 4;0;9Table 14. Data Session for Thomas Aged 4;0;9Table 14. Data Session for Thomas Aged 4;0;9    

 

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    DescripDescripDescripDescriptiontiontiontion of Phenomena of Phenomena of Phenomena of Phenomena    

1. “When I can get hold of 

these headphones” 

[kʰŋ ̩gɛʔ] Weak form. Velar 

assimilation 

2. “When we go out later 

on, we can get some 

yoghurt” 

[xŋ ̩ˈgɛʔ] Weak form. Velar 

assimilation 

  3. “And you can go in and 

see all the men working” 

[kʰŋ ̩gəʊ] Weak form. Velar 

assimilation 

4. * “I’ll just have a look in 

the fridge; I think we’ve 

got a yoghurt, but I think 

it’s out of date, so I can’t 

give you that” 

[ˈkʰɑŋ̃ʔ gɪv] Stressed. Velar assimilation 

5. “I am the music man, I 

come from far away and I 

can play” 

[kʰəm̃ ˈpleɪj] Weak form. Bilabial 

assimilation. Singing 

6. “And I can play” -- No linking between chat and 

audio files 
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Appendix Six 
 
 

Adjacent and Near-Adjacent Pairs of Utterances 

Occurring in Interactions between Thomas and M 

    

6.1. Thomas’s Repetitions of M 
 

6.1.1. Pairs Non-Matched for Segmental Realisation of the Potential 

Assimilation Sites, but Matched for all Prosodic Ph enomena 

 
Pair 1. Age 2;8;2Pair 1. Age 2;8;2Pair 1. Age 2;8;2Pair 1. Age 2;8;28888    

    

SpeakerSpeakerSpeakerSpeaker    UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of Description of Description of Description of 

PhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomena    

M “You ᷉can get it ˈout” [ˈkʰæ̃ŋ gɛt] Velar assimilation 

Thomas “ ᷉Can get it ˈout” [ˈt ̪h æ̃n dɛ̪t]̪ Possible progressive 

alveolar assimilation 
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6.1.2. Pairs Matched for Assimilation and all Proso dic Phenomena 

    
Pair 2. Age 3;4;2Pair 2. Age 3;4;2Pair 2. Age 3;4;2Pair 2. Age 3;4;2    

 

Note: This portion of interaction is unlike any other sampled, in that it contains an instance in 

which Thomas repeats after M, followed by a further repetition from M. The current focus is 

on M’s first utterance and Thomas’s repetition. 

 
SpeakerSpeakerSpeakerSpeaker    

    

    

UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of Description of Description of Description of 

PhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomena    

M * “On ˌBob the ᷉Builder, 

they  s̀ay things like, “ ˈI 

ˈcan  ᷆roll it”, “ˈI ˈcan  m̂ix 

it” (high falling), “ˌI ˌcan 

̂dig it (low falling)” ” 

[ˈkʰæ̃…m ˈmɪks] Assimilation. 

Rhythmic and 

formulaic 

Thomas “ˌI ˌcan  m̂ix it” [kʲʰæ̃m ˈmɪk̃s] Assimilation. Less 

rhythmic, more like 

natural speech 

M “ˌI ˌcan  m̂ix it” [ˈkʰæ̃n ˈmɪks] Open juncture. Less 

rhythmic, more like 

natural speech 

 

    

6.1.3. Pairs Non-Matched for all Segmental and Pros odic 

Phenomena 

    
Pair 3. Age 3;4;3Pair 3. Age 3;4;3Pair 3. Age 3;4;3Pair 3. Age 3;4;3    

    

SpeakerSpeakerSpeakerSpeaker    UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of Description of Description of Description of 

PhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomena    

M “You can (0.5) 

colˈlect it  n̂ow, ĉan’t 

you” 

[xn̩ (0.5) kʰəˈlek̚t] Open juncture 

Thomas “ˈI can collêct it, 

̂now” 

[kʰæ̃ŋ kˡɫ ̩̍ lɛʔtˡ]  Strong form. Velar 

assimilation 
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6.2. M’s Repetitions of Thomas 
    

6.2.1. Pairs Matched for all Segmental and Prosodic  Phenomena 

 
Pair 1. Age 3;3;6Pair 1. Age 3;3;6Pair 1. Age 3;3;6Pair 1. Age 3;3;6    

 

SpeakerSpeakerSpeakerSpeaker    UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of Description of Description of Description of 

PhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomena    

Thomas “Erm ˈyou can ˈbe a  

ˈgirl (.) ˈfast a ŝleep” 

[kʰæ̃mi] Assimilation 

M “ˈI can be a ˈgirl ˈfast 

a ŝleep” 

[kʰm̩ bɪ] Assimilation 

 

 

6.2.2. Pairs Matched for all Phenomena, Except for Overall Stress 

Pattern 

 
Pair 2. Age 3;1;3Pair 2. Age 3;1;3Pair 2. Age 3;1;3Pair 2. Age 3;1;3    

 

SpeakerSpeakerSpeakerSpeaker    UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of Description of Description of Description of 

PhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomena    

Thomas “ˌI can (.) ˌmake 

some  ᷉room ˈnow” 

[ˈaɪ kʰæ̝̃m (.) meɪ] Assimilation with 

pause 

M “You can ˌmake 

some ᷉room ˈnow?” 

[kʰm̩ ˈmeɪʔk̚] Assimilation 

 

 
Pair 3. Age 3;4;3Pair 3. Age 3;4;3Pair 3. Age 3;4;3Pair 3. Age 3;4;3    

 

SpeakerSpeakerSpeakerSpeaker    UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of Description of Description of Description of 

PhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomena    

Thomas “ ᷉Mummy, ˈyou can ˌbe 

a  x̂xx (one syllable), to 

̄set off, with ˌmy  ĥat 

on” 

[kʰæ̃m ˈbij] Assimilation 

M “ S̄orry? ˌI can (0.5) be 

̂what love?” 

[kʰm̩ (0.5) bi] Assimilation 
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Pair 4. Age 3;7;3Pair 4. Age 3;7;3Pair 4. Age 3;7;3Pair 4. Age 3;7;3    

 

SpeakerSpeakerSpeakerSpeaker    UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of Description of Description of Description of 

PhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomena    

Thomas “  ᷉Mummy, (hiccup) 

(..) ˈI can be a 

p̂ostman (.) ˈcan’t (.) 

(hiccup)  Î?” 

[k͜xæ̃m bij] Assimilation 

M “ˌYou can be a 

p̂ostman?” 

[kʰm̩ bij] Assimilation 

 

 

Pair 5. Age 3;7;4Pair 5. Age 3;7;4Pair 5. Age 3;7;4Pair 5. Age 3;7;4    

 

SpeakerSpeakerSpeakerSpeaker    UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of Description of Description of Description of 

PhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomena    

Thomas “ˈYou can ˈbe a 

̂lady-ˈman” 

[kæ̈̃n ˈbij] Open juncture. 

Falling tone 

Thomas “I can ˌbe a  b̂ig/bin 

man” 

[kʰʌm̊ ˈbij] Assimilation.  

M “ˈI can be a  l̂ady-

ˈman? ˈWhat’s a 

̂lady-ˈman?” 

(Chuckling) 

[kʰəñ bĭj] Open juncture 

 

 

6.2.3. Pairs Matched for all Phenomena Except Nucle ar Tone 

 
Pair 6. Age 2;9;28Pair 6. Age 2;9;28Pair 6. Age 2;9;28Pair 6. Age 2;9;28    

 

SpeakerSpeakerSpeakerSpeaker    UttUttUttUtteranceeranceeranceerance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of Description of Description of Description of 

PhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomena    

Thomas “Can’t  ĉlose it 

ˈproperly” 

[kɑñʔ ˈkləʊz] Non-assimilation 

close juncture 

M “You ˌcan’t ᷉close it 

ˈproperly?” 

[kʰɑñʔ ˈkləʊz] Non-assimilation 

close juncture 
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Pair 7. Age 2;9;28Pair 7. Age 2;9;28Pair 7. Age 2;9;28Pair 7. Age 2;9;28    

 

SpeakerSpeakerSpeakerSpeaker    UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RRRRealisationealisationealisationealisation    Description of Description of Description of Description of 

PhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomena    

Thomas “I ˌcan’t get 

̂through,  ᷉now” 

[ˈkʰɑñ gɛʔ̝] Non-assimilation 

close juncture 

M “You ˈcan’t get 

̌through?” 

[kʰɑñʔ gɛʔ] Non-assimilation 

close juncture 

 

    

Pair 8. Age 3;10;2Pair 8. Age 3;10;2Pair 8. Age 3;10;2Pair 8. Age 3;10;2    

 

SpeakerSpeakerSpeakerSpeaker    UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    DescrDescrDescrDescription of iption of iption of iption of 

PhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomena    

Thomas “ˌIt’s (.)  ᷉Springtime, 

and (.) er Aunty 

ˌMabels (.) is  ôn at 

ˈSpringtime, and 

ˈMrs. ˈPlattford  ŝaid, 

(.) “You can play 

̂out at ˈSpringtime” ” 

[gʲəm̃ pleij] Assimilation 

M “ R̂ight”   

M “  X̌xx (one 

syllable)” 

  

M “ˌAunty  M̂abel? 

You’re ˈtalking about 

something on the 

̂television, at 

̂Sringtime, but 

ˈMrs. P̂lattford” 

  

Thomas “ˈno ˈno ˈno ˈno ˈno  

᷈no 

  

M “ˈDon’t be  ŝilly 

ˈThomas ˈplease” 

  

M “Mrs. ˈPlattford is 

the (..) ˈnursery 

̂Teacher, from the 

ˈnursery in the 

ˈafter n̂oon ˈisn’t she, 

and she said ˌshe 

said you can play ᷈out 

in Springtime” 

[kʰm̩ pleɪj] Assimilation 
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6.2.4. Pairs Matched for Segmental Realisation of t he Potential 

Assimilation Sites and Stress Pattern, but Non-Matc hed for Locus of 

Tonic Syllable and Nuclear Tone 

 
Pair 9. Age 3;3;4Pair 9. Age 3;3;4Pair 9. Age 3;3;4Pair 9. Age 3;3;4    

 

SpeakerSpeakerSpeakerSpeaker    UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of Description of Description of Description of 

PhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomena    

Thomas “You can be a ˈpostman 

̂changing it.” 

[ɣæ̃m bij] Assimilation 

M “Alright. Yes”   

Thomas “ˈI can ˈbe a  p̂arcel” [kʰæ̃m bij] Assimilation 

M * “You can be a 

ˈpostman preˈtending (.) 

that ˈit’s  l̂unchtime” 

[kʰəm̃ bɪ] Assimilation 

 

 

Pair 10. Age 3;7;2Pair 10. Age 3;7;2Pair 10. Age 3;7;2Pair 10. Age 3;7;2    

 

SpeakerSpeakerSpeakerSpeaker    UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of Description of Description of Description of 

PhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomena    

Thomas “  M̌ummy, I ˌcan’t go to 

̂sleep. ᷆Mum” (falsetto, 

creaky voice, whinging) 

[kʰɑñʔ gəʊ] Non-assimilation 

close juncture 

M “What do you  m̂ean 

you ˈcan’t go to ˈsleep?” 

[ˈkʰɑñ gəu] Non-assimilation 

close juncture 

 

 

Pair 11.Pair 11.Pair 11.Pair 11.    

 

SpeakerSpeakerSpeakerSpeaker    UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of Description of Description of Description of 

PhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomena    

Thomas “When I finished  ˈdoing 

this  p̂rintings, ˈwe can 

(0.5) ˈplay  ᷈fire-engines” 

[kʰəm̃ (0.5) ˈp̬leɪ] Assimilation 

M * “Oh when we’ve 

ˌfinished the  ᷉printing we 

can ˈplay ˈfire-ˈengines. 

̂Yes. We  c̀an” 

[kʰm̩ ˈpleɪ] Assimilation 
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6.2.5. Pairs Matched for Segmental Realisation of t he Potential 

Assimilation Sites, but Non-Matched for Prosodic Ph enomena 

 
Pair 12. Age 2;9;23Pair 12. Age 2;9;23Pair 12. Age 2;9;23Pair 12. Age 2;9;23    

 

SpeakerSpeakerSpeakerSpeaker    UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of Description of Description of Description of 

PhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomena    

Thomas “I ˌcan’t ˌget it 

̂open” 

[ˈkʰɑñʔ (C,Vd)ɛt] Non-assimilation 

close juncture  

M * “ n̂o and ˌI  Î ˈcan’t 

get it ˈopen” 

[ˈkʰɑñʔ gɛt] Non-assimilation 

close juncture 

 

 

Pair 13. Age 3;4;2Pair 13. Age 3;4;2Pair 13. Age 3;4;2Pair 13. Age 3;4;2    

 

SpeakerSpeakerSpeakerSpeaker    UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of Description of Description of Description of 

PhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomena    

Thomas “ˌThen you can ˌput 

it  în here” 

[kæm }pʊt]  Assimilation 

M “That’s right. From 

that pot” 

  

M “And we can ˌput it 

in t̂here ˌlike t̂hat” 

[kʰm̩ ˈput] Assimilation 

 

    

Pair 14. Age 3;7;2Pair 14. Age 3;7;2Pair 14. Age 3;7;2Pair 14. Age 3;7;2    

 

SpeakerSpeakerSpeakerSpeaker    UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of Description of Description of Description of 

PhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomena    

Thomas “You ˈcan’t catch 

ˈme (be)cause ˈI’m a 

̂sausage-ˈman” 

[ˈkʰɑŋ̃ʔ kætʃ͜] Assimilation 

M (Laughs)   

Thomas (Laughs)   

M “You ˈcan’t catch 

ˈme (be)cause I’m a 

ˈsausage  r̂oll” 

[ˈkʰɑŋ̃ʔ kʰæ̝tʃ͜] Assimilation 
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Pair 15. Age 3;7;4Pair 15. Age 3;7;4Pair 15. Age 3;7;4Pair 15. Age 3;7;4    

 

SpeakerSpeakerSpeakerSpeaker    UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of Description of Description of Description of 

PhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomena    

Thomas “ˈI can ˈbe a ˈbig 

̂grabber,  ĉouldn’t ˈI?” 

[kæ̠̃m ˈmij] Assimilation 

M “You  ᷉can be.  Ŷes” [kʰæ̃m bi] Assimilation 

 

    

6.2.6. Pairs Non-Matched for all Segmental and Pros odic 

Phenomena 

 
Pair 16. Age 3;2;6Pair 16. Age 3;2;6Pair 16. Age 3;2;6Pair 16. Age 3;2;6    

 

SpeakerSpeakerSpeakerSpeaker    UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of Description of Description of Description of 

PhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomena    

Thomas “ Ĥey! ˈWe  ᷉can, 

ˌmake ᷉stickers ˈnow. 

̂Stickers” 

[ˈkʰæ̃(Nas) meɪʔk] Unclassifiable.  

M “We can ˌmake  

᷉stickers now ˈcan we?” 

[km̩̆ ˈmeɪk̚] Assimilation 

 

 

6.2.7. Pairs Matched Only for Stress Pattern 

 
Pair 17. Age 3;3;2Pair 17. Age 3;3;2Pair 17. Age 3;3;2Pair 17. Age 3;3;2    

 

SpeakerSpeakerSpeakerSpeaker    UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of Description of Description of Description of 

PhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomena    

Thomas “And  ᷉then, we can 

ˈplay with a  t̂ractor” 

[kʰæ̃n ˈpleɪ] Open juncture 

M “No don’t touch! 

Don’t touch anything 

now Thomas please! 

Don’t touch anything” 

  

M “ ᷉Yes You can ˈplay 

with your ˈtractor, 

when you come 

ˈdown” 

[km̩ ˈpleɪ] Assimilation  
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Pair 18. Age 3;7;1Pair 18. Age 3;7;1Pair 18. Age 3;7;1Pair 18. Age 3;7;1    

 

SpeakerSpeakerSpeakerSpeaker    UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    DescrDescrDescrDescription of iption of iption of iption of 

PhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomena    

Thomas “Ah you ˌcan’t  ḡet ˈme” [ˈkɑ̃ŋ̆ gɛʔ] Assimilation 

M “ T̄ho ꜜmas!”   

Thomas (laughs)   

M “ Ŵhy? Are ˌyou the  

᷉gingerbread-man?” 

  

Thomas “ Ŷeah” (laughs)   

M “Is  ᷉that ˈwhy I  ˈcan’t 

ˈget ˈyou?” 

[ˈkʰɑñʔ gɛʔ] Non-assimilation 

close juncture 

 

 

6.2.8. Pairs Matched Only for Locus of Tonic Syllab le 

 
Pair 19. Age 3;3;2Pair 19. Age 3;3;2Pair 19. Age 3;3;2Pair 19. Age 3;3;2    

 

SpeakerSpeakerSpeakerSpeaker    UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of Description of Description of Description of 

PhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomena    

Thomas “ˈThis can ˈbe a  ᷉train-

ˈspotter.  Ând ˈthis” 

[kʰæ̃ bij̞] Non-assimilation 

close juncture 

M “Well you can be a 

p̂lane-spotter, as ˌwell as 

a  ᷉car-spotter” 

[kʰm̩ bɪ]]  Assimilation 

 

 

Pair 20. Age 3;6;0Pair 20. Age 3;6;0Pair 20. Age 3;6;0Pair 20. Age 3;6;0    

 

SpeakerSpeakerSpeakerSpeaker    UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of Description of Description of Description of 

PhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomena    

Thomas “ ᷉I ˈcan ˈbe ˈone, and 

ˈyou can ˈsit  n̂ext to me, 

I can (0.5) ˈbe a  d̂river” 

[kʰæ̃n (0.5) ˈbij] Strong form. Open 

juncture. Falling tone 

M * “Oh but ˈyou can be a  

᷉driver, and ˌI’ll look ôut, 

and ˈtell you what we 

ˈhave to lift ûp” 

[xm̩ bij] Assimilation 
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6.2.9. Pairs Matched for Stress Pattern and Locus o f Tonic Syllable, 

but Non-Matched for Segmental Realisation of Potent ial Assimilation 

Site and Nuclear Tone 

 

 
Pair 21. Age 3;4;0Pair 21. Age 3;4;0Pair 21. Age 3;4;0Pair 21. Age 3;4;0    

 

SpeakerSpeakerSpeakerSpeaker    UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of Description of Description of Description of 

PhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomena    

Thomas “ˌI can mess  h̄air” [kʰæ̃n mɛs] Open juncture 

M “ˌI can mess  ĥair” [kʰm̩ mɛs] Assimilation 

 

 

6.2.10. Pairs Matched for all Prosodic Phenomena, b ut Non-Matched 

for Segmental Realisation of Potential Assimilation  Site 

 
    

Pair 22. Age 3;4;2Pair 22. Age 3;4;2Pair 22. Age 3;4;2Pair 22. Age 3;4;2    

    

Note: this pair comes from the same portion of interaction as pair 1 of Thomas’s repetitions of 

M. The current focus is on Thomas’s utterance and M’s repetition. 

 

SpeakerSpeakerSpeakerSpeaker    UtteranceUtteranceUtteranceUtterance    RealisationRealisationRealisationRealisation    Description of Description of Description of Description of 

PhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomenaPhenomena    

M * “On ˌBob the 

᷉Builder, they  s̀ay 

things like, “ ˈI ˈcan  

᷆roll it”, “ˈI ˈcan  m̂ix 

it” (high falling), “ˌI 

ˌcan  d̂ig it (low 

falling)” ” 

[ˈKʰæ̃…m ˈmɪks] Bilabial assimilation. 

Rhythmic and 

formulaic 

Thomas “ˌI ˌcan  m̂ix it” [kʲʰæ̃m ˈmɪk̃s] Bilabial assimilation. 

Less rhythmic, more 

like natural speech 

M “ˌI ˌcan  m̂ix it” [ˈkʰæ̃n ˈmɪks] Open juncture. Less 

rhythmic, more like 

natural speech 

 


